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mission whereyou^’ 
Pfmly chance of survival will be your precision 
gun control, your razor-sharp aim and your 

impeccable sense of style. Good thing 
youre James Bond. In the new GoldenEye jÉ 

. for N64, you ve got a 360-degree range, M 
18 weapons and a license to kill. JÈM 

Hope your tux is pressed. AQL@keyword:NOA 

www.nintendo.com 
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a It’s been a hectic week since our 
narrow escape from Atlanta. 
Siphoning through lOO’s of screen 

l £ shots, making countless phone 
I calls for last minute Images and 
'i info and looking under every rock 

to make sure we didn’t forget 

/) J/) anything, to once again bring you 

/an up c,ose anc* Personal look at 
Mriy 1997’s big industry coming out 

_ party, the Electronic Team GameFan Z , , . . _ 
Editor in Chief & Entertainment Expo. 
Creative Director Hey, 1 9ot to f|Y on Continental's 
Dave Halverson “oldest plane in the fleet,” experi- é Executive Editor ence the lush Detroit Airport, and experience 
Greg Rau the joys of lost luggage at 3:00 AM at LAX. This 

I Managing Editor glamorous life is just too much for me. 
Ryan Lockhart This year’s show (which took place in swamp 

I Art Director like weather) was an interesting one, to say the 
Bruce Stockert least. Besides a shocking change of venue this 

4 Senior Producer was the first show in 7 years where Sega and 
Gary Harrod Nintendo weren’t duking it out for supremacy. 

4 Graphic Design/Layout Instead, Sony literally took over the place with 
Mike Wakamatsu more at nearly every third-party display and two 
Nick Des Barres to three times as much in their own super mega 
Gregory Han steel monolith of a booth. 

* Guest Designer What strikes me as stranger yet is that both 
Frank Martinez Jr. Nintendo and Sega could have easily had a 

Editors much better outing had they put out more 
^an wares from Japan. Games that are either 

MfrVJ n« R9SOn done or close to it. 
Michael Hobbs Every year Sega s booth has had a section 
Mike Griffin where nearly every Japanese game is displayed 
Contributing Editor on at least one screen. This year however that 
Jeremy Corby entire piece was missing, as were such notable 
GF Sports Editor titles as Silhouette Mirage by Treasure, SOJ’s 
Rustin Lee premiere developer; Slayers, a beautiful 
Production Assistant strategy/RPG based on the popular anime 
Andrew Cockburn series; Grandia, perhaps the most stunning SS 
Japanese RPG ever created, by GameArts; Evangelion 2nd 
Correspondent Impression, a digital comic/battle sim based on 
Jun Sakai the greatest anime of all time; Willy Wombat, a 
London Bureau top-down, polygonal action adventure by 

Paul^Davies5 Westone, makers of Wonder Boy; Princess 
**aU. aV,ÜS Crown, a mind-boggling, hand-drawn 2D fighter 

Selïsla S^°ze?at0r 5“* '°oks to> 90°d to° ba tr“e b* Atlus= Virus’ 
_ __ Sega s own CG/animated adventure, and 

JorhnnySBracketter Ihu,nde[ F°rc®5’ a "o-brainer US‘ release bV 
0 A ■ _ TechnoSoft. Add these to the show floor and 

EricPWaSrdenS viola! More 9ames, better ^how! 
r _ , Likewise, Nintendo left behind Chameleon 
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Continental's 

oldest [jidiie time. Sega and Nintendo had some 

mighty impressive games (you can 
read all about it inside this very 
issue) but overall neither could 
match the gigantic Sony presence. 

Tm still not sure how to deal with this new 
order as l’ve come to know and respect 
Nintendo and Sega throughout my 5 years in 
publishing. 
Especially since 
Sony has already 
thrown the word 
“official” on a 
publication and 
granted them the 
sacred disc based 
on cash, not qual- 
ity. That’s a bad 
omen if you’re in 
my shoes. Thus 
far Sony’s been 
wonderful but how 
they deal with 
their newfound 
strength remains to 
be seen. Of course, 
we will remain as 
unbiased as we can 
be, and focus on you, 
the GF reader, by 
bringing you all there 
is on every platform 
in sparkling GF 
form. I do know 
one thing: As 
many times as l’ve 
seen the lead £ 
change hands, ^ 
this battle is only 
beginning to rage. 
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Grand Tour Rating ’98 knows no boundaries. 
A rally through Scotland. A sports car race in Moscow. An off-road 

race over the sand dunes of Egypt. The world is your racetrack. 

Race three prestigious competitions in six exotic locales around 

the globe. Plus, 40 unique vehicles with power, physics and 

handling as exciting as breaking the sound barrier. It’s no wonder 

Grand Tour Racing ’98 is the official Car and Driver® racing game. 

Don’t let the world race you by. 

THE OFFICIAL 

fewTEOTNYïJF CflRsüDRIVER 
RACING GAME 

Arriving this Fall for the PlayStatiorf game console. 
www.activision.com 
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EDITORIAL ZONE 

NIGHTMARE CREATURES pg. 26 MOST WANTED/TOP TEN 

HOCUS POCUS 

GAAAEFAN PRESENTS 
E3 '97!! 

VIEWPOINTS 

COVER STORY MULTI RACING CHAMP 
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NBA HANGTIME 
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OGRE BATTLE 
ONE 
PANDEMONIUM 2 
POCKET FIGHTER 
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TOMB RAIDER 2 
TREASURES OFTHE DEEP 
V-RALLY 
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WILD 9’S 
WILLY WOM BAT 
YOSHI’S ISLAND 64 
YUKE YUKE TROUBLEMAKERS 
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FINAL FANTASY VII 
SATURN SECTOR 

NINTENDO 64 THEATER 
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JAPAN NOW 
GHOST IN THE SHELL pg. 61 

ANIME FAN 

QUARTER CRUNCHERS 

OTHER STUFF 
COVER ILLUSTRATION BY EIDOS/CORE 

Fighting Force name. character likeness(s) and stylized 
logo are ™ and property of Eidos/Core © 1997. 
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A COLLECTION 
THAT LAUGHS IN T 

ALAS, VIDEO GAMING TECHNOLOGY 

IT KEEPS GETTING UPDATED AND 

OUTDATED PASTER AND FASTER 

WHO'LL STOP THIS MADNESS? NAMCO 

and the Museum Collection , Volume 4 

FlVE STATE OF-THE ART (WELL, MAYBE TEN YEARS 

AGO) GAMES BASED ON THE PRINCIPLE THAT FUN NEVER GOES OUT 

OF STYLE. PAC-LAND - A WILD AND CRAZY PAC-MAN ADVENTURE. ASSAULT 

THE TANK WARFARE CLASSIC. ORDYNE - AN INTENSE, RAPID FIRE 

SHOOTER FROM THE ARCADES. PLUS, THE RETURN OF 

ISHTAR, AND THE GENUI AND ÏHE HEIKE CLANS. EACH 

ONE AN ABSOLUTE BLAST. GO AHEAD AND PLAY IT FOR 

YOURSELF. JUST DON'T BE SURPRISED IF YOU'RE SOON 

LAUGHING IN THE FACE OF TECHNOLOGY, TOO 

{GREAT GAMES HAVE NEVER HAD TO BE HIGH-TEi 

www.namco.com 

M» VOLUME 4 19S5 Narcco Lid, Alt Righis Reserved. PlaySiation and the Playstation logos are 
imputer Eriiertalnmeitt Ine. The ratings icon is a ttademark ol the Interactive Digital Software Association. 
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Everything you need to play fits 

into this handy compartment. 

fig. la 
THE POWER 

STRUCTURE 

Translated in nine 

languages, Magie can be 

played anywhere on earth 

As for other locales, 

we’re warking on it. 

n POPULAR 
VH/ERSIONS 

THROUGHOUT THE 

CEHTURy. j 

Imagine, a game that relies 

on social interaction and brain 

power. What a novel idea! 

World of <jMagic: the Qat bering 



To flee the monotony 

of everyday life, Magie 

is a wise alternative 

to the Street luge. 

On the $1,000,000 

Magie Pro Tour, 

winners walk away^j 

jith big bucks. And 

a trail of adoring 

fans in tow. 

eollectability is yèt 

another fan aspect of Magie. 
Certain rare cards raay feteb 

$500 on the open raarket. 

ENT£R HBRE ' * 
With Magie: The Gathering, 
it's brains over brawn. 

Each Magie card 
features artwork so 

vivid, you may 

actually feel its 
I power. This is not 
always a good thing. 

Magie gets its power 
from a simple deck of 

cards. And another 

often neglected 
source.: your brain. 



FOR THE WEEK ENDING 6/30/97 

' Kart 64 
TOP TEN N64 

1. Mario Kart 64 - I\I64 
2. Turok - N64 
3. Super Mario 64-H64 
4. Wave Race - N64 
5. Tomb Raider - PS 

READERS’ TOP TEN 

6. Suikoden - PS 
7. Shadows of the Empire - I\I6| 
8. Tekken 2 - PS 
9. Resident Evil - PS 
10. Doom 64 - 1\I64 

GAME FAN EDITOR’S TOP TEN 

READERS’ MOSTWANTED 

1. Zelda 64 - N64 
2. Final Fantasy I/// - PS 
3. StarFox 64 - I\I64 
4. GoldenEye 007 - N64 
5. Tekken3-MUM 

6. Resident Evil 2 - PS 
7. Tomb Raider 2 - PS 
8. Mission Impossible - N 
9. Crash Bandicoot 2 -1 
10. Yoshi’s isiand -W 

1. Yuke Yuke Troublemakers - N64 
2. Crash 2 - PS 
3. Goldeneye - N64 
4. Sonic R - Saturn 
5. Ghost in the Shell - PS 

6. Banjo Kazooie - N64 
7. Red Asphalt- PS 
8. F1-Pole Position - N64 
9. Treasures of the Deep - PS 
10. VMX-PS 

I 

H 
ö;o 
y&r 

1. Sonic R - Saturn 
2. Yuke Yuke Trouble Makers - N64 
3. Sonic Jam - Saturn 
4. Beastorizer - PS 
5. Panzer Dragon Saga - Saturn 

6. Dead orAlive- Saturn 
7. Fighting Force - PS 
8. Alien Soldier - Gen 
9. Nightmare Creatures - PS 
10. Guardian Heroes - Saturn 

1. Finai Fantasy Tactics - PS 
2. Samurai Shodown RPG - Neo 
3. Castlevania X- PS 
4. Dracula X- PC Engine 
5. Policenauts - Saturn 

1. Nightmare Creatures - PS 
2. Treasures of the Deep - PS 
3. Tekken 3 - Arcade 
4. Quake - Saturn 
5. V Rally -PS 

WI 

All you have to do to enter the drawing is write down a list of your top 
10 favorite gaines and the 10 games you want the most that aren’t out 
yet, on a piece of paper or a postcard tlien send theni to: GAMEFAN 
TOPTEN, 5137 Clareton Dr., Suite 210 Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

Pocket 
GameBoy. 

Your choice of one of the Picks 
of the Month in Viewpoint. 

First Prize: 
Matt Smith, 
Palmdale, CA 

Second Prize: 
Ruben Avery, 
St. Louis, MO 

Tliird Prize: 
Matthew Levitan, 

New York, NY 
Drawing is limited to One (1) entry per person per 
month. Drawings will be held on the 21 st of each 
month. The three (3) winners will be notified by 
mail and listed on this page. For a complete list 
of mies and regulations write: GameFan Top Ten 
with self addressed & stamped envelope. 
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6. Alundra - PS 
7. Kowloon’s Gate - PS 
8. Street Fighter III - Arcade 
9. Lunar2- SegaCD 
10. Snatcher- SegaCD 

1. SF Rush-mA 
2. Rally Cross - PS 
3. Tomb Raider - PS 
4. Felony 11-79- PS 
5. Street Fighter III - Arcade 

6. Ace Combat2- PS 
7. Rage Racer - PS 
8. CoolBoarders - PS 
9. Jet Moto - PS 
10. Street Fighter Alpha 2 - PS 

6. Goldeneye - N64 
7. Extreme G - N64 
8. Parappa the Rapper - PS 
9. Ace Combat 2 - PS 
10. San Francisco Rush - I\I64 

1. Yuke Yuke Trouble Makers - 
2. Banjo-Kazooie - N64 
3. Crash 2 - PS 

N64 

4. Colony Wars - PS 
5. Ace Combat 2 - PS 

6. Goldeneye - N64 
7. Conker’s Quest- N64 
8. Street Fighter EX - PS 
9. Sonic R - Saturn 
10. Rapid Racer- PS 

A FREE year of GameFan! 
The best magazine in the universe! 

Congratulations to last month’s winners: 

1. StarFox 64 - I\I64 
“Proves hardmre doesn't matter, it's all about game design." 

2. Super Smash TV-SNES 
“4 joysticks. Hands down." 

3. Gunblade NY - Arcade 
“Two big gons, great enemy reactions, SEGA knows.” 

4. Soul Blade - PS 
‘lekken nuniberwhoT 

5. Contra 3: The Alien Wars - SNES 
“Stilt sitting in the SNES on my desk till this day!" 

6. Gamera 2000 - PS Import 
“More exciting than Panier Saturn on the PSX? Be afraid.” 

7. Space Harrier - Saturn 
“With the Analog NiGHTS Pad! Good clean fun. ” 

8. Street Fighter II Turbo - SNES 

This Month’s Guest: 

Howard Schwartz 
Executive Producer, "One" ASC Games 

\ 
m 

9. QBERT - Atari 2600 
“Still the one.” 

10. Ms. Pac Man - Namco Classics - PS 
“My wife niakes me play it every night. ” 



Journey to the far future to save the distant past 
Battïe hand-tö-hand. Solve intriguing puzzles. 
Wield powe^ful magie. Explore a huge 3D world 
Your missiolh: retrieve the legendary sword 
Excalibur. \ ( 

Featuring over200 locations, 60 different 
characters, full Speech, and incredible reaifistic 
light-sourcing, Excalibur 2555 is an absol&te epic 

“ ...could well do foV 3D action adventuren what 
Tomb Raider did fch\3D platformers” \ 
— Edge \ \ 

“ Excalibur 2555 is one of the most uniq^è \ 
3D gaines ever... a rè^lly, really cool gamel 
— Diehard Gamefan\ ( / 

WK S Tel.: (315) 393-6633 Fax:(315)393-1525 

C To order, visit your retailer or call^l-800-447-1230 
ROM / 

\ www.sir-tech.com / 
PlayStation^ïnd the Playstation logos are trademarks of Sony Computir 

Playstation 
-rtainment Ine. 
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ENTER THE GAMEFAN 
HOCUS POCUS GIVEAWAYI 

GRAND PRIZE: 
A GXTV 

FIRST PRIZE: 
A POCKET 
GAMEBOY 

SECOND PRIZE: 
VIEWPOINT 

GAME OF YOUR 
CHOICE 

THIRD PRIZE: 
1-YEAR 

SUBSCRIPTION 
TO GAMEFAN 

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO0OOO o o • 

HOCUS POCl \ BY REUBL'S, WITH AWESOME ART BV,THE WEB DUDES 
? * m; » ‘jf 
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GXTV is the world’s first video game TV with 
hyper-amplified sound and graphics, 
Enhance the thrill of gaming with 
adjustable speaker doors, stereo surround 
sound and a 15 watt sub woofer. Plus, the 
intense screen graphics will make you feel 
like your head’s right inside the game. 
GXTV is also a 181-channel, 13" stereo TV 
with two A/V inputs, stereo headphone jack, 
backlit remote control and tilt/swivel 
stand. So whatcha waitin’ for? Send in 
those codes and maybe you can win one of 
these GXTVs for yourself! 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THIS MONTH'S WINNERS! 
% |P 

V 
A \ 

The mighty Monitaur seeks the 
finest cheats, secrets and tips 
known to humanity, and we need 

them from YOUII We'11 look over 
all the codes 70U send and 

award a magnificent Grand 
Prize every single month! 
Remember, no cheap codes 
from previously pub- 
lished US magazines! 
Winners will be drawn 
each month and dis- 
played in the only place 
where cheaters prosper. 
(Current subscribers who 

win a subscription will 
receive a one-year extension,) 

SEND YOUR CARDS 
AND LETTERS TO: 
Hocus Pocus 
5137 Clareton Drive 
Suite 210 

Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

GRAND PRIZE WINNER: 

JLEE 
@E-MAIL 

FIRST PRIZE WINNER: 

JIM BELLEND 
OMAHA, NE 

SECOND PRIZE WINNER: 

MATHEV? WOODS 
BROOMFIELD, CO 

THIRD PRIZE WINNER: 

JONAS JUBIDA 
VANCOUVER, BC 

http://www.gamefan.com Check us out Online at 



Stop wasting 
money on 
essential 

itemsl 

1) Make sure the item you want to duplicate 

is exactly one (1), such as a power apple or 

medicine. 

2) Enter a battle 

3) In the first round, have Rudy use an item 

such as a heal berry. (See Shot 1) 

4) Have Jack switch the position of the heal 

berry and medicine (or whatever item you've 

chosen to duplicate). (See Shot 2) 

5) Have Cecilia defend. 

6) In the second round have Rudy use the 

heal berry again, you'11 see that the medi¬ 

cine is now mysteriously gone!(See Shot 3) 

7) Have Jack switch back the position of the 

heal berry with the medicine (the empty 

space). (See Shot 4) 

8) Have Cecilia defend (See Shot 5) 

9) In the third round, check-out the invento- 

ry-now you have 255 medicinesIII (See Shot 6) 

IMPORTANT... 
Use the same procedure for other items that 

can be bought and sold, such as 

apples/secret signs/ambrosia. However; You 

should try to sell off at least 156 of the 

255 items everytime (in other words stay 

below 100), because the game tends to crash 

otherwise. Enjoy the free stuff! 

1 + Hciy Symbul 1 

«ifeeïiclne . ■ L eKcal Salve 5 
•/Heal Berry tl +HoIy Symbol 1 
XLlghl Shroom 3 
'•Pul let Clip G *Revive Fruit G 

■ ■'Bollen Berry fl /'Magie Carrot li 
/Aitldete 7 ti 

RPLucfcy Card 3 

Llght Shroo» 3 
■Fullet Clip S 
;Pot Ion Berry i 

Bri-oeky Card 

•Toy Haatarr 

./Heal Berry 12 eHeat Salve i 
4Medicine ‘ 2GG + Holy Symbol 1 
XLight Shrooro 3 ’ 
/'Bullet Clip 5 'Revive Fruit 5 

■/Pot Ion Berry 3 - Magie Carrot 11 
«'fintldote 7 th. ■■ ■■ ' 

+ HoIy Symbol 
High! Shroom 
iBullet Clip 
1 Pot Ion Berry 
'.Antldote 

SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE 

Secret Character Codesl 

First make sure the game is on Medium 

mode. Then at name entry, type in the fol- i ^ 1 ] 

lowing; _Wampa__Stompa 
Make sure there's one space before Wampa, 

and tv/o before Stompa, and that both words 

are capitalized (as shown). You must also iueLnwMy 

choose 'Traditional' as your control set-up. 
O.K., now enter the level of choice and punch in the following: 

For the Wampa: Press left on the d-pad and the right ’C' button 

simultaneously, then up on the d-pad and the right ’C' button. 

For the AT-ST; Press left on the d-pad and the right ’C' button 

simultaneously, then up on the d-pad and the right ’C' button. 

For the Stormtroepen Press right on the d-pad and the right ’C' 
button simultaneously, then up on the d- 

pad and the right ’C' button simultane- 

CHECK US OUT ONLINE AT http://www.gamefan.com 
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RUNABOUT (IMPORT) 

Every Vehicle Revealedl 

REUBUS RERORT #2: 
"TÖE LOTr 

■■■ 

MACHINE SELECT 
SIR 

HORSEPOWêR 130 
toroue 14.1 

•'«pffN’erw 4 0 70 
WélGHT 104 0 F-U»£4 4' 

MACHINE SELECT 

NSR 
HORSEPOWER 280 

MACHINE SELECT 

GTR 

NSR 

MACHINE SELECT 

BUS 
HORSEPOWER 235 

-.TORQUE 66.1 
'-.'LSM6TH-. 11250 
►WjKSlGWJ. 12130 
—. 120 

GTR 
SELECT & © BUTTON —‘ SELECT «► & © BUTTON —' SELECT & © BUTTON —' 
EXIT <S> BUTTON EXIT ® BUTTON EXIT ® BUTTON 

MACHINE SELECT 
DSH 

HORSEPOWER 
TORQUE 
LENGTH 
WgIGHT 

<► & © BUTTON 
<§> BUTTON 

I I I I 
MACHINE SELECT 

TNK 

SELECT 
EXIT 

HORSEPOWER 1500 
torque 9 6.4 

N.G.TH 9 8 0 0 
«» WÊIGHT 50000 

-.-. F.UEl-50 0 

TNK 
& © BUTTON 

<!> BUTTON 

I I I I 
MACHINE SELECT 

HORSEPOWER B20 
TORQUE 99.6 

—n'EttGTH 5625 
7. !:'I G"H T _ 18 2 0 

, FUEL ’ ' »60 

SELECT 
EXIT 

-«► & © BUTTON 
<!> BUTTON 

n TT 
MACHINE SELECT 

19A 
HORSEPOWER 700 
TORQUE 
LENGTH 
W8IGHT 600 
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The Presents: 

"WELCOME TO THE 
“See anything you like? Feel free to kick the 
tires, bilt not too hard... That one in the corner? 
Think you can handle it? Of course I can han- 
dle it, Fm Reubus! That little ELS? Good choice, 
1 used that one to get most of the others you see 
here... Welt, just come into my office and tilt out 
these forms and welt see what we can do.r'y/'j 
Seriously, though, Runabout (to be called 
Felony 11-79 when it’s released here in the 
States) is a firn bit of driving. Though you start 
off with only four cars, you eventually get 22 to 
choose from, and here’s hovv to do it: 
• First, by beating each track in under the time 
limit, you’Il get two cars per track... SIR & NSRi 
for Down Town — GTR & BUS for Sea Side — LIM | 
& DAM for Metro City. You’re up to 10 cars! 
OSeeond, do it faster! Beat each course in 
under four minutes and get another car for each. FD7, GT1, and 
TAC, in that order. Now you’ve got a total of 13 cars! 
• Next up: DAMAGEÜ! You’ve got to beat each track again. 
this time causing a certain dollar amount of damage. Down 
Town: S 1,000.000 gets you the GTS. I recommend going most- 
ly for the buses and police cars—they yield more cash than the 
others. Sea Side: $2,500,000 this time, for the ELS. Scarcity of 
funds isn’t the problem on this one, as there’s lots of fuel trucks 
and cop cars around. The problem is finishing on time using a 
vehicle that’s tough enough to take the amount of punishment 
you’ve got to dish out to reach the mark! Metro City: Again 
$2,500.000 is the target, yielding the 360. Finding the two sub- 
way tunnels is the key here: Each of the two trains is worth a 
million bucks! 16 total so far! 6 cars to go! 
• By now you may have accomplished the next objective: By 
going as fast as you can at the beginning of the Sea Side track, 
you should see “xxx Km/h over limit’* appear on the screen as 
you head up the hill after the first hard left. By reaching 180 
Km/h and then 230 Km/h (and finishing within the limit) you'11 
get the coveted TRD and the RSP (yippee.). But only 4 more! 
• Okay, now the tough part: One more car per track is gained 
by finishing (within the time limit) with ZERO dollars. That’s 
right, no damage done to anything... You can still hit things that 
have no dollar value (walls, etc.), though. Cars obtained are: 
the !9A(YEAH!), PLC and TNK, in that order. One car left... 
• Now all that's left is to find the DSH. Go into the building at 
the end of Metro City and destroy the showcases along the left 
wall. There’s a small case at the end of the row, and you should 
see “Mini 4WD” appear when you’ve got it! All 22 cars! 

And that’s it! In my quest for that last car, I managed some 
pretty amazing track times Qike 2’42 ”83 in Metro City!) before 
finally finding it in a fit of trying to destroy everything! 
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Cheat Menu 

First Prize Winner 

JIM BELLEND 

At the patise menu press: 
Top ‘C\ Bottom lC\ Left ‘C\ Right 
‘C’ 

“Cheat11 should appear at the bot¬ 
tom of the screen. 
Input the following quickly in the 
Cheat Menu. 
GOD MODE: Left ‘C\ Right ‘C\ 
Bottom ‘C1 

Playstation 

LEVEL SELECT: Left ‘C, Left ‘C\ 
Right ‘C, Right ‘C’, Bottom ‘C’, Top 
‘C 

BlITCHER: (instant kill): Bottom ‘C 
Top ‘C’, Left ‘C\ Left ‘C’ 

donk cnucibti 

HEALTH: Left ‘C\ Top ‘C’, Bottom 
‘C’, Bottom ‘C 

And in the “Collect” menu, 

ALL KEYS: Bottom ‘C, Top ‘C, Left 
‘C’. Right ‘C’ 

ALL ARTIFACTS: Top ‘C\ Right ‘C’ 
Bottom ‘C, Top ‘C 

ALL WEAPONS: Right ‘C’, Top ‘C, 
Bottom ‘C’, Bottom ‘C 

TID BITS AND DAME SHARK CODES 

SKTBOY@Internet 

Infinite Money- 8019C610 FFFF 
Infinite Continues- 801E3FFA 0005 
Infinite Time- 8009ACA4 06C5 

800C5528 0009 
800CA08C 0009 

800CA0A0 OOFF 

A diabolical 
product from 

Quick level Oain: 8016403C FFFF 

■Mathew Woods, CO 

Check us out Online at - http://www.gamefan.com 
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Treasures of the Deep 
Playstation 

Namco 
Adventure 

Syndïcate Wars 
Playstation 

EA 
Strategy 

,ï.»' i 
* 

jUfe i* 

Machine Hunter 
Playstation 

MGM 
Shooting/Adventure 

Ah, Ogre Battle. Many profound 
memories. For me, Atlus/Artdink’s 
Playstation edition of Quest’s OB is \a 
a welcome sight indeed, if only for 
the opportunity to play the game 
again, with its minor improve- 
ments. Though modern strategy1--1- 
RPGs (such as Final Fantasy Tactics, by the same 
team that created Ogre Battle) trounce this game, 
it’s still a nostalgie good time. For those of you 
who’ve never tried it or couldn’t find the SNES 
version, I give this piece of gaming history my 
highest recommendation. 

Gn CP, Mn p 
s) « (ar 

Finally! The very first game I really 
wanted for my Playstation (about two 
years ago) has arrived. Unfortunately, 
it’s not quite the epic experience I was 
hoping for. Don’t get me wrong: As a 
Syndicate fan, the latest version cer-rV 1 
tainly gets my blood pumping in the theme depart- 
ment (That’s right! Kill the troublemakers!), but the 
new graphical engine and control scheme fail to 
impress in many ways (ie, the cool new features are 
almost overwhelmed by the problems they cause). I 
do recommend SM/to fans of the original though... 

Gn Pk Fk [HL O 
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Beyond Re-Loaded (with play 

mechanics) lies Machine Hunter. 
Top down 3D the way it oughta be! 

Besides eye-popping graphics and 
tight control, MH features multiple 

planes, more than a few puzzles 
and a relentless goo fest that keeps on giving. 
While this isn’t my favorite genre l’d buy this one 
regardless. Playing host to (or should I say in) so 
many creatures sets MH apart. Come prepared 
though this road’s not easily travelled. 

GL Cl Fk Pk lo 
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Black Ops has shown once and forpl 
all that they have superior skills. 1 
Easily their best game ever, Namco A 
smartly snatched it up for a power- \\ 
ful launch. Treasures is as involved \ 
a 3D adventure you’ll ever find, and! 
it requires the utmost skills to master, with intri- 
cate mission ops, a masterful set-up mode and 
beautiful underwater 3D. In this game you really 
feel the current. The play mechanics are first 
rate, the musie’s right there and it never gets bor¬ 
ing. Huge props must be distributed to Black 

Now this is what video-gammg is all 
about. 14 stages of engaging underwa¬ 
ter action, as a gold-hunting expedition 
turns into an involving quest for a secret 
submerged kingdom. There’s loads of 
subs to choose from, really cooL __ 
weapons, supreme light-sourcing and! _ m 
awesome mutated bosses. The secret level is so cool, 
I can’t even bring myself to reveal it. And of course, if 
you get bored playing as a diver, you can always enter 
the monstrously cool bonus game where you’ve one 
minute to chomp your way through as many divers, 
seals and manta rays as possible... as a gigantic Great 
White Sharkü TOTD - The way games should be made. 

Climax has made a bold departure 
this time and shocked me to the 
very core with a racing crush-fest 
that feels so good it’s like they’ve 
been making them for decades. 
Truly the most original driving 
experience out there—the premise of being 
chased constantly and getting paid to bring about 
mass destruction is brilliant. And it’s executed 
perfectly. It’s all over too soon but man is it a fun 
ride! I will return often, oh yes, I will. 

Gk Ck FL Pk P 
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In the face of bigger and more com 
plex strategy titles available today on 
PS (l’m thinking Vandal Hearts), does 
an old-yet-solid SNES game stand up 
under the pressure? While OB has 
been ever-so-slightly tweaked graph-L__J 
ically (polygonal BGs during battle, more elaborate 
spell effects) this is basically the SNES version with 
a mid-battle save feature. If it’s true that the origi¬ 
nal 16-bit Ogre Battle is a hard game to find, then 
this is an absolute godsend for those who always 
wanted to try OB but couldn’t. 

GPk Fk Pk P 
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For a game that’s been in develop- 
ment as long as this one has, I was 
really expecting more graphically. 
The light sourcing is flashy and 
impressive and the rotating camera i i 
is fairly smooth, but the frame ratel_| 
blows. On top of that, l’m really not a fan of PC fla- 
vored stuff—even if this version attempts to be 
more active, replacing point and click character 
movements with real time control. Admittedly, 
there is a lot of depth and strategy to this game— 
I simply didn’t find it all that much fun. 

GCL Fk P P 
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First it was called HOST, then Droid 
Hunter, and then finally Machine Hunter. ? 
Whatever the reason for this game’s • 
identity crisis, MH is a little better in 
some respects than the game which so 
obviously inspired it, Loaded. The levels . j 
are more interesting and varied in 
design, the two player mode is handled in a far more 
manageable split screen, and the whole affair just 
seems a little smoother. This game’s biggest downfall is 
the inordinate amount of shots it takes to neutralize a 
controllable mech. This detracts from the pure shooting 
fun that a game like this should be all about. _ 
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Treasures of the Deep is definitely a big 
leap forward for Black Ops! All of the 
extremely realistic underwater environ- i 
ments would have made Jacques 
Cousteau proud. The feeling of being 
underwater is pretty realistic (although 
the jerky Controls caused me problems) 
but a better frame rate probably could have added mor 
realism (then again, I don’t do much diving). If you’re int 
easy listening, you can enjoy some choice tunes in th 
earlier levels of Treasures. An extremely original game 
but before you know it, BLAM! You’ve beaten it and you’r 
exchanging it at your friendly neighborhood toy store. To 
bad there weren’t more levels... 

GL Pk Fk Pin P 

Fail to appear in court and you risk turn- 
ing into a jewelry thief and crashing 
through 3 huge zones, with weaving traf-^* ° 
fic, pixelly pedestrians and multiple Bk / £ 
scenic structures to demolish. This cool w] 
slant on the usual racing genre works[ 
really well (for a couple of days, at least)1—® 
as there’s plenty of vehicles to find, and loads of carnage 
to cause. However, once you’ve figured out your best 
routes, and seen that only a couple of the cars are actu- 
ally decent to control, you’ll begin to notice the glitch- 
ing, pop-up and lack of longevity that this title unfortu¬ 
nately possesses. Insane fun while it lasts, though! 

Well, what can I say that these two 
yahoos to my left haven’t already 
said? How about this: What’s with 
the little green dude that runs away 
from you by the last phone booth in 
the Metro City course? Seriously, 4 
though, I had a good time with1-- 
Felony, and spent a good week playing it ever 
chance I got. Aside from some minor collisioi 
glitches, lots o’ pop-up, and the less-than-memo 
rable music, Felony is lots of fun. But, as you heari 
from the two chiefs here, once you’ve gotten all 21 
cars, there’s not much to go back to... 

Gk Ck Fk Pk P 
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Everyone bear in mind that this is sim¬ 
ply a 32-bit version of the original SNES 
Ogre Battle game. Don’t expect PS 
wonders at every turn,’cause you won’t 'k.- 
find’em. The battle scenes offer polyg- k-t 
onal backgrounds now, that’s cool, and - ' 
the spells have been enhanced for 32-1 \ 
bit, but you’ll see SNES graphics everywhere eist 
(including the one-time-gee-wiz Mode 7 map screen 
simple character sprites, and PCM tunes). Look at i 
this way: The game’s really cool. A must-have battle 
RPG in fact. It looks a little better now, sounds a little 
clearer, and it’s on your PS. I especially recomment 
Ogre neweomers give it a try. 

G, Pk Pk Pk P 
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The PC hit finally makes its way to the 
Playstation alter about 2 years in the mak¬ 
ing. Guess what? Two years ago, these 
would have been great graphics, but now . ■ L 
they are only good. And two years ago this ï % *,> 
would have been a very timely release, s 
what with the hoorah surrounding the Pel • V 
version. Now it’s merely an unfulfilling conversion. True 
fans should note that the entire game is exact and intact, 
with beautiful FMV openings and intermissions as well as 
crystal clear voices and superb lighting effects. Ultimately 
I won’t be playing Syndicate Wars, although I tried to gel 
involved several times. The interface is too ‘PC choppy 
and awkward, if you know what I mean. 
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Here’s the definitive word on Machine 
Hunter, starting with the 3D engine. I’ve 
done everything in my power to test this S5l 
engine; filled the screen with tons of ene- £ 'féf 
mies, constant explosions—even in the v ? kV 
cool split-screen mode—and it refuses to s 
dropbelow24to30fps. Good. Rocksolidl V 
gameplay too. Countless enemies, satisfying carnage, 
power-ups, even perfect control. Even the level design is 
awesome. Huge multi-level overhead environments, 
playable with fixed or rotating cameras, loads of back¬ 
grounds and cool effect-ridden elements like liquid fire 
pits. One gripe: Certain enemies take way too many hits to 
go down. You’ll just have to be hard-core then, eh? 
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Ace Combat 2 
Playstation 

Namco 
Flight Sim 

- - , !\ At 

Sky Target 
Saturn 
Sega 

Shooting 

Multi Racing Championship 
Nintendo 64 

Ocean 
Racing 

Salamander Deluxe Pack 
Saturn (import) 

Konami 
Shooting 

D-XHIRD 
Saturn (import) 

Takara 
Fighting 

Ace Combat 2 has two things in | 
common with the original... the 1 
words Ace and Combat. The rest A 
of it is a hard core 3D aerial - 
assaultthe likes of which we have \ 
never seen on the Playstation.!_EL_ 
From the ease of gameplay to the slick inter¬ 
face and burnin’ soundtrack, Ace 2 is every- 
thing you could ask for. The game’s plenty 
deep as well. Aside from the vast quiver of 
available planes, secrets galore are buried as 
well. Bloody good show, Namco! 
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Mortal Kombat Trilogy 
Saturn 
Midway 
Fighting 
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MRC, the first serious N64 racer,! i ==\ 
doesn’t exactly thrill me, but it did I - 
keep my thumb glued to the A 
Nintendo wand for a good many 
hours. Cleverly disguising the \ 
London Fog that so badly tries tol . r--,' 
creep in, Ocean’s kept it pretty clean. The control 
is well thought out with power-slides aplenty and 
the difficulty is just right for advanced speed 
demons like myself. The music’s actually pretty 
decent too, although so far, the sounds of the N64 
have not rocked my world. 

ÖL [Cl |PL IML ÖL [rol 
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You have to ask yourself, if[X 
Konami is going to resurrect al 
classic for play on the PS, why A 
not resurrect Castlevania or bet- \l 
ter yet, Xexex. I suppose there \ 
are still a few old timers thatl 
crave the joy that Salamander (circa 1986) 
brings. However, I doubt there are many next- 
geners that need Salamander 2, a coin-op few 
even know about, unless you fancy beating a 
game in 18 minutes like me. It seems that re- 
releases never swing my way. Is it just me? 
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D-Xhird, from the super talented 
team that brought us Crusader of 
Centy and RangerX, is by SS stan- 
dards a good 3D fighter. It’s got 
solid polys, cool BGs and a nice 
array of fighters, but you can feel 
from play one that these guys just aren’t cut out 
to develop fighting games. I’d rather be playing a 
32-bit version of Ranger X personally. It really 
doesn’t matter since the chance of a US release 
is nil. If you do happen across it, beware, the 
music is downright porn. Play it low. 
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& 
More than 20 levels of intense 
arcade-style air-to-air combat 
await! You’ve got your fancy analog 
control, your slick well-presented 
intro and attract sereens, the cool 
smoke-trails on your missiles, and; ,v 
some degree of difference between your dogfight- 
ing missions. Control is a little sluggish, even 
with the most nimble and top-secret aircraft, and 
the stages are essentially the same (fire missiles 
at targets and watch them explode), but the inten- 
sity of it all makes AC2 a worthy purchase. 
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Since me and Mileena broke it| _ .. .. 
off, I find it hard to look at her 
having such a wonderful time ' %r 

ripping people’s guts out, but » 
alas, life must go on. MK, the 1 i 'Ü 

game that spawned a thousand^- 
sequels, rests in peace on the Sega Saturn 
with chilling animation, frightful sights and 
sounds, and a soundtrack to stalk by. 
Reminds me of home, you know (sob). Pass 
the chalice, me brutha’, l’m all choked up. 

Part of me says been there, done[\ 
that, while the other part says, \ 
well, maybe it’s worth doing A 
again. Turns out it’s really not V 
unless you live for 3D shooting. \ 
Sky Targefs a decent conversion I - * — 
but I just don’t see the point in bringing it 
over when gems like Psychic Warlock are 
collecting dust in Japan. I suppose when the 
well is dry even a sip can quench, but l’m 
lookin’ for the 2-liter size. 
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MKT\s an excellent translation inI 
terms of arcade-to-Saturn conver- 
sions. The music is excellent (it , 
better be, it’s a freakin’ CD for cry- 
ing out loudl), and all of the char¬ 
acters from every single MK game 
are included in this game. Thel___ 
only drawbacks are the loading, which is very 
long (when you play Shang it loads even 
longer), and the game slows down when too 
much action is happening on screen. These lit¬ 
tle problems are only minor, but if you compare 
all versions of MKT, and had to rate them, l’d 
still hang with the N64 version (no loading!). 
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I haven’t played such a good racingl ~ 
game since Rage Racer, but Multi 
just blows it away. The graphics are 
a bit grainy, but the control is per- 
fectly precise due to the analog con¬ 
troller. MRC is a bit of a Ranel . 
Racer/Sega Rally rip-off, but that’s okay by me 
because Ocean does a great job of capturing both 
games in one package. The only drawback was 
that the game was a little too easy to beat, but I 
guess that’s why they included a two-player mode. 
Ah, this game lasts forever! 
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I don’t get it. What’s wrong withI 
Salamander 2? You can’t fault the (f; 
original Salamander and Life 
Force, as they’re perfect, classic , . 
games. Salamander 2, however, / ■ ( 
is an advanced arcade game fromr s 
1996, and it rocks with skill. It’s very refresh- 
ing to play a new, 32-bit non-Parodius or 
Twinbee Konami shooter that hearkens back to 
the glory days. Massive, huge respect to 
Konami for this title, and even more props for 
their decision to bring it out in the US. 
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Nextech. Respect RangerX, Ragna- : 
centy, and even, to a lesser degree, ff 
Linkle Liver Story. Don’t respect D- v 
Xhird. Though it has decent graphics 
and very cool character design, the % 
game itself is stiff and poor. You ƒ> ƒ 
must laugh at the “light sourcing,,F^ H 
which is, in fact, just brighter textures replacing 
the regular ones for the duration of one frame. 
Let’s have fun pronouncing the name of the game, 
too. “Dee Eks Herd,” perhaps? “Dee Jerd?” The 
guy on the title screen clearly says, “Dee Third,” 
yet the official pronunciation is “Dee Zard.” Wow, 
this game is almost as fun as D-Xhird itself!! 
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Being a big fan of Namco’s original 
Ace Combat, I was looking forward to / 
AC2 quite a lot. Thankfully, l’ve not ’Êk 
been disappointed. The graphics * 
have been much improved and the 
addition of analog pad support! 
imparts a newfound fluidity to the flying action. But 
even without the analog pad, the game plays 
incredibly well and blasting enemy targets is fun 
and satisfying. ACZs quality is what l’ve come to 
expect from Namco—the very best. I could do with¬ 
out the guitar-heavy soundtrack, but that’s just me. 
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Hey look! It’s MK Trilogy on thel 
Saturn, right on time! Never before 
has a home release been so timely! ö\ó. 
Anyway, MK Trilogy is pretty good on ;, ' - 
the Saturn. All the play modes are 
intact, every character, boss or other- 
wise, is in this version, and thev’reI 
well animated and very controllable. The game has 
the most minor of slow-down problems, usually during 
a Kintaro fight when lots of projectiles are bouncing 
around the screen (but it’s tolerable). The options and 
play modes are identical to the N64 and PS versions, 
so there’s a decent amount of gameplay, and the load¬ 
ing is short. Saturn owners, here you go. 
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Personally I think this is a lame transla-1 
tion. Lately (’ve been shocked by Sega’s 
first-party arcade ports (i.e., LastBronx), 
but Sky Target is so very weak. Except ; ; ~ 
for the canyon stages, the graphics are ■{ . 
mostly bad, plagued by clipping issues! \ 
and poor textures. The frame rate is good enough, but 
unfortunately this only means it’s smooth and ugly. If 
you’re still hangin’ on for gameplay, well, it’s here. All 
the Alter Burner-wannabe thrills you could ever ask for 
(oh yeah). If you piek up Sky Target, do it for the sound¬ 
track—it’s more entertaining than the game itself. 
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Sega’s polygonal Af terB urne r\ 
update fares a little worse than ƒ „ 
other arcade-to-Saturn conversions. Wk 
Granted, translating from Model 2 is ’ < 
no small feat, but games like Rally, 
Virtual On, and VF2 show that thel 
Saturn version need not look poor. On the con- 
trary, they look quite good. Sky Target falters 
however, as the 3D in this game looks a bit rough. 
With that said, you must play this game at least 
once just to hear the most bizarre boss music 
ever. Powhaaawhaaaaaaaaa! 
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Woohoo, another Nintendo 
release!! Time to dust off my N64,F WM 
adjust my mutant fingers to thatL^« ° 

istrange three-pronged pad I remem-& 
bered using the last time an N64 game ^ * A 
got released, and it’s off to the track If 1 
go! Fortunately, Nintendo actuallvl pj 
employed quality control for this release, and the 
result is a fine arcade-style racer in the style of 
Namco’s finest. Cool analog control, three intense 
stages with oodles of secrets to discover, an excel¬ 
lent two-player mode... but the whole experience 
ends way too soon. And that gosh-darned misty ‘bar- 
beque’effect ruined my day... 
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Now this is perfection! Not only are! ~ 
these shooters classics but they’ve 
finally been perfectly translated. 
Lifeforce and Salamander have 
never looked better (especially 
since there’s no flicker like in the 
NES versions), and Konami went theL 
extra mile to keep us even more in awe, by adding 
Salamander2. This sequel is amazing in terms of 
graphics, gameplay and music. Konami left 
almost nothing out of this game (except for maybe 
some more levels added to the older games) but 
that’s a small price to pay for three games in one! 
Respect to Konami for caring. 

ÖL ÖL IPI IML [ÖL fo/ïl 
9) (9) (9) (9) (4 

Wow! Another Takara-published 3D 
fighting game on the Saturn! My 
dreams have finally come true! Er... 
Well, to be totally fair, D-Xhirdcertain- 
ly isn’t the worst fighting game l’ve 
seen on the Saturn, but it does have its S* I 
problems. The graphics are a bit shnri-1 L . I 
dy, the characters are too stiff and the pseudo-“light 
sourcing” is almost humorous. On the other hand, the 
play mechanics seem solid enough and the characters 
are quite cool, but with games like Last Bronx and 
Dead orAlive on the way, there’s really no room on the 
Saturn roster for another moderate fighter. Not really 
worth importing, if you ask me... 

ÖL ÖL [PL IML ÖL ICBl 
6) (6) (8) (2) (6 
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m sfafe of rage. kkGrah!!"' he bellowed ar his feniale servanf. 

Snapper, “The world was abour ro end and NOTHING HAP 

PENEDÜ" An anrique Ming jar flew across Zeng's office and 

smashed info a side wall. “My job lias beconie oh so clear, my con 

cubine! I sliall end rhe world NOWÜ Af any cosf!!!” 

The 2 Isf Cenfury had cerfainly sfarfed wifh a 

isiitihrt Mo bang, wirli millions fbroughouf fhe world in a 

sfafe of euphoric riof and parfying. However, 

for fhe crazed Dr. Zeng, 12:01 a.m. on January 

^ Isf, 2000 was a black day indeed. Tliis ex pro 

fessor of fheology and renowned radical scien 

fisf had read fhe works of Arisfofle, Plafo, 

Nosfradamus, Isaac Newfon, fhe Bible and 

P counfless ofher fexfs, and all of fhem had 

poinfed ro fhe end of fhe world af fhe begin 

ning of fhe new millennium... af leasf, wlien Zeng's deranged 

niind had fwisfed every single meaning fo fif info his denienf 

ed hypofheses. Zeng is fhe Keeper of fhe Earfli (af leasf, fhaf s 

whaf he keeps felling anyone who‘11 lisfen), and wlien Mofher 

Nafure doesn’f fake care of business, Dr. Zeng fakes confrol! 

Affer calling a general meefing of all his followers, he 

pafienfly fells fhem fhaf “brofhers and sisfers, fhe END is 

mosf definifely NIGHIPan 

✓7AV7 

TftOtMt- t 

HAWK MANSON 
FREEDOM FIGHTIN& MERCENAR» 
Age: 26 Height: 6’ 2" Weight: 196lbs 
Hair: Blonde Eyes: Blue Biceps: 36" 
Chest: 48” Neck: 20" IQ: 187 

“Yeali, Tm an ex freedom fighfer and 

peaceful profesfer, huf hey, I finally fig 

ured ouf fliaf good guys finish last, and 

fough. no nonsense, grizzlecl mercenar 

ies have all fhe fun. Guess which pro 

fession I fook up? Jeeyah, you gof fliaf 

righf! Well, fliaf Mace Daniels came a 

calling. If you call pinning me up 

againsf a wall and affacking me ‘calling’. 

Said she had some work for me. Hey, 

fighfing side by side wifh someone lias 

never been f his much fun! I goffa feil ya. 

wlien she slices fhrough a foes cranium 

wifh her vibro knife, if sfirs me like 

nofhing else on fhis earfh! Jusf whaf is 

fliaf fragrance she s wearing...? If’s dri 

ving me fo disfracfion, I feil ya... Okay, 

enough chaffer. Lef’s kick some ass!" 

ui begins fo correcf fhe ‘misfake’. 

His followers are whooped info a sfafe of sexual frenzy by 

fhis snioofh and fough falk 

^ ^ • »n8 tyranf, and affer a quick 

— -Lr - ' —* ~ session of devianf cuck 
\ iSr-ii. . . oldry. Zeng enfers his spe 

H'. c*a^ sex dungeoiT fo pre 
4 7 pare his genocidal concoc 

' ' fion. Using a mixfure of 

(|/bo ///7/v/r 

Uf-ui 



LSD and a new drug known as Biorliene, Zeng formulates a 

new killer liquid, and infends ro deposit ir in rhe wafer sys 

reins of rhe world s major conurbations. Many of his own fol 

lowers have unknowingly digesfed rliis deadly liquid, and 

afrer a maddening zombie like state, have died a long and lm 

gering (not to mention unbelievably painful) death. 

Only Zengs concubine. Snapper, knows the fuil extent of this 

potential disaster. Slie quietly slips from her shackles and secret 

ly communicates witli a member of a secret Fighting Force of pri 

vate investigators and mercenaries for liire. No amount of Zengs 

money is wortli the mass destruction of the Earth's inhahitants. 

After leaving a coded message at four secret addresses, she 

returns to Zeng s lair, and hopes tliey arrivé in time. 

-rïMJtSHU7? *• /OÖ 

\ r 

The scene is set for what may he the greatest multiple foe 

heat em up since Fwal Fight. A completely manie and over 

the top story. Four kick ass fighting pugilists wifh massive 

pounding moves at their disposal. Countless suited enemies, 

slinky balies brandishing machetes, nutters on motorcycles, 

cyhorgs. mutants and even the general public all turning 

swiftly towards you witli thoughts of murder. The maddest 

video game hoss since Geese Howard. Huge flowing pan 

taloons (okay, maybe not the pantaloons). Tliose nowinfa 

mous sex dungeons (although Fm doubtful tliey ll appear in 

the actual game). More features than you can shake a piece 

of lead pi pi ng 

at. And at the 

heart of it all, a 

finely tuned, well 

lioned liighly intricate 

MACE DANIELS 
KILLER FEMALE PRIVATE EVE 
Age: 21 Height: 5' J" Weight: 126lbs 

Hair: Blonde Eyes: Green 

Vitals: 38 22 38 IQ: 187 

“You got a problem and need the fenii 

linie perspective on Private 

Investigating? Well. look elsewhere you 

sap. or Til slit you from belly to neck! 

But hey, you look kinda lost and alone... 

c’mere and FII teil ya the plan... Sit over 

rliere... don't be nervous. I don t bite... 

without finishing the job! Okay, Slapper 

lias confessed everytlung to me about 

tliat crazed lunatic Zeng. I caiTt believe 

what she told me. but flien Zeng s always 

been unhinged. So... yeali. Snapper told 

me Zengs plan and Fm out to stop him. 

If I encounter danger along the way. flien 

so mucli the better! Just as long as I gef 

my reward at the end of if. Hey, you 

know, tliat Hawk Mansons kinda cute... 

Fll show him what a real woman's all 

about! You coming along for the ride?" 
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fighting engine ro rival Tekkens... This is the World of Fighring Force... said ro be a festival of intense 

hardcore gaming witli no equal. I tooit to the mean streets to find out more... 

Oh, is this year going to be massive for Core Design, or wliat?! Proving tliat Tomb Raider 2 isnt the only 

seminal piece of programming they're releasing, Core are uitent to stride over the competition with a superb 

walk along beat em up tliat neatly fills up the one remaining genre tliat the PlayStation liasn’t covered yet. 

Gamers have been baying for years about a 3 2 bit version of Streets of Rage. a Die Hard Arcade demolislier 

or a Fmal FightwuU more extreme clout tlian any 16 bit predecessor. And now the day lias come. Fighting 

Force lias arrived. And gamers can punch, kick, grapple and generally scrap away like never before. 

Because you see, Fighting Force promises to be a whole lot more than Doublé Dragon in 3D... 

The reasons why 

become apparent 

from the very first 

second you start 

your monumental trek througli the violence of 

Dr. Zengs city. Firstly. you can go anywhere: 

whether it’s directly onto a freeway full of 

speeding cars. througli a garage full of break 

able vehicles, or into an juddenng elevator, 

the whole of the level can be investigated and 

remains fully inferactive. Pieces of pipe can be 

wrenched from railings and used to batter people 

senseless. Cars can be struck repeatedly with fists 

or feet until tliey crumple and explode (listen as 

the car alarms wail before slowing down after the 

car gets demolished!). gates can be blown apart by 

massive bazookas. and even drink machines can be 

destroyed for that much needed soda boost! Of 

course. such interaction lias never been so spec 

tacularly sliown in a video game, and the extra 

detail we’ve seen so far is only from the first 

set of levels! There’s ten massive zones to 

battle through and a total of Z5 specfacu 

lar stages, so you can imagine the items 

you’ll be grabbing and the special 

effects you’11 be encountering further 

into the game. Later, you ll be treat 

ed to melee combat on airships, 

through office buildings, into 

the ’Bronx' and finally past a 

f submarine and onto Dr. Zengs 

personal island of terror. And of 

course. as you d expect for a game of 

BEN JACKSON 
PRISON POPULATION CONTROL 

Age: 29 Heighr: 6* 5" Weighf: 2801b$ 
Hair: Green Eyes: Hazel Biceps: 48" 
Chest: 60” Neck: 26” IQ: 106 

‘Tliat Hawk Manson came down to my cell 

the other day. Said he had a job” for me. 

Sounds kind of... interesting. Wonder 

what the governor fhinks. She’s keeping 

me in here for prison population control. 

I crusli heads into pulp and eat the 

entrails of the jailbirds I take objection 

to. The prison quacks reckon Tve got spe 

cial powers. Naah. can t see it myself. 

Doesn’t everyone get bathed in a storm of 

translucent pyrotechnics every time they 

get enraged? I like it when they send me 

out into the real World. I get to squash 

people. Lots of people. Those prison 

guards have left my security cuffs on for 

this special under operation. Hawk sez 

hes gonna break me loose after the mis 

sion. He el better. I got a killing frenzy 

and he s next for the chop.” 



rliis cdliber. youve mulriple routes 

to fake. multiple enemies to cull, 

and multiple items to use witli 

extreme prejudice... 

With a title of fliis perceived 

quality. there's not only a mass of 

walkways, alleys and roads to tra 

verse, but a wliole load of bad folk 

to ‘interact' with. In fact. there's a 

whole Titanic crew of roller blading 

babes, gang members. Street punks, military personnel. guards. wet suit 

ed women (er...uhuh huh), jetpack dudes. and six mam bosses to go 

one on one with. Is tliat a diverse enough cast for ya?! 

Of course, when you're engaging the CPU bad guys. you'll want a diver 

gent choice in the method of your brutal put down, and fliis is wliere 

the Tekkenïnspired close combat comes info play! In fact, so sure are 

the developers tliat the baftles can (and will) be different eacli time 

you encounter a separate foe. tliat they've included a special arena mode 

(wlncli Hl exclusively reveal more on later info fliis preview). Firstly. 

each cliaracfer lias different attributes from his/her brethren, enabling 

certain cbaracters to reacli areas of the game tliat otliers cannot. 

f 

Secondly, each of the four lieroes for hire have between 40 and 50 different figliting 

techniques. Sucli a diverse number of throws. grappies and punch/kick combinations 

lias never been seen in a game such as fliis. and it means tliat you're essentially con 

trolling a frue figliting character witli different throws, grappies and puncliing tech 

niques depending on your joypad waggling. Acid to flus a special devastator' attack for 

each character (like Mike Haggars clotliesline in Final Fight) and you ve got the classic 

features of old school beat 'em ups spliced with the combos of today’s finest fighters. 

So what happens when you ve spent your monfh of solid gaining beating this game in 

every conceivable way? Well, you enter the one on one Arena: a special mode wliere each 

player character can battle another in a fully realized 3D zone of deatli! Clioose your 

gruff no noiisense ex con or raver babe and slap each otlier silly without tliose botli 

ersome baddies geffing in the way. Wliether this is a car park (complete with bot 

fles to smash over the liead of your exfriend) or a city streef (with a crowd of 

sliocked bystanders looking on), you can be sure of a great and varied figliting 

game when the Die Hard Arcade style gameplay has taken its toll on your sanity. 

This sliould finish the game completely and ensure tliat extra drop of gameplaying 

juice from a title already overflowing with features. 

We ll be back with the definitive review of Figliting Force very sliortly, but in 

the mean time. I’m polisliing my knuckle dusters and heading for Dr. Zeng's 

hideout. Coine on! I'll fake you all on!! CH 
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ALANA McKENDRICK 
RAVER CHICK WITH INNER CHI 
Age: 17 Height: 5' 5" Weight: 1081bs 
Hair: Blonde Eyes: Blue 
Vitals: 28-20-28 IQ: 420 

“Hardcore Drum and Bass. mixed with a 

little Jungle. Yeah. tliats my bag. No 

more school. I checked out the warehouse 

every Friday. Tliat’s wliere we hang. Hey. 

I clon t need sleep when I’m up all night! 

Oh yeah, had to curtail those ‘extra cur 

ricular’ activities after Mace told me the 

plan. Infiltrate Zeng's area. Crack some 

skulls. Yeah, l m down for tliat. Hey. care 

for some gum? Ya know. tliat Zeng fried 

to recruit me? Danin. I ve had some 

mincl expanding substances in my time. 

but the techniques he used on me... 

woooh! No way am I fatliering a child of 

his! Ya see. I’ve got powers. Can t teil ya 

about tliem just yet, but just wait ‘ril ya 

see me in action! I crack heads like mei 

ons. No wonder I can't get a date... Heh 

Okay, gotta go wash my hair. Peace out..1' 
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Things are most certainly going to go 1 

bump in the night for PlayStation owndrftiiis Alf 

Hallow’s Eve, courtesy of Activision, their French ;V< ’ /i 

development company Kalisto and the latest take on the \ ! ’ ff 

3D character adventure title. The game is the mysterious I 

sleeper hit of the E3, a trek into dark terror in the brooding atmosphere \/ 

of 19th century London. On October 3*Ist, Activision hopes to coax active \ 

folk away from their apple-bobbing and candle rituals and into the texture- 

mapped world of the Nightmare Creatures. Snarling beasts and the dank dark 

streets of an anfient capita! city are wait- 

ing for you to wander round into a desper¬ 

ate fight for sanity and survival. V/ith 

i' ' ^;'MW Kï h huge lolloping critters attacking with 

tf H jl < filthy ta*ons waiting to be engaged and an 

||| underlying fear of dread throughout the 

'X ^ entire experience, Chief Hambleton was 

p 4^^ ~ more ^an wiïHng to sport a deer- 

italker and winter cape, and head into the fog-filled capital of England. 

Sherlock Holmes. Jack the Ripper. The Queen. Dudley. Tea and scones. Big Ben. 

led buses. A dodgy underground. Cockney gejzers. Rotting teeth. These are the 

mages that instantly identify Londonu/H, fwfnow^those US gamers have a 

:hance to venture into parts of England's capital to experience some of the above 

attractions thanks to Nightmare Creatures. You see, TCaJisto didn’t just slap 

together a series of interlocking corridors and drop in a couple of hundred 

critters and move on to their next project. No way. A huge amount of plan¬ 

ning went into Nightmare Creatures to ensure that an overwhelming sense 

of atmosphere is created in this title. In fact, so overboard did Kalisto go, 

that they actually visited London, poured over actual maps of 19th Century 

London alleyways, tunnels and sewer systems in a public record office, and 

then re-drew them for the entire game. Every walkway, cobble-stone and 

creaking wooden door had a real-life equivalent back in 19th Century 

Blighty. This creates an unbelievably 

111 fenticing atmosphere when you first 

venture into the dark, knowing that 

.wS «S-fe S felllüiiid the same streets were actually trod- 

mw den on in the dim and distant past. 

These are the dank and foreboding 

" & K ' " a,,eys that Jack the ^pper prowled 
y 1% on, and you |an almost hear a chfrpy 

'f; $$$ % cockney barrowboy shouting‘Yead al 

. ^ abaht it!” on a barrel of apples. 

Exlept $at tye barrovdgS 

" would be a decaying corpse, of 

mm. 5I course' Because you jMP 
| j vf* Nightmare Creatures takes place 

j % - f ƒ in a London gone bad... 

I «to I Instead of bustling streets, 

W | the entire area of North London 

jg& . (*17 levels long at the moment) is 

IBBWSwn deserted, save for a collection of 

■ ? III other-worldly mutfflWtoÉI| 
I vdeviant offspring which shouldn’t 

THEYft^Tl^P M 
1HROUGH YOürI 

^üi an nwr*—n*wr dfe- Jm 

r - r- r H E .. U-, - j 'j fcr . r^' 1 



ÏHEIR POWERFUL LIMBS WILl TE^R YOU IN 7WO' 
[AKING, NECK-SNAPPING SAILOR BOYS! 

even be approached in a 

light alley, never mind a 

dark one. But approach 

them you must, for you 

are a skilled adven- 
« d d' h 

some damage and 

1 permanent death to 

the undead critters 

and flapping tenta- 

cle beasties resid- 

ing here. So, off 

you’ll stride, a huge 

weapon ready to 

\ inflict mammoth 

‘ amounts of pain. 

-- % | —- Slowing to a creep, 

you’ll notice how 

clean (and authentic) the texture-maps on the 

scenery look, you’ll marvel at the falling 

autumn leaves, gasp at the cool fog effects 

fear at the lone creature shambling towards you in the distance. A two-seater carriage lies toppled onto one side; the 

remains of the horse lie twitching on the pavement. Running forward, you’re startled by inhuman growling from a side 

passage. Recoiling in horror, a giant wolf creature leaps at you. Backing up, you swipe at it, and it howls in pain as you 

wrench it apart. Wiping the gore from your weapon, you continue into the dark... 

Sounds cool, doesn’t it? Well, prepare yourself for hours of fearfully intense gaming as you stalk through streets, sewer 

tunnels, graveyards, docks, outhouses and churches in search of horrors to cull. Grab items from fallen foes, locate spe¬ 

cial powers in wooden crates and try not to get yourself killed by the increasingly mutated beasts. The creatures present 

in this title certainly live up to their name; they’re the largest assembled collection of undead, ethereal and downright 

mutated folk ever to shamble their way into a video game! If you thought the clan of Resident Evilcritters were heinous 

enough, then prepare yourself for a full-on Gwar concert of frothing beastlings, screaming lunatics and mutated madmen! 

RAZOR-StftRP FANQS PIERCE 

ma^jpoa^h water kraken, huge hulking 

golelns and even a pustule-filled thing 

with three heads—two facing forwards 

and one peeping ojüt of its back! What 

kind of madnes isthis?! 

The game is touted as a Tomb'Raider 

CHIEF 
HAMBLETON 
What kind of 
madness is this?! 

Playstation 
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quest with fighting straight out of 

Tekkeny but to be fair, it’s more of a 

Fighting Force meets Resident Evil 

adventure; you’re constantly search- 

ing for switches to open railed door- 

ways and mincing opponents in bloody 

combat. Of course there’s the more 

subtle effects present (whispering 

v £f ethereal voices on the quite legendary 

^soundtrack, shooting fiery flames 

) witk/gces in them, and ghosts rising 

^frdl%|heir graves when you pass by), 

but thé?game relies mainly on action 

(make that bloody melee), leading to constant adrenaline rushes, and magi- 

cal antics courtesy of the game’s numerous spells and other arcane arti- 

facts. Taken as a whole package, Nightmare Creatures could be the most 

fear-inducing, stomach-churning, bowel-wrenching and downright intense 

, hack-and-slash adventure ever seen on the Playstation. Providing Activision 

adds some detail to the hit explosions Iwhich look rather weak) and tweak the 

pmera (which tends to spasm during the fraught fight scenes), Pil be the first down the old Queen’s Head 

with a flagon of heavy ale, a packet of pork scratchings and a huge pointy stick to wave at those zombie 

hordes, join me soon when Nightmare Creatures is next summoned... 

dventuring in Blighty can get mighty messy, especially when |he com¬ 

bat gets as bloody as this! Instead of the usual quick slasfi of metal 

against skin resulting in an enemy gurgling a quick cough before thud- 

ding to the ground, we have slops of blood everywhere, limbs flying in 

all directions and enemy creatures which simply do not ‘give up the ghost’. 

With a slice of your favored weapon, you can cleave any appendage from your 

advancing undead foe, whether it be an arm, a leg or a complete torso (and 

this results in some truly disgusting splitching noises and a death gurgle to 

chili you to the bone!). Of course, hacking a leg or an arm usually ends a 

fight... but not in this game! Prepare yourself for an enemy still alive and 

kicking! Not since Monty Pythons Holy Grail have we seen such combat; ene- 

mies lose both arms and a leg and still keep on comingl 

C H ^ 
TT. 

./'rv 

NADIA - MONSTER DISPOSCRS! 
fntering the misty warrens of dank gloom and creeping terror are two heroes 

|for hire;jthe mighty staff-wielding Ignatius and the mercenary maiden 

NafljjBwyou’d expect, both adventurers are clad in the4?nest cloth outfits 

J andt|f^e^rty>w^ djspole of their mutated adversaries; in the shape of 

W4 } hugé weayn eaph.^piftius favors bludgeoning his victims into small squishy 

jïteces wfthjLltï^ve ttoo*Jjjwded staff, whilst Nadia takes great delight in dis- 

emboweljng^ef howling foes with an extremely sharp katana. As you’d expect, 

bothfandlópërs have slightly different attributes; Nadia is fleet of foot, quick 

andfrimbfe in combat (and back-flips out of harm’s way), whilst Ignatius’ consti- 

tution serves him well as he shrugs off even the heaviest slapping. One final note; 

' Nadia’s original name was even more in tune with the warrior amazon theme; we 

spoke in hushed tones of the female adventurer known only as... Shirley. 
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A bright plume of warm 

crimson rain erupted as 

the giant scissors rent the 

flesh of his next victim... 

This is certainly not the 

game for the timid or 

weak of stomach! From 

corpses at your bedroom 

door to half eaten bodies in the restroom,ASCII 

Entertainment™, Ine. has packed ClockTower™ 

to the belfry with some of the most gruesome 

and spectacular graphics of the year! 

Watch in horror as the limping gait of the 

immortal Scissorman approaches your present 

hiding place — only to see the bright fountain of 

your own blood if he happens to find you! 

Any horror fan will quickly recognize the 

brilliance of the programmer’s virtuoso 

performance in the lighting, shadowing, angles, 

and sheer volume of gruesome content! Lots of 

animation and full 3-D polygons were used to 

bring the bloody, murderous surroundings to 

life.This, in conjunction with the well detailed 

backgrounds and characters, will have you at the 

edge of your seat — praying that you make it 

through the night! 

Mad Dog 

McGamer 

The chilling sound of the Banshee’s 

scream itself couldn’t have been 

more dreadful than the sound of the 

sheering scrape of sharpened steel 

blades sliding past each other — not to 

mention the wonderful effect of pure 

silence in some of the most chillingly tense 

scenes of the game. There’s something terribly 

dreadful in the sound of your own two feet echoing through some 

^ of the most profoundly evil halls ever wrought, and I couldn’t agree 

f more with the programmers when they spoke of the “Terror of 

Sound” which they labored for in this game! 

ASCII Entertainment’s purpose in the sound scheme of this game is 

fairly easy to understand... with sounds that aren’t there when they 

should be, sounds in impossible places, the chilling music of the chase, and 

the haunting scrape of the Scissorman himself as he stalks you with inhuman 

determination...they want to scare you out of your skin! 

Of course, the voice-overs and sound effects of the surrounding 

environments are a beautiful addition to the already impressive audio display. 

The tightly knit unison of background noise, voices, sound of movement, 

music, and silence create a living auditory atmosphere that will draw you 

into the world of terror on the screen right before you. 

Cï> 

Ierror gripped the hearts of the mixed 

^ party of ten as they finally reached the 

unholy walls of the Barrow’s family 

mansion in England. No one could have 

imagined the unspeakable horrors that lay 

behind the infamous Scissorman case when 

the malevolent butcherings had begun. Now, 

the dreadful search for the answers had 

culminated into a lynching party that brought 

them all here, to the very doorstep of heil 

itself. Would they finally find the key to send 

this twisted soul back to the nether regions 

of death that had so maliciously spat him 

into their lives? ...only TIME will teil. 

A series of brutal murders have signaled the 

return of one of the most terrifying killers in 

the history of Romsdaaren, Norway — 

Scissorman! ClockTower starts out with an 

introduction of the supposed demise of the 

Scissorman ten years ago and then enters 

into the player controlled prologue where 

we are introduced to the characters. The 

new aspects of “the old monster in a spooky 

place” are added to by the inclusion of 

several implements of actual horror stories 

— including, interlude daytime scenes of 

detective work between nights of cold, brutal 

killing, as well as the full possibility of a story 

ending abruptly or in any number of ways! 

The possibility of up to ten different endings 

is definitely an aspect that will allow for great 

replay value! 

With heightened graphics, sound, control, 

and storyline as the main areas of 

concentration, it is apparent that ASCII 

Entertainment had the player foremost in 

mind when developing this game. 



Advertisement 

In a game where one false move could ea: 

ily mean the difference between escape 

V and grizzly death, control is of paramount 

_. ' importance. This is another area where 

ClockTower excels! 

The ease with which the player can mov 

about the sereens and interact with 

objects (in a myriad of different ways) is 

easily accomplished with the use of surprisingl 

few different types of on-screen indicators. Each tel 

the character what types of actions are possible. This 

gives an intuitive control that is necessary when your 

life hangs on a split second decision. Additionally, usin; 

. the item menu for accessing the items which you’ve 

i collected is only a button press away! 

& From fleeing down dark corridors and hiding in 

W shower stalls, to hurling chairs and brawling with 

your would be assailant, the full range of move- 

ments offered by ClockTower will leave you breatl 

less with the fight or flight instinct as 

you navigate the beautifully wrought 3-1 

environment. 

Very seldom does a game come out th; 

achieves true excellence in every area c 

gameplay. With stunning visual effects, 

outstanding depth of characters and stc 

ryline, precision control, perfection of 

the “Terror of Sound,” as well as the 

replay value of ten endings, ASCII 

Entertainment must be congratulated 

for a work of art. ClockTower is a ma 

terpiece of Horror! 

In addition to the normal features of pre¬ 

sent day video games, like being able to save 

and load games,ASCII Entertainment has 

also included several “Special Features.” As 

you will quickly notice when playing the 

game, you’ll have the opportunity to play as 

four different characters. You can end the 

has several different endings depending on how well you do in the game. Once 

you’ve seen an ending, you can check on the special menu “Ending List” to see 

whether you got an A, B, C, D, or E ending. You can review the ending cinematic by 

selecting one of the endings you have completed (There is no cinematic for the D 

endings). In this way, you’ll know when you’ve completed all ten endings. — Once 

you’ve completed an “A” ending, you 

can go to the “???” in the pamphlet 

menu option for a secret EXTRA 

MODE menu! Also, when you’ve 

completed all ten endings, you have 

the power to go back and start the 

game over—There will be another 

new option called BUYOBUBYO. (I 

won’t give away what this does, but 

believe me, it’s cool!) 



Advertisement 

.s you may have noticed, you can’t 

ctually expect to solve the case of the 

cissorman if you’re kicking up daisies 

rith a large scissor hole in your chest. 

you find this alarming, you may find 

iat the following information may help 

ou to get in a few good licks before 

pilling your guts at Scissorman’s feet. 

cope out a room before you’re in dan¬ 

er. If there seems to be a large some- 

iing that you could run around (like a 

ible or a couch), it could buy you 

ome time to think when Scissorman chase’s you around and around. Also, look for 

:ems that you could possibly throw at Scissorman. There is one room with a chair that 

ou can throw at him, in another room, there’s a bike, and in yet another room, you can 

nd a mop to hurl at your attacker. There are several items in each scenario that can be 

sed to slow down the Scissorman, but be cautious with the items you throw, you can 

nly throw them at him once. Also, try to avoid hiding in the same place too rrïany 

mes in a row. Scissorman has a limited IQ, but he’s not that stupid! As a last resort, 

ou can use the panic button to engage Scissorman in hand to hand combat. If you 

ress the panic button fast enough, you live, if not, you’re history! Be aware that you can 

only use this method a couple of times before 

your status arrow goes red — then you’ll have 

to try running away instead of fighting...at least 

until your status goes back to yellow or white. 

Also remember to check every nook and 

cranny for items that you may be able to use 

later. With a little help, you might just live to 

see tomorrow. 

Vith one of the first true horror stories to come to the Playstation™ game console, 

S.SCII Entertainment is staying at the forefront of ground breaking technology and 

ew genre ideas with this latest game. This isn’t just another of the tired “battle 

gainst the typical bad guy,” formula game where you go into a scary house, look 

round, kick butt, and leave. ClockTower brings a totally new villain concept to the 

creen. Scissorman appears in a mystical and beautiful land seldom thought of when 

onceiving a new game (Romsdaaren, Norway), and when he gets there, all heil breaks 

aose — it’s your job to clean it all up and try to put a stop to it. The beauty is that 

he random appearance of the villain makes the game totally unpre- 

lictable from start to finish, giving a tired old preconception of 

ames (that a character should be at a certain place at a cer- 

ain time) a new life in what’s sure to be a new genre of true 

lorror games for the Playstation game console. Enjoy! 

© 1997 ASCII Entertainment Software, Ine. All Rights Reserved. 
ASCII Entertainment, Clock Tower and the Clock Tower logo are 
trademarks of ASCII Entertainment Software. Ine. Playstation is a 
trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. 



quest: all-new items, monsters, and angles. Sadly, “ * / . 
development on the project was never completed... hut I’m w m 
guessing that Resident Evil: Director’s Gut is the end result of M f* „r 
the work that went intb BH’. The Director’s Cut is essentially the 0 
saine old Resident Evil, hut several scenes are rendered frorn new , .y# M 
angles, item placement is completely different, there are new costumes “ ^ 
for Jill, Chris and Rebecca... and quite a few other surprises for veteran * ^ 
Resident Evil fans. I’ersonally, I'd buy this game in a heartbeat, but I'ra a w M 
manie Resident Evil devotee. It remains to 1>e seen if the public feels the same; 0 
perhaps the playable demo of Resident Evil 2 that comes packed in with Director’s 0 
Cut will help convince them. < 

The first difference you’11 notice in Director’s Cut is the title screen. You can now select 
from three modes: Original, Beginner and Arrange. Original is the gaine we know andiove, 
complete with old costumes and camera angles. Beginner is the old game, but with unlirnited 

ainrao, plenty of healing items, and easy monsters... Arrange, however, is 
• • • what you pay for. You get more monsters, less ammo, about 30-40% 

S 'jk-•**•*' *••• .-fra of the scenes fendèrea with all-hew angles and many different 
. sJ/p eveiits, including tons of new scare-the-crap-out-of-vou 

t tif*W ' • * enemy appearances like the dog window-break in the A ' 
* t y ' *' original. Also, watch out for a shocking new A “ 
f. ~ ■ \ ’o,y enemy (Don’t worry, I didn’t reveal it in this * * 

' lavout... it’s got to be the coolest thing in * )\ 
1* y» Rfc:DC! You have no idea...). ' 

There’s really not much more to ♦ ^ 
. • W\ ■ say about the Director’s Cut... If A * W 

a/.V you really, really loved r ' , 
\ y y Resident Evil and played it through 
\ / j with Chris and Jill to get each end- 

ing, then played it again with 
I. Jp;. > i the special key and again with ' ' *1 

the rocket launcher and... ^ “ -i 
well, you get the idea. If a 
you’re that type of \ w 
maniac, then this % 
game is defi- ♦ . 

nitelv for vou. - % \ \ ■£, 
Ifyouwere' 

a casual ResEv ^ w \ 
plaver, thaiv\ 
thè onlv % 

ll 1 
r,: 
{ ^ 

< ■n 
4 1 

c ^ 
* 
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vSVTkV . % RE2 demo. 
a ^ it-8 hard to 

\ ^ ^ level crifcicism on 
\ ^ A % ^ an improved version 

^ ^ of an already nearly- Ps'' % , . perfect game, but I don’t 
k % r^feel the name Director’s Cut 

% is (leserved. Director’s cuts of 
^ ^ films usually feature scenes and ele- 

^ <r ,f, ments complëtèd but not included in 
t ^ the final release. Resident Evil had a 

wealth of hardcore items, such as an oilcan 
and pickaxe, as well as an entire sub-story (In 

SHIN ROX 

the nearly-done-but-not-quite version of the 
original, you picked up a series of letters dating 
from tluT’COs entitled “Trevor’s Letters” which / 
gave explanations of why the mansion con- $ 
tained so many traps and hidden compart- 
mehts, etc. Ai you found more letters, vou 
followed Trevor on a harrowing tale to nis 
death. The headstone that leads to the base¬ 
ment \yhen you return to the mansion was 

Trevor's gfave) removed from the final that 
could have been replaced. Oh well... 

Consider this to be the review of the 
w m Director’s Cut, but keep watching 

w 0 GF for a Resident Evil 2 preview 
; > v 0 based on the demo disc that 
. A will come with this title. 

A? flt 1 ^ ^ ^ Unfortunatelv, we -A 
V 0 M (lirtn’t get it for 

* W W** * £ this issue. 

Wf 

j^ê 



t m new and highly original racing genre is about to be created (courtesy of Universal Interactive 
* J^Studios and BlueShift software) in the form of a strange new game called Running Wild. 

^ ^Bp||I^Lpreviously known as Freakin’ Fast (now changed due to legal wranglings), both the names 
sum up the game perfectly; the graphics engine canters along at 6ofps with amazing 3D texture- 

mapped detail; you’re on foot and you piek your contestant from a group of deformed cartoon ani- 
,, 1 nicice 4/JSjm mals. This bizarre scenario is so strange, you’ll swear it came from Japan. But no, this is home-grown 

Jtfj talent at work here (the team responsible consists of ex-Atari programmers—some of whom created the 
m m seminal Paperboy back in the days of nonce and yore), ready and able to furnish Playstation owners with 

3 \ \ l'l a game that shoves many disparate genres together and conjures up a great looking concoction. We took 
..ni a 4° Percent complete version of the game out for a jog... 

m Before we actually trotted into action, we took a good look at the characters. These freakish weirdos are 
l.4'** *s 7®^ verY strange bipedal versions of those you’d encounter on safari; a leather-jacketed punk zebra with a mohawk 

' m \ ' \ to match, a wild female cat in full jogging apparel and a thunderous bodybuilding elephant with a truly evil 
Wm to V; I smile. These folk look exactly like extras straight out of Crash Bandicoot (the sequel is another of Universal 
ftflSp ^ I Interactive Studios* releases) and the way the characters animate are all extremely similar (and hey, that’s a 

good thing!). Once you’ve chosen your player (who have attributes that match their animal type), you’re 
deposited on a jungle race track, and the object of the game is to (quite obviously) beat the other runners pre¬ 
sent. No leaping into vehicles for a rae - just a dash for the finish... on foot! 

This is where the game gets an even more like Crash-like feel (specifically the running sections where the bandicoot is chased by the 
rolling rock), although the gameplay remains decidedly race-orientated. Run forward, leap for various routes throughout the three lap race, 
tread on green arrows for increased speed, avoid natural obstacles (such as water, rocks and spiky protrusions) and grab power-ups for spe¬ 

cial techniques. Kind of like WipeOut XL, but with mutant beasts instead of sleds. Also present is a leaping spring; enabling 

rate drops to 3ofps, the action remains just as intense; 
large cartoon running animal sort of way. Add a special 

ghost mode (save your best lap and an ethereal ele¬ 
phant shows this off when you return) and some spe¬ 
cial ‘bosses* (beat these undisclosed critters to play as 
them), and you’re looking at a cool new angle on the rac¬ 

ing genre. WeTl keep you posted on this Animalympics of 
the Silicon world as it continues to progress... CH 

f 
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lts here! Well, 
almost. WeVè very ^ - ■ ■■■ ■ i 

proud to bring you ^ H*™-* ■».. ■■ i 
I GameFan’s first preview 
| of the American version 

of FinalFantasy VII. This $ 
preview only represents 

<( the first fifth of the game. 
£gr the real expose, ^ 
check back next month, | 
wjjën ril review FFVII. 
For now, Til teil you --- 

' about how Square has created not only the 
greatest game of all time but also given it 
the best translation ever<geen~r-not ^ 

3 one iota less than it deservqd. 
For starters, Square hasn’t 

changed a single name in 
jj the game. None. 

While this has hap-/^ 
pened in the 
past, P 
never 

’Hnym.' "pist ns lithouqnt. 
V'hat do you c rpect with nriy :Y 

Gooi lucL to ycü quyo too. 

■ff youfeel uptöit, 

v/e can qo orourid aqain. Latei 

*'■ happened in a Final v 
^ ^p^Fantasy. The main reason was 

probably the fact that the games 
were only designed to display a cer- 

./^tain number of characters per name—in 
this case, six. Because Square loves you great- 

ly, they’ve actually reprogrammed the game to dis¬ 
play ninfè characters per name in the American version... 

ISl no small feat! I’m sure the entire memory card compression s; 
Sk ' had to be totally re-done to 

ttlin those three extra letters per 
’‘swy name... but that’s just how much Square 
Lt .« 'Jr cares. They didn’t want American players 
| relating to characters like “Sefiro,” “Vince,” and 
{►^“CaitSi,” oh no. They wanted us to have Sephiroth, 
Vincent and Cait Sith in our party, like the original cfe- 
ators intended. The rest of the transJation was handled 
with just as much respect, with the writers succeeding in 
retaining the unique personalities of the original cf 
ters (You see, written Japanese can express much 

— more about a characters per- 
sonality by the way he/she 

« talks than 
English.) 

talks in 

ëy! Is thit o “ Menr.bor's Card' I sce 

;hininq in your hot littte hond?' 

,vNow 

if you'll excuse rne 

Aerith 

.l'll rip them of f 



Tseng 

"...Elena. 

You talk too rnuch 

Ebomcs, 
complete 
with 
phrases 
like “If I 
was alone 
this wouldn’t be no thang, 
but I gots my reputation to 

_ protect,” and “Shu’up foo’! 
_ Don’t forget yo’ skinny ass is workin’ for 
Avalanche now!” etc. It adds a nice touch, and is 
totally different from the usual “everyone talks the 
same” translations most US RPGs get. As another 
astounding bonus, Square is actually improving the 
American version of FFVII by apparently adding^ 
two all-new bosses as well as systems to 
better manage your materia, the 
baubles you equip to use magie \ 
and other abilities (for the 
breakdown of this and y^ 
other FFVII systems, 

readTakuhi’s report on the Japanese version in the 
April issue, or wait until next month for 

Rox’s). Hmm. There’s no more room. 
Ah well, this spread was mainly 
the screenshots, anyway. 
you next month! NR a 

Playstation 

Sephiroth 

"Out of my way. 

Pm going to see rnv 

Barret 

"Rufus! 

Shit! I forgot ab< 

Alt art ©1997 Square. 
Art on preceding page 
by Tetsuya Nomura. 

KV 
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L.LüL Je * 

Vijf f ie 

" Eeeew! WhatlSit! GROSS! 



Ah, the smell of napalm. The thrill of tearing across 10 different treacherous 3D battlegrounds. The exhilaration of clïmbing over boulders and 

enemy targets. Not to mention the beautiful sound of your arsenal blowing away tanks and downing helicopters in head-to-head combat. 

Sony Computer Entertainment logo Isa registered trademark of Sony Corporation. Playstation and the Playstation logos are registered trademarks of Sony Comouter Entertainment inr 
Computer Entertainment America Ine. Cali 1-800-771 -3772 for Information on game ratings, www.playstation.com S y P tntertainment Ine. 



You better tasten your military-issue seat beits, you’re in forthe adrenaline rush 

Steel Reign is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment America Ine, Developed by Ghantemar Software. ©1997 Sony 



APOCAIYME 

Here we are with an update of Activision’s Apocalypse, one of the first console games to prominently feature an 
A-list actor. In this case, the one and only Bruce Willis is testing the Interactive waters. 

Since we previewed this game last month, a couple of new levels have been added- the cemetery, where you 
and Bruce are running through a misty graveyard as beasties jump out from behind head stones, and an early 
version of the war factory level which has you running along grates above molten metal and jumping through 
rotating half cogs and big smashers. Apart from that, this is pretty much the same game we looked at last issue. 

There’s still very little gameplay implemented in this very early version, though there is enough to get a sense 
of what Activision is shooting for. Bruce will work as your Virtual partner, sometimes telling you what to do, cov- 
ering you, or even making snide comments about your performance. At this point however, very little of Bruce’s 
actual recorded dialogue is in, though you do get to hear him say a few things like, “Hope you’re not afraid of the 
dark,” and yell “Jump!” as you make your way between buildings in the rooftop level. 

This game is still a few months from completion, and Activision certainly has their work cut out for them if the 
game is to live up to the hype surrounding Bruce’s involvement. They’re heading in the right direction with the 
control system and storyline, they just have a few camera and game speed issues to iron out, which l’m sure 

..—ii ..  Mi. they will. 
t There’s a lot rid- 

~ rnji 'n9 0n thiS 

I mmêmË alt pans out, 
V /. perhapswe’ll 
is3 see more big 

x\ name actors 
I gaming 

SUBSTANCE D 

Welcome to 
paradise, kid! 

Playstation 



Time for a confession: I played D&D in high school. Big-time. Except it wasn't D&D 

specifically, it was Advanced Fighting Fantasy, the sit-down role-playing version of the 

popular Fighting Fantasy novel series. And now, a Fighting Fantasy video game is finally 

being made, and it's being produced under the careful guidance of FF co-founder lan 

Livingstone. The game: Deathtrap Dungeon, number 6 in the Fighting Fantasy novel 

series. The makers: Eidos Interactive, producers of Tomb Raider and Fighting Force. And 

it's coming to your Playstation this fall. 
Thus far, things are looking quite early. The frame rate needs help, but as you can see, the 

environments are very detailed. A small portion of the first of ten levels is fully playable, 

with around a half-a-dozen active (and brutal!) enemies to fight. I'll take you through tbe ini- 

tial level: First, I tug on a door (easy, back and X), which opens into a huge 

room. I see excellent, atmospheric lighting effects everywhere, bar- 
and perfect wood/stonework architecture. reis, torches, 

IJL Mmn...just lïke 1 imagined it would be, cool. I make short work of four both- 

\ ersome thieves, with a handy sword and multiple slashing variations, and 

piek up a key hidden in the shadows. So, I discover, 'tis a third-person 

perspective action engine, with a healthy dose of treasure hunting. I 

enter the next set of corridors, only to be assaulted by a massive polyg- 

onal rock golem. Fleeing like a coward (this guy's BIG), I hear his 

pounding footsteps rattling the tunnels in hot pursuit. Great atmos- 

phere. Now, I have to teil you, l've always wanted to get into a scuffle 

with a rock golem, so this chase is thrilling. I turn back just in time to 

see a great boulder rolling my way—oops, forgot they could do tliat— 

and crunch, l'm a puddle of meat, seeping through the cracks of 

Deathtrap Dungeon. If there's more of this to come I can't wait! 

Well, I went back and found a few new rooms, but unfortunately 

very little collision have been put into place, so possible items 

(weapons, keys, etc.) tucked away in chests and pottery weren't 

accessible. The PC mock-up shots look awesome, with stun- 

ning polygonal renders of some of the 55 different creatures 

populating the wmmmmÊmmmmm&Êtwmmm. 
countless incredi- t 

; ,.L.j . 
bly detailed cata- $ .fS 

combs. One can only 

hope the PS version even- 

tually looks this good, but 

l'm confident lan ^ 

Livingstone's designs will \ ^ 

ensure an excellent quest 3 | 

regardless. Deathtrap | 
Dungeon will certainly 3 • 

return to these pages, but in the A 

meantime I'll be happily digging Q ___\\ 

through my FFcollection. G 

GLITGH 
The power of the 
Boulderbeast 
cannot be stopped! 

[PUBUSHER-EIDOS^^^^ ■OIFFICÜlT|MINKNOWr^^^ 
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f' I ï’ve vet encoun- (' 
tereci. The anima- JjMBk 

tion is of the highest *■!» 
quality and the PP7 P 
style “FMV into gameplay” is just 

1 as impressively implemented here. 
| But all the graphic prowess in the world is no suh- 
I stitute for fun and original gameplay and thankfully 
I Abe’s delivers here as well. 
I Perhaps the biggest innovation here is called 
■ GameSpeak. It allows you to speak to some inhab- 
■ itants using simple phrases like hello, wait, and fol- Ê 
B low me. You can also chant, whistle a eouple of M 
B different ways, laugh and even fart. B 
B The gameplay you experience is very cool. m 
9 You’11 be doing things like opening portals and V 
9 taking control of enemies through chanting, mim- I 
B icking the whistles and um, bottom burps of other fl 
B inhabitants, deactivating bombs, sneaking through 

shadows, and riding a wonderfully designed crea- i 

Start looking forward to this 
one. Abe’s Oddworld Oddysee 
from supremely talented game 

newcomers Oddworld Inhabitants is 
easilv the nicest looking platform/ ■ 
puzzle/adventure (think Óut of This K 
World or Flashback) I’ve ever seen. bB 
Not only that, but the story and set- E 
ting are highly unique, very fcrippy, and ïH 
just plain odd. 

As the story opens in gorgeous CG I 
FMV, we are introduced to Abe, a lowly W 
worker in a Rupture Farms meat process- I 
ing plant. TVhile cleaning, Abe stumbles 1 
upoh a secret plan that details the use of 1 
him and his fellow workers as an ingredi- 1 
ent in a new line of Tasty Gristle Treats. 1 
Filled with horror, he sets out on his adven- 
ture to bring down Rupture Farms and save 
himself and his meat mates from becoming 
someone’s snack food. 

This is a superb-looking game and fea¬ 
tures one of the most cohesive environments 

(3 
SUBSTANCE D 
It’s people! 
lt s people! | 
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n enhanced version of tlie popular 16 bit title - now inipossible 
to find! Ogre Battle: The Mareh of the Blaek Queen features 
iniprovcd graphics, additional musical scores, and we have even 

redone the spells to look even better than the original version! 

Comniand your arniy through the Zenobian Empire and reelaiui the 
continent! Along the way, reeruit additional eharaeters to join your 
quest. Onee in eontrol. will you hand over power to the rightful rider 
or keep the continent for yourself? 

Only you eau decide! 

A proven hit! The name says it all! 

GOMMAND 75 DIFFERENT TYPES OF CI1ARACTERS! 
13 POSSIBLE ENDINGS ENHANCE REPLAY VALUE. 

NON-LINEAR GAMEPLAY. 
HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE EITIIER GOOI). NEUTRA!. OR E\TL! 

TUIS LIMITED EDITION TAKES OGRE BATTLE TO A WHOLE NEW 
LEVEL OF 32 BIT GAMEPLAY! 

, ot.,teóv/RPG's“ 
•One of tbe AU-th«e grea ' ‘ (^Extreme) 

•••Ogre Battle lias Solid Seller einblazoned on it." 
(' ideo Game Advisor—April. I()()7) 

Amss Playstation 

Come visit us on the world wide web at www.atlus.com 
Atlus Corp., LTD. Ogre Battle™ Episode 5 Mnrch of the Black Queen is a Trademark of Quest © 1993. Artdink >• 1996. Published by Atlus Corp., LTD. 1997. Playstation and the Playstation logos are 

trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment. Ine. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. Call 1-800-771-3772 for Game Rating Information. 
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Ever since ArtDmk paved the way for 
underwater exploration ventures with 
the marvelous (yet slightly trippy) The 
Aquanaut's Holiday. video garners 
across the continent have been waiting 
(with bated breath) for another explo¬ 
ration into the deep. Just as we know lit- 
tle about the vast ocean floors of our 
own planet. so our game designing 
brethren have neglected to bear us 
quests into the deep blue yonder. 
Despite the relaxing nature of The 
Aquanaut's Holiday. there was very little 
actual interaction in the title (which dis- 
wayed many action-orientated garners). 
and indeed. no one has successfully 
constructed a fully ‘submerging’ ocean 
experience. That is. until Black Ops 
(under the watchful eye of Namco) 
stepped into view with the truly brilliant 
and inspiring Treasures of the Deep. 
The ingeniousness of this title is appar- 

ent from the very first time you don your 
rubber wetsuit and plunge into the inky 
blackness. You are the tough no-non- 
sense grizzled hero for hire known as 
Jack Runyan. ex-navy SEAL and dou- 
bloon plunderen Your quest for riches 
takes you to turbulent waters throughout 
the world. from the dark waters and 
seething undercurrents of the Mariana 
Trench to the shark infested waters of 
the Great Barrier Reef. However. unlike 
The Aquanaut's Holiday. you’re not rely- 

ing on sonar to spin fish around in cir- 
cles. Oh no. This underwater experi¬ 
ence utilizes the latest in high tech sub¬ 
marine warfare; with gameplay straight 
out of the underwater sequences of a 
James Bond rnovie. 

After taking time to adjust to the slight¬ 
ly stiff control system and choose my 
correct view (from a choice of two). I 
plunged straight into the watery depths. 
You’ll be flapping along behind your 
submersible. desperately trymg to ‘fath¬ 
om’ (ahern) where your mission objec- 
tive lies are. It could be obtaining an 
ancient artifact for a museum, or facing 
an evil rnadman in his lair. Whatever the 
case. you’ll be winding through subter- 
ranean trenches. swimming past large 
and dangerous denizens of the deep and 
desperately looking for more health and 
an air supply. You’re essentially moving 
through the ocean floor. dodging sharks. 
scooting through schools of brightly col- 
ored fish. grabbing nuggets of gold. net- 
ting certain types of aquatic life (some 
enable you to obtain money. others 
shouldn’t be caught) and heading for 
your next mission objective (an enemy 
sub to down or a greater menace to 
face). You’ll also face those sinister 
black divers seen in every spy rnovie fea- 
turing watery action; stab at their 
snorkel or bag them for more cash. The 
entire graphical engine paints a convinc- 

Dedicated to the 

MEMORY OF 

JACQUES COUSTEAU 
Oceanic Explorer and 

INVENTOR OF THE AQUALUNG 

1910-1997 

s 

0W&*: 

.ar-*Sr? 



cooler: yqü 

man (thmk; 

Thing on 
steroids); a 

truly frightemng 
confrontation. And 

of course. as you'd 
expect. there's secret 

areas to find in every zone 
(break a f)iece of rock to find a 

secret passage leading to a large gold 
deposit). as well as a Greek tablet to locate 
on each of the 12 level. and these give you 
the greatest treasure of all... 

A truly different and enthralling release. 
Treasures of the Deep is recommended 
thoroughly despite the ease of completion 
(professional gamers should have this 
licked in a day or so). especially as each 
level can be completed on your first try 
However. looking for secrets and finding all 
the treasures contained on the ocean floor 
will have you occuf)ied for much longer; 
and the fact that each previous level can be 
entered again and again further heightens 
this game’s replay value. Novel. beautiful 
to behold and a delight to play. Treasures 
is a worthy catch for any Playstation 
owner. CH 

mg picture 

onderwater. \ i 
from the v 
w a f t i n g 
aquatic life 
to the undu- " •' 
loting surface V 
waves. True. ^ 
there's some ■ Mgjl 
pop-up gomg on in "’ÜJT 
the murky distance 
(and some glitching 
when certain subs hit rocky 
outcrops). but the experience is 
still marvelous to behold. a suspension of 
disbelief further heightened by the initially 
ambient soundscapes warbling away in the 
background (strangely reminiscent of 
William Orbit in parts). 
Once you've completed your first mission 

and examined your first ‘treasure of the 
deep'. you can visit the aquanaut's shop 
prior to your next mission. Stock up on tor- 
pedoes. mines, seeker mines, nets and any 
from eight different submarines (different 
missions call on different equipment as 
you’d expect). There’s also different wet- 
suits to buy - one for example protects you 
from lava eruptions - vital for some of the 
later levels. And these later levels are defi- 
nitely the most fun Sure. every level is 
well designed and thought out. but those 
featuring huge monster bosses are even 
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CHIEF HAMBLETON 
An ‘in-depth' gift 

front Black Ops! 



FORMAT - GD 

# OF PLAYERS -1 

DIFFICULTY - UNKNOWN 

AVAILABLE - OCTOBER 

Since E.Storm’s big preview last 
month, a few new levels and game- 
play elements have been added to 

Crystal Dynamics* Pandemonium 2. The 
game is still quite early in development, 
but we’ve laid out all the new shots with a 
short description of what the developers 
have in mind as far as gameplay and level 
structure goes. Remember that much of 
what you see here might change as the 
game continues to progress. 

mrnt 

Playstation 

GLITCH 
The more I see it, the 
more I like it! 

This giant room is a fine example of the 
kind of puzzle-type play-mechanics 
youTl see in Pandemonium 2. You begin 
by dimbing into the rotating chamber in 
the center of the room. Each time it 
rotates, you’ll gain access to one of four 
catwalks stretching out to the walls. The 
level reaches a dramatic climax once 
you’ve reached the final switch, marked 
by the words “Press Button!” Yank it and 
the camera swings upwards to reveal 
“Don’t” (doh!). An explosive escape 
ensues as the level self-destructs. 

JÉ? 

V 
Here we have the latest and greatest level in Pandemonium 2, the Mech chase. The developers feit that their fully 3D ren- 
dered mech boss was just too pretty to blow-up and leave for scrap. So what do they do? Make a whole new first-person 
shooter level, designed specifically for the mech to barrel down at break-neck speeds. Producers on the project claim that 
the Pandemonium 2 engine is so flexible that with simple modifications the designers can offer these types of environ¬ 
ments and more. I can’t wait to see what else they’re planning! 

S*’ '" — -— 

To accompany the new high-tech look, the music is being scored with harder, techno overtones 
(instead of the happy platformer tunes of the first). In fact, after playing this latest rev at the E3, 
l’m convinced of Pandemonium 2’s darker atmosphere. The Crystal people were delighted to show 
me the new fire power-up that Fargus has-laughing in delight as he ran around on fire screaming in 
pain! Yeah! There*s nothing like cool people making cool games. We*re out of details for now, but 
stick with GF for much more Pandemonium 2. G 



When Gameplay Alone Was King, 
Three Tïtles Ruled The^Affcades. 
Now, ‘They'll Rule ]ÊÊÊ$fallin- : 

3 Hot Games on a Single CD! 

SEGA SATURN 1>%8M 
KIDS TO ADULTS 

Twi+ch ©ames™ 
Nothing Else! 

'SEGA AGES" is a trademark of SEGA Enterprises, LTD. Distributed by Working Designs. Original 
J. "Spaz" is a trademark of Working Designs, Ine. All rights reserved. AMtastic! For a dealer near 
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Game © SEGA 1997. “Working Designs" is a registered trademark of Working Designs, Ine. All rights reserved. 
you, call (916) 243-3417. Call 1-800-771-3772 for Game Rating Information. 



(ABOUTTODIE) 

Up until now, when it came to tank simulations (in all their over complexity 
anal retentiveness) you could pretty much count me out. With inherent prob- 
lems too numerous to list, this is one category sorely in need of some help. 
As luck would have it, help is on the way in the shape of Steel Reign, a kick 

ass game-o-war that’ll bring out the animal in any hard core gamer with a 
thirst for destruction. 
While only a handful of missions were buttoned up for preview purposes I 

can pretty much guarantee that Steel Reign will deliver the 
cargo later this Summer. 

At your disposal are flawless (and f 
Bk programmable) analog Controls, [_ƒ“') 

an endless | 
assortment _W V 

I of tanks n’ I 
weapons, \_J 

Wk and some 

of the best environments (if not the best) the v ^ 
genre has ever seen. Sound good? Yah, you 
know it does... So lock n* load soldier... troubles 
comin’! More soon. End transmission. 

DESËRT BASE 

ÏMEUTRALIZE THE 
MILITIA ENCAMPMENT 
AND DESTROY THE 
RADAR IIMSTALLATIOIM. 

:: DESTROY EIVIEMY 
I OCCUPIED BUILDINGS 
§ PLUNDER AND 
* DESTROY THE MUNI- 
S= TIONS DEPOT. 

•jOftOtfl AV«. 

E. Storm 
Hey, watch 
where yer 
pointin’ that 
thing! 

[ DEtfELOPEB - SONY I# OF PLAYERS -1-2 (SPLIT) I 

PUBLISHER - SONY ] lOIFFICULTY - NA 
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This official seal is yöur 
assurance that this product 
meets the highest quaftty, 
standards of SEGA.™ Buy- 
games and accessor es 
with this seal to be sure that 
they are compatible with the 
SEGA Satum™ System. 

OFFICIAL 

LEGEND of eldean 
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Game © SunSoft 1996. English Translation © A h1nc% -A 
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4- OA/Fs mad 

V / bosses! 

/ This big 

WAD BOSS ATTACKS! 
polygonal model, follows Cain's 

every move. He'll laser-strafe white- 

hot beams through the Windows and 

launch missiles into the walkway, 

causing giant explosions and fiery 

showers of shrapnel! Spectacular! 

GLITCH 
THERE CAN BE 
ONLY ‘ONE’... 
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# OF PLAYERS • 1 

' Tri/ogy) 4&cluding the option to play as 

Batman, Robin or Batgirl and youVe on 

your way to realizing the potential for a 

\~"as5U:. smash hit that Probe rightly deserve. 

— . 1 ^ Batman and Robin will a sure-fire hit for 
a number of reasons. My favorite reason is that it features deep 

and novel gameplay, excellent Al and a great Tomb Raider- 
inspired world. However, it’s also the game of a hit movie (no 

matter how bad the film turned out to be), and will have an 

insane marketing budget as the corporate muscle of Acclaim and 

Warner Brothers swing into action. ID4 demonstrated how a 

truly terrible game could achieve huge sales simply by cashing in 

on asirccessful film (and,er,sweetening certain other magazines, 

but we. won’t go there). Batman and Robin will achieve similar 

success in exactly the same way, but this time, gamers won’t be 

- . ju —. robbed blind when they switch their 

console on. You see, this could be 

V'. one the ^ew nnovie-licensed video 
games that actually plays as well as 

i a ‘normal’ Grade A release (in a 

^ I ‘just-as-exciting-as-romb-Ro/der’ 

mÊÊÊg type way)* My’ what a novel con- 
HHBL E ; • - cept... Stay tuned for further devel- 

‘v- opments... at the (wait for it) same 

Bat time, same Bat channel. CH 

seen on the Playstation. Aside from 

the sleek polygonal Batmobile in the 

outside areas (which play essentially 

like a souped-up and ominous ver¬ 

sion of the third Die Hard), there’s 

the Tomb Raider adventuring of the 

interiors. From the dank sewer walls 

CHIEF Cj 

HAMBLETON 
Holy competent pro- 
grammers, Batman! 
A movie license that 
looks good! (& REVIEW BB ü ffïfifed FORMflT • CD_I SLABlMICTÖBEI^j 
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Quite simply the best Fi game on the 
Playstation (er, but that’s not saying 
much), a follow-up to Formula 1 is set 

io go m September, startlingly entitled 
Formula 1 (97). Hey, if Madden and Fifa 
Soccer can have yearly upgrades, then why 
not Fil After a 70 percent complete copy 
landed in my lap for perusal, I was some- 
what taken aback at the similarity between 
the two releases. Could this be a blatant 
cash-in in a Street Fighter-tastic fashion, or 
are we talking some serious gameplay 
improvements here? Pm waiting for the final 
review. For the moment, let’s check the 
added features that Psygnosis are using to 
justify another Formula 1 game so compara- 
ble to the previous one. 
Well, firstly there’s a 

cockpit view. And ^- 
before you scoot past f 
this bit, it’s not just for 
show; there’s dials, 
LEDs and othergubbins 
all showingyour car’s 
performance through- 
out the race. The rest 
of the views however, 
are those you’ve seen I (|jEL 
before. Add to this \“ 
some ‘improved clip- 
ping’ (not apparent in the 
version I played, but an accompany- 
ing press release States this, so Pil 
hope the horrible pop-up I witnessed 
will vanish), improved weather 
effects such as rain actually falling, 
extra lighting, and perhaps one of 
the biggest changes; real-time crash- 
ing and damage effects. This is what 
was really missing from the original; 
now when you tap the back wheel of an ~ 
opponent, you’ll both spin out of control, flip ^ÊÊ 
into the air with tires spinning in all directions 
and come crashing back to earth in a gout of 
flame. Plus, there’s smoke! Suspension buck- RR 
ling! Oil spray! And more sparks on the 
underside of the car too!! Whoopee! Finally, 
there’s the now-regulatory lens-flare effects, 
and a special ‘tunnel Vision’ feature (enter a I jWMNm0Nra 
tunnel and you’re blinded for a second as your \«j 
‘eyes* adjust to the darkness). 
This time around, the arcade mode becomes more frantic 

and... well... arcade-like (powerslides come into their own 
here), whilst the simulation feature has all the tweaks and 
twiddling you’ll ever need, from a three lap warm up to an 80 
lap nightmare, where every corner could send you spinning 
out of the race. Of course, you’ll be making those pitting 
strategies again, and so will the computer opponents; the Al 
has been developed to scary proportions. Opposing drivers 
now have their own individual styles, they make mistakes 
(watch with glee as Schumacher swerves into a chicane and 
spins into the hay bales!), the back markers allow the front 
drivers to pass them easily, and the choice of team also 
becomes vital. A final list of improvements scheduled for this 
follow-up includes debris remaining on a track after a crash 
(“watch for that oil, wheeeeeü”), random Al for each race, cool 

^>FO>TER5 

»TAG HEllER Official Tkrang 

POSMM 

Circuit : Silverstone 

,'S TAC HCUES Oflciti 

CHIEF HAMBLETON 
Repeating the formula 
for success? 
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SUBSTANCE D 
What was old is 
new again. 
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Last month, I took you through all the features that make Ace Combat 2 a true 
leap forward over its predecessor; the depth of view, convincing environment 
and the seat-of-your-pants action all combine to produce the sweetest look- 

ing flyer outside the realms of PUotwings 64. As you’d expect, the front-end is lus- 
cious (from the photo-realistic CG introduction to the highly-polished intro and 
attract sereens and information prior to take-off), and the Japanese developers 
must be congratulated for instantly transporting the player into the world of the 
top gun pilot so convincingly. The loss of the two player mode is actually a good 
move (the first game*s multi-player wasn’t so much a failure as a downright 
embarrassment to play), and the graphical 
polish is scrubbed all over this title with such : r '"j JÊk 
a sheen that you wonder just howseminal the / 7® L fTr. ftf. 
game would have been if the developers had f / 1 / jfJHrjr /Hf 
had time to include a greater depth of play... /! [ / / j 

This month, after even more extensive j (J p / ' I 
sorties and intense arcade action, I can I J 
report back; to inform you that Ace / j I j L j j È— I U 
Combat 2 is a definite recommendation 1—J w/ I 

IS THIS GAMG A TOP GUN?* 
ACÉ PILOT HAMBLGTON TOOK NAMCO’S LATGST GPIC FOR A SPIN! 

for all arcade pilots. I must stress the word ‘arcade* here because this 
game’s definitely ‘targeted* at trigger-happy bandits rather than the seri- 
ous flight simulator fan. The game*s 20 missions are all essentially the 
same (fly around, bag targets, go home), but this time around (and to 
relieve the scene of monotony so prevalent in the first Ace Combat), Namco 

has tried to spice the scenarios up. Now 
you’ve got missions where wayward missiles 
must be tailed as they weave about the sky 
(just like that bit in UnderSiege, but without 

- Steven Seagal’s ‘constipation look* in any of 
9 the cut-scenes), sorties where you must 

actually fly your million-dollar aircraft into a 
tunnel (pure Star Wars action!) and even 
landings on a naval battleship (overshoot 
the runway and there’s some serious strip- 
page of medals). 

However, despite all these extra versions 
of essentially the same missions (and those 
extra secrets), Ace Combat 2 is still ever so 
slightly... monotonous. I found that by the 
sixteenth stage, maneuvering my somewhat 
sluggish plane (another minor gripe; the 

^ controlisalittletooslow)andtargetingmis* 

something of a chore. There’s 
those deadly enemy pilots to 
gun down in air-to-air combat * 
and everything plays like ; ï' 1“ < 
greased lightning with ^ oVd 
astounding graphics and 
sound and a real sensation of 
speed, but the premise of essentially repeating the same style of play made 
me grin and bear the entire experience rather than relish it. 

Now don’t get me wrong; Ace Combat 2 is still the most intense flying 
experience ever to grace a console, and with a slight variation in gameplay 
(such as different weapons and a tighter turning circle for the aircraft), Ace 
Combat 2 would have become an instant classic. As it is, l*d recommend you 
take to the skies in stages; I burnt out relatively quickly with the constantly 
similar gameplay. I*d have no 
hesitation in instantly grab- ^ , --- 
bing a copy and playing it at a 'SSc 
more leisurely pace... Just be -• j79 
prepared for more torpedo tar- 
geting than you can possible " 

ONLY THE CHIGF KNOWS FOR SURE! GAMEFAN REVIEWS 

INFORMATIVE. CONCISE. HIGH IN PROTEIN. YUMMY. 
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Perhaps the biggest shock for a racing nutcase like my good self 
was a relatively unknown V Rally title hidden away in Ocean’s 
stand. Quite why Sony didn’t grab this game and parade it on the 

largest television their monstrous booth had to offer is even more sur- 
prising; especially as this not only looks to be the best-looking rally 
title on any system (and Tm including the Nintendo 64 there), but the 
driving game with the most massive collection of tracks ever seen. 
From a brief (yet intense) tear around some of the 42 (!!!) courses on 
offer, I came away screaming for another game (flailing to such an 
extent that 1 accidentally feil over the head of Ocean, but that’s anoth¬ 
er story). 

Lyon-based developers Infograms (creators of the Alone in the Dark 
series) have been toiling ceaselessly for over three years on this pro¬ 
ject, and their huge endeavor has paid off with a racing experience 
right up there with the likes of Rage Racer and Sega Rally. However, 
this looks to be much more than that; take for example the courses. All 
42 are different models based on real-life courses around Europe. So, 
the English tracks are overcast and misty, and the Corsican tracks fea¬ 
ture sand and rocky outcrops. What’s stunning is that they’re all sepa¬ 
rate (no extra portions of the same track this time!), the 3D physics on 
the cars are excellent (save for some slight weightlessness) and the tex- 

tÏÏm, 

ture-maps stunningly detailed. 
Supreme driving is promised, along with analog compatibility and 

a two player mode free from slowdown. There’s some brief pop-up, 
but Fm prepared to forgive Infograms for this slight glitching after I 
saw half a dozen official European rally cars (from this year’s WRC 

, i,r -—• season) texture-mapped 
. v_ 4 1 to high heaven and a 

night time mode where 
' oooo oo , the cars’ headlights actu- 

[ liflk ally light up the scenery, 
not to mention variable 

' * • weather conditions (dig 
that rain effect!) and 

^ sound effects mixed in 
Dolby Surround. From 
my brief runabout, I’m 
ready to be taken for the 

ƒ _ biggest ride of my life... 
• \ ^ \ Stay tuned for an exhaus- 

I tive review next issue. I 
__L - \ can’t wait! CH 

■— 
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CHIEF Cj 
HAMBLETON 
You want rally 
games? Better ask 
Ocean! + 

O 
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POLICE CAR 

AM OU NT 

THE GARAGE OF JUSTICE! 

SLOW 

QUICK 

£ & O OR 
i» BUTTON 

SELECT 
TEST RUN 

Ramming cars off busy streets, tearing up the sidewalks in a 
Porsche while hordes of screaming pedestrians scatter, and | 
inflicting innumerable amounts of damage to municipal prop- 

erty is wrong. Unless of course, you’re a crazed lunatic with a 
deathwish who’s just robbed an antiques store and is trying to scarp-1 
er with some priceiess heirloom. Wanton destruction of property on j 
a mass scale has always added to the certain ambiance of some of | 
the more memorable video game releases, so why not take it to the 
next level? This is what Japanese developers Climax have done with | 
Runabout, the “break everything” rule has been taken to the absolute j 
extreme. Now US gamers can look forward to a direct port-over in j 
the form of an insanity-inducing excursion known as Felony 11-79-, 
the bestial offspring of Ridge Racer and Twisted Metal. With I 
absolutely no regard for public safety, I drove an increasing number | 
of killer vehicles through three colossal cityscapes for a week of the 
most intense highway action ever seen. After large stretches of j 
Chinatown, the Beach and a French city were destroyed, I hobbled 
back to the GameFan garage with my thoughts... 

Firstly, Ascii should be rewarded for bringing this game out; it’s a j 
whole load of original fun that’ll keep you entertained for hours the 
first time you play. Sure, this is an enhanced version of the final Die j 
Hard Trilogy game with less levels but greater amounts of stuff to j 
break, but that’s no bad thing. You see, you’ve got great control over 
the vehicles you own (stading with four and ending with a massive 
221), two views of the road and the ability to twiddle with the Controls i 
until they’re ideally suited to your driving style. But the main fun 
comes with the destruction; crunching bicycles under tire tread and 
watching signs fly over your hood as your car slowly crumples in 

MACHINE SELECT 
19A 

HORSEPOWÊR 70 
TORQUE 45 
l-ENGTH 41 
W&I0HT 60 

S&S, n 

SELECT «► & BUTTON 
EXIT ff* BUTTON 

From the lowly Mini Cooper to the mighty Ferrari, there’s every single car 
under the sun present on your tour around town. Engage warp speed with the 
frighteningly tast F1 race car, wrap yourself around a lamp-post with the cor- 
nering beast; the stretch limousine, and crush everything under the mighty 
weight of the garbage truck! Many of the cars are really cool to drive, and 
all of them can be yanked apart and restructured in your garage. Although 
the bodywork can’t be changed, you can tweak the braking level, grip and 
steering of every motor before testing it out on a special practice course. 
There’s also that infamous tank; where every time you brake, a cannon 
launches some killing ordnance into the city; causing havoc on a mammoth 
scale (almost like a mini-game of Tokyo Wars, in fact). However, for the 
half-dozen seminal motors, there’s an equal number of duffers with short- 
falls that just can’t be overcome. Quite why you’d ever ride the useless 
scooter around a city is beyond me... unless you’re a Mod. 

DEUEIOPER CLIMAX 

PUBLISHER ASCII EASY 

REVIEW fORMAT NOW 

CHIEF C) 
HAMBLETON 
The bestial offspring 
of Ridge Racer and 
Twisted Metal... 
minus the + 
longevity. 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 



TICKETS, PLEASEÜ 
Al AM01 

SÜBWA'Y CAI 

You want secret routes through every level? Well you’d better find them 
then; cuz there’s loads available! Top of the chart in the “coolest alter- 
native route through a city” category are the subways. Find the 
entrance, careen down the steps, skid through (and I mean through) the 
turnstiles and onto the actual underground tracks!! Swerve past the 
train (or smash it lor a princely sum of money) and zoom to the next sta¬ 
tion where you'll emerge to continue your carnage! Also watch tor roads 
behind seemingiy impassable billboard signs; crash through these for 
secret thoroughfares which shave seconds off your race times! 

TOTAL TIME 

02: 25: 50 

Ü§ 
CHAÏR 

, v- .^TABLE 
ia<é^wERpó:T, 
C99|iable 

JjJ 1^^705^ -'XJr ^J J Jt' imJ jmJ A 
Well, almost everything. Not buildings, you understand, as they’re sim- 
ply too tough (even for a tank). And not those brittle knee-high wooden 
fences at the side of the road either, because then you’d be traversing 
outside the play area and the game would crash. But everything else 
can be crushed, and the feeling is extremely satisfying (and also 
rewarding; every signpost, vehicle, potted plant and table you wreek 
earns you cold hard CASH!!). Swerve past that cop car, regain the con- 
trol of your vehicle after scaling a grass bank and plunge straight 
through a hotel sign, the main hotel foyer and out the other side! Laugh 
as the hotel guests scream and shriek! Chortle as furniture flies in all 
directions! Moan as you veer into a gas station and wreek your car! 

real-time in front of your eyes. The first time you crash through a 
shopping mail, you’ll choke on your own salivation; there’s simply so 
much to demolish! Of course, carnage isn’t the whole game; you 
must race trom your stading position, through the level, to the end 
and freedom. No laps, no repeated courses, just a race for impuni- 
ty! Evade those cops! Jeeyah! 

Extra cars are awarded depending on how you completed the 
level (in under tour minutes, by causing millions of dollars damage 
or no damage at all, and other, more cunning ways), and then 
you’re obliged to re-race your course with a new and hopefully 
improved machine. After completing the three courses, there's little else to find (except those 
cars you’re missing), and this is where the game uitimately fails. There’s little longevity to the 
title, and only so many ways to blow up a gas station... I couldn’t find backwards or mirrored 
verslons of the courses (come on Climax, that’s like not finding a big head mode in a 3D fight- 
ing gamel); a glaring oversight which would have added weeks to the gameplay. Plus, once 
you’ve found the tastest way through the course 
you’re playing, you’ll never need to find another 
route, meaning the massive play areas soon 
become obsolete. If Ascli tweaks this by adding 
mirrored/backwards courses and perhaps an extra 
mission taking place on the Practice course 
(which is hardly ever used), l’d be much happier 
recommending this title, especially when there’s 
all the other flaws to consider... 

There’s loading. Muchosloading, and needless 
loading. Restart the track after a nasty spin and 
you don’t immediately zip off (like, say, in Ridge 
Racer). No, you’re ‘treated’ to the same loading 
screen as the track is reloaded into memory; a 
needless waste of time. Not as needless as the real-time ‘intro’ to each level though, which 
lasts about ten seconds and you can’t skip through it. “Yes, l’ve just robbed a store and l’m mak- 
ing a getaway. I KNOW this! Please let me start my game now!” There’s also some major 
graphical glitching going on (cars can become stuck ‘in’ walls, you can ‘shudder’ through drone 
cars), some pop-up in places and some pixelly texture-maps on close-up objects (the people 
leaping out of the way with their one frame of animation look decid- 
edly... 4 bit!) and these minor problems (along with some Jet Moto 
inspired rock music which wasn’t to my taste) mar an otherwise 
enjoyable (but short) racing experience. The Playstation looks like 
it was taken to its graphical limits with Felony 11-79. 

But hey, don’t get me wrong; Felony 11-79 is a superb car-crash 
through a city with loads of nooks and crannies to investigate and an 
entire transport system to wreek. However, the lack of longevity, cou¬ 
pled with some graphical issues cut my career as a wanted despera¬ 
do extremely short (and we’re still wondering why Ascii called the 
game Felony 11-79as that’s a failure to appear in court). Racing fans 
can deiight... for days rather than weeks. CH 



that Bullfrog didn't update the 
battle engine in accordance with 
the new gameplay features, as 
you still have little power to accu- 
rately maneuver your character 
while he's firing at the opposition. 

The ability to strafe would have been outstanding... 
Syndicate Wars certainly has bright points though, most 

noticeably in its graphics. The original version's backgrounds, 
white nice to look at, had some major problems as your charac- 
ter(s) often became lost or stuck behind structures. 5W fixes this 
with the addition of backgrounds now totally comprised of poly- 
gons, allowing you to "swing" the camera around and find your 
character with ease. The game is also laced with impressive 
transparencies, plenty of light sourcing and very cool streaming 
video "billboards" (complete with lengthy CG cut scenes from 
other Bullfrog products). Unfortunately, the frame rate isn't 

Persuade-atron and the Church through the use of the always the best, and the sprites are quite small; but these are 
Indoctrinator. Whichever side you choose, you’ll be controlling facets of the game that can be easily overlooked. 
little agents attempting to quell religious zealots or eliminate lf you never played the original Syndicate, I doubt the latest 
the unguided. Generally, it’s all about sendingyour little dudes incarnation will turn you on to the series, lf the action was more 
in to kill whoever is seen as a problem. intuitive and the graphics a bit more silky smooth, most "new- 

As with many PC-to-console conversions, there are a few con- bies" would have found it easier to get into. I can say, however, 
trol issues with Syndicate Wars. The characters, while now fans of the original could really take to this latest version. The 
maneuverable in real time, are almost harder to control than the gameplay is a bit different, but that old strategy/cynical cold- 
“point-and-click” movement found in the original; presumably blooded killing aspect is still there, which was exactly what 
thanks to the ultra sensitive Controls. It's also interesting to note attracted us to Syndicate in the first place. O 
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TUT 
res, it’s the Machine Hunter REVIEW! I 
swear! No more previews, this is it, the 
last word on Machine Hunterl After 

months of playing and witnessing the devel- 
opment of MH, MGM Interactive and 
Eurocom finally have a product they feel is 
worthy of gamers everywhere. That’s what 
they say, and this is what I say... 

O.K., sorry, I get you all pumped just to 
throw the customary storyline in your face. 
Teil you what, I’ll keep it short: There’s lots 
of bad guys. A ton of hostages. Even big lev- ’*SH? 
els. Something’s just gotta be done. Enter 
the “machines.” Nine corporations have 

each produced what they believe to be the ultimate mech, but 
their powerful creations have gone awry. You get to infiltrate the 
tangled network of corridors in search of hostages, while fending 
off (and eventually assuming control of) the powerful mecha- 
nized creations. Er... just go shoot everything, O.K.? 

Here’s a quick re-cap of Machine Hunter's gameplay. For 
starters, if you’ve ever played Loaded or Reloaded you already 
know how to play Machine Hunter. YouTl be experiencing the 
same familiar overhead shooting, crazy odds, complex level 
design, and grisly death. Machine Hunter takes gameplay a step 

further, however, beyond anything in the 
Loaded series, and it’s all about Smash TV 

Controls. The PS pad button configuration 
means perfect, instinctual 8-way shooting, 
with a button for up, down, left, and right 
shots, and combinations of two buttons for 
diagonal shots. Your character is fast, 
maneuverable, and responds instantly to the 
slightest twitch. And when you hop into a 
“Machine” suit (explained later), strafing 
becomes a handy control option. 
Essentially, as far as this genre goes, 
Machine Hunter has flawless control. 

Now, about these “Machine” suits, and why 
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you should be hunting for 
them. Most of the enemies 
are humanoid, but very often 
you’11 be attacked by robots. 
Survive the barrage of gun- 
fire and shoot ’em down ’til 
they’re disabled, then climb 
aboard. Now the gift of straf- 
ing is yours, as well as an all- 
new arsenal of Machine-spe- 
cific weaponry. With Uzis, 
grenade launchers, and 
flamethrowers on your side, 
the walls will be splashed red 
with even more gore! 

The levels are divided into 
multiple objectives, primarily 
based upon the short story 
text that appears before each 
level. For example, one level 
is introduced by text describ- 
ing a captured Capital city. 
Now, you won’t be searching 
out specific areas of this “Cap¬ 
ital” to complete the level, but 
there’s a set number of foes to 
eliminate and a calculated 
number of items and hostages 
to recover. Your success will 
be monitored at the end of 
every level through kill, item, 
and hostage percentages 
(Doom-style), so, ultimately, 
it’s your call. I tend to pay 
closer attention to these 
objectives in the two-player 
mode, when, at level’s end, 
your stats are compared side- 
by-side. For the shooter fan 
who plays for fun, not perfec- 
tion, surprisingly good per¬ 
centages can be attained just 
by skillfully blowing through 
the crowds (like you’ve 
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die!” A great 
little shooter! 
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IF BATTLING THE 
CYCLOPS AND THE 

FOUR-HEADED HYDRA 
ISN'T FUN ENOUGH 
YOU CAN ALWAYS 

CO TO HADES. 



In nddition to all the other freaky 

creatures, you’11 have to battle a boar. 

Which is anything but a bore. 

Zeus not only has to conquer Hades, ►- 

but also conquer the heart of Atlanta. 

(A Herculean task, indecd.) 

In Hercs Adventures, unlike life, to 

have a happy ending, you’11 have to wind 

up in heil. After all, that s where you 

must duel with Hades, god of the 

underworld, to save civilization. 

STREN6TH OF 

CHARACTER.Youll go 

into battle as one of three 

heroic, mythological characters, 

each one with unique powers: 

Hercules possesses super strength. 

Atlanta has lightning speed. And, 

Jason - savvy Street smarts. 

WEIRP WEAPONS. Sure, you get the 

usual arrows, slingshots and swords. But, 

' SBSA 
SATURIM" 

you can also arm yourself with ray guns, 

houses, sheep and inflatable cows. 

EVEN WEIRDER BAD GUYS. 

Freaky weapons are perfect for 

fighting even frcakier enemies: 

The four-headed Hydra, snake- 

haired Medusa, sword-swinging 

skeletons, crazy clowns, nasty 

Martians and more. GamePro 

says “Challenging bosses} humorous 

anecioteSj andgigantic landscapes - Hens 

has it all” In the end, its up to you 

to save the world in this crazy twist on 

Greek mythology. And, if you fail? Well, at 

least you’11 die laughing. 

llilllUilHW 

A-ZLSo many Martians, so little time! And, 

to make matters worse, they've got 

Jason surrounded with ray guns. 

Unfortunately for Atlanta, the Cyclops 

has a huge appctite for destruction. 

Not to mention beautiRil warriors. 

http://www.lucasarts.com 

Herc's Adventures™ and © 1997 LucasArts Entertainment Company. All Rights Reserved. Herc's Adventures is a trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Company. The LucasArts logo is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd. Playstation 

and the Playstation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment. Sega and Sega Saturn are trademarks of SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. 
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Leave it to Sega to squeeze every trickle 

of power out of its Saturn. Since its 

release, each succeeding generation of 
games has seen a new graphic high water 
mark. Look at the leap from VF to VF2, from 
original Daytona to Rally. Now, with Last 
Bronx, AM3*s first stab at a one-on-one 

fighter, the Saturn graphic boundaries have 
once again been nudged forward. 

In a nod towards differentiating their 
game from the work of AM2, AM3 presents 

Last Bronx as an intense, weapon based 

Street fight as characters wield sais, nun- 

chakus, great hammers, sticks, and other 

assorted instruments of pain. With a harder 
edge to the action than VF or FV, Last Bronx 
does indeed feel different. And even in this 
approximately 60-70% preview version, 
does it ever look nice. 

Running at a blinding 60 fps and featur- 

JK ing 
I some 

8 very 
Jl' clever 

T ^—y|JiiiiLiiiÉii^ir»^^ 3D bg 
I ! ligJB tricks, 

looks utterly amazing. mj| “ 
Marvel at seeingthe 

ceiling of the parking 

garage BG seemingly stretch off 
to infinity. Thrill to the smooth 

floor and great character textures. J I 
Throw in speedy character move- I 
ment and whip cracking sound 

effects and revel in the usual Sega h 

Our bèta version had some 

glitchiness and slow down, but * 

net the best tooking fighting gaine avait^ 

able on Saturn. As to whether it plays bet 
ter than AM2 offerings is a question that 

can only be answered once we receive a 
final. You know where to look. SD 

.com 

SUBSTANCE 
Let’s all give a 
Bronx cheer! 
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"Raarrghü!" 
<Clunk!> 'THUNKÜ* That's the sound Mr. 

Nukem’s been making for the last two hours. 

These death screams and sounds of flesh 

exploding into small squishy pieces are the 

result of a continuous and bloody failing to 

play through the flrst level of Duke Nukem 3D. 
To put it simply, I uuas gunned douun like a pig 

(and most of the time by pigs). Had my leg- 

endary gaming skills failed me? Had my gam- 

ing stature crumbled to such an extent that I 

ijuould be forever cast from the GameFan fami- 

ly, only fit to write ‘Pro-tips’? Of course not. 

It’s just that our latest version of Duke Nukem 

for the 5aturn has some of the most accurate 

and douunright pesky foes l’ve ever engaged in 

close combat. 
First of all, the Saturn conversion of Duke Nukem 3D is coming along 

extremely ujell. The frame rate is creeping up past the 2Gfps mark, there’s 

some extra lighting effects that all of the other verslons don't have (a 

PoüuerSlave-Wke light-sourcing that spices the action up) and all of the ujeapons 

have nouj been implemented. Those tasteful strippers have made the game 

intact and uuithout censorship (none of your conservative family values of Mr. 

Nintendo herel), the textures on the uuall maps are uüell-detailed, and although 

parts of many of the levels are missing (entryuuays have disappeared due to 

memory constraints), everything looks solid, uuell-defined and atmospheric, 

despite some minor enemy glitching. 
The only real problem l’ve encountered so far sterns from the Controls and the 

actual Rl of the enemies. The analog control moves Duke foruuard at about half 

the speed of the digital version (rendering it pointless, especially as you can’t 

use it to look up), strafing is about three times too slouu as it should be (you’re 

tip-toeing to the side of your enemy nouu, and my favorite tactic of circle-straf- 

ing an enemy is nouu next to useless), and you’ve actually got to pause the 

game to grab items from your inventory. Houuever, the major issue I have is the 

fact you’ve got to hold douun X to look up and douun (meaning your thumb needs 

to 5pa5m at lightning speeds to fire your ujeapon afteruuards), making shooting 

at flying enemies extremely difficult. Especially uuhen those enemies are manie 

sharpshooters that can cut you douun in tuuo hits... UUe tried over and over to 

take douun just tuuo LRRD police officers, but uuithout avail. They shot us from 

behind uualls, took tuuo shotgun blasts and then kept on coming, and generally 

infuriated the heil out of me. I’m hoping for some tightening of the Controls and 

more mellouu enemies in the next version we receive... 

Rnd then, of course, comes the question; "do I really want to play a three- 

year old PC port-over?" Of course I do, this is Duke Nukem, the coolest 3D 

corridor character around. Rnd where else can you hear your character use 

the word "bastard" (albeit in a Mbit sampling piece of speech)? Huh? There’s 

a whole lot of fun to be had with 5aturn Duke Nukem 3D, and providing 

Lobotomy cleans up the problems l’ve detailed, l’ll be more than happy to gun 

my way through Duke’s apocalyptic wasteland just one more time... Just 

remember, if anyone can port-over Duke Nukem 3D intact, it’s the Lobotomy 

guys (listen, we could have had Rage software handling the conversion! 

They’ll certainly be needing work after Saturn Doom\]. Okay, lock and load, 

people. Hl be back with an update very soon... CH 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 
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REJOICE, FOR THE TIME HAS COME... MEGAFAN, THE STRATEGY BIBLE, IS REBORN! BACK AND BIGGER 

THAN EVER!! MEGAFAN IS FULL-SIZED AND CRAMMED WITH STRATEGIES, CODES, SECRETS AND 

TRICKS FOR ONLY THE HOTTEST VIDEO GAMES AROUND! BY GAMERS FOR GAMERSO BROUGHT TO YOU 

BY A DEDICATED TEAM OF STRATEGY EXPERTS WITH A MISSION TO DELIVER THE MOST EXTENSIVE 

AND IN-DEPTH GAME COVERAGE AROUND! THE BEST COMES TO THOSE WHO WAIT... 

In stores NOW! Only $4.95 an issue 
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MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 
Sign me up for 6 issues of MEGAFAN MAGAZINE for the low, low price of $12.95 (Thaf’s $16 off the cover price). 

Address 

Apt.# State Zip 
Make Check or Money Order payable to MegaFan Magazine P.O. Box 469084. Escondido, CA 92046-9084. Canada and Mexico 
add $10. Other foreign add $20. Your first issue will arrivé in 4 to 6 weeks. Money back guarantee on all unmailed issues. 



You know, I have a theory about MKs popularity. Actually 
I have two. Theory one sterns trom the age-old philoso- 
phy that people stick with what they know. Back in 1991 

players flocked to MKtor the novelty biood and digitized graph- 
ics (I know I did), and then to MK2 because it was actually a 
pretty cool game. Then, once they got the hang ot MK2, they 
didn’t want to go through the learning process (i.e. ego-bruising) 
again with some ‘new’ fighting game, so they just stuck with MK. 
Why waste a quarter sucking at some new game when with mini¬ 
mal practice you can compete at a sequel? It’s the Ryu and Ken 
syndrome applied at game level, and in my opinion, the reason 
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Trilogy for the Saturn is impressive, an 
Saturn MK yet. K 
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Iwo months ago, Nintendo 64 
owners had no ‘realistic’ racing 
games to play on their fledg- 

ling console (unless your racing sea- 
son stars a princess and a plumber, 
you fancied donning a wetsuit, or 
you call the laughable Cruis’n USA 
a ‘racing’ game). Lately, we’ve 
been inundated by them and that’s 
marvelous news for yours truly, 
who loves to carve up some tar- 
mac as much as the next gibbering 
madman. Now comes the turn of 
Ocean (via Imagineer and Genki) 
to present their latest driving 

force, a racer with the catchiest 
title around... Multi Racing Championshipl Yes, now 

you can experience true 64-bit power as you compete a multiple number of 
in a championship where you... race. Ah, so that’s what the title means. 

However, ladies and gentlemen... before you and I start our engines, I have a little quiz for you: Which 32-bit racer has- 
n’t been (ahem) ‘honored’ by a Nintendo 64 equivalent yet then? Okay, here’s a clue; last month, you’11 have seen previews of 

Top Gear Rally and Extreme G (the titles Sega Rally and Wipeout XL strangely spring to 
mind...). That’s right; Ridge Racer. Well, fret ye not, gentle reader, for Multi Racing 
Championship is a stunning ‘tribute’ to Namco’s RR trilogy. Of course, any game which 
borrows heavily from the RR formula is bound to be good, so I prepared myself to be 
mightily impressed. 

You see, there’s all the aspects of the RR elixir in MRC which almost guarantees success. 
Firstly, there’s some extremely cool motors to choose from. Next, you’ve got three dif¬ 
ferent tracks to zip about, the obligatory ‘secret’ cars, mirrored courses, a Time Trial 
(where the secret cars are faced) and a ‘kerazy’ announcer. Mix ’em all together, slap it 
in a cartridge, throw it out there with the half dozen other Nintendo 64 games and laugh 
all the way to the bank. Well, to MRCs credit, the game also has a two-player mode, a car 
workshop (where your tires, brakes and spoilers can all be tweaked) and various routes 

TAKE TO THE TRAILS FOR SOME INTENSE RACING ACTION! 
throughout each course (mostly off-road shortcuts to the longer-but-less-fraught tar- 
mac circuit). The result is some serious seat-of-the-pants arcade-style racing where 
weaving in front of mad CPU opponents becomes the norm, and utilizing your rear- 
view mirror and cutting up enemy drones trying to pass you is second nature. 

Once you’ve clicked your way through the options, fiddled with your automo¬ 
bile and revved for the start, you’11 begin your journey around the first circuit, 
powersliding around every corner (in exactly the same manner as in RR; acceler- 
ate off, brake and turn, accelerate, steer out of the turn), find the easy-to-spot sec- 
ondary routes which shave valuable seconds off your lap times, and pass all those 
rivals for a stab at first place. Then you’11 progress to the medium course (com¬ 
plete with snow sections, jumps and dirt tracks), before finally challenging the 
tricky final advanced circuit; a town-and-country setting, complete with windmills 
and a waterfall you can drive through. 

http://www.gamefan.com 
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These courses are 
remarkable examples 
of excellent textur- 
ing, cunning sub- 
routes and intention- 
ally-placed corners 
to prevent that bane 
of racing titles; pop- 
up. There’s very lit- 
tle scenic building 
going on the back¬ 
ground (just the 

odd glitch of distance buildings pinging into 
view), but what I found strange was the eerie ethereal mist 
which hung about the entire tracks; it’s as if some giant barbe¬ 
cue is going on just out of sight and the smoke’s descending to 
obscure your view slightly. But hey, it’s better than steering 
around in hideous amounts of fog... 

Actually, the steering control is exceptional; just like RR in fact, 
but with a lot more feedback (especially when that vibrating box 
is rumbling away), courtesy of analog power! Wrench the 3D 
stick too far in one direction and you’11 start a powerslide, so 
brief and subtle flicks of the stick are the order of the day here. 
Once the steering’s been recognized, you’11 be wanting your per¬ 
fect viewpoint, and there’s the usual choice of three; chase car, 
chase helicopter and on-the-hood. The hood cam works best for 
me as you’re granted a great view of the textures up close and 
personal (where you’11 marvel at the lack of pix¬ 
els and frown at the blurring instead) and have 
the rear mirror to view upcoming foes. 

I really liked the feel of this game; you’re 
treated to an intense white-knuckle ride 
through amazingly textured arenas in 
supremely proficient machines, most of 
which handle like greased pigs. The differ¬ 
ent weather adds slightly to the lack of 
tracks, the music’s amazingly accomplished 
for a cartridge title (the usual techno 
anthems; you know the stuff); but obviously 

nowhere near as clear as CD-spooled audio. The game 
also never slows down, there’s over a dozen vehicles to 
tweak and twiddle with, MRC never glitches and the two- 
player mode is a marvelous inclusion (same speeds but 
with a slight loss of trackside detail). 

So why am I slightly disappointed with MRC? Well, the 
game’s too short and unbelievably easy. I got my hidden 
cars and backwards courses after half a day’s play, and 
that’s just not enough to satisfy my gaming appetite. The 
CPU opponents are very weak; soup up your car and you’11 
cruise past even the secret vehicles the very first time you 

face them. Additionally, if you hit the side of a track, you’11 
crunch and sometimes stop completely; an immensely irritat- 
ing problem which shows MRCs car psychics aren’t quite up 
there with Top Gear Rally's. If MRC had longer courses, more 
intelligent opponents and a greater challenge I’d be a rabid 
fan, but as it stands, this suffers in the same way as WipeOut 

XL; a pretty and intense experience that unfortunately lasts for 
hours and not days. Still, it laughs mockingly at the mutated 
and shambling offspring of racing games (Cruis'n USA); squish- 
ing it into the earth with huge hob-nailed boots, and provides 
Nintendo 64 owners with the first really intense arcade racer 
(indeed, this could have been cobbled together simply to 
make a fast buck, so I’m grate- 
ful that the 
game’s so 
polished). 
Ho we ver, 
the bottom 
line is that 
although 
there’s much 
fun to be had 
here, MRC is 
recommend 
ed for novic< 
drivers only. 
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m ' _fls Duke Nukem 3D slowly saturates ‘ 
PP! the entire industry. it seems inevitable 

that the N6M uuould recelve it’s own ver¬ 
sion of the insanely popular PC hit. ÜUith . .UÏÏi, / 
excellent versions of Doom and Hexen 
appearing on the ‘64. and Quake Wuuell 
into development, a perfect Duke conver- 1 s 

g| sion uuould further validate the N6MS via- _ ^ V ^^ 
iSj^ bility as a corridor game machine, flfter «GO--< - 
$5Xk playing the N6M version first-hand at E3,1 

can confirm a fine translation by GT Interactive, uuith cool gameplay 
modes (a la Hexen) exclusive to this version. 

‘ " • ’• First-off. a very brief history of Duke Nukem 3D. Initially a cult-hit uuith 
PC ouuners. Dukes popularity uuas due in no small part to it’s crude brand 

- —-of humour (cussirï ‘n nudity) and fantastic level design. Rlso very popular 
as a netiuork multi-player game, and the beneficiary of many cool bonus¬ 
packs, Duke Nukem is certified PC hit. 

5o, in the uuake of all these enhanced versions of Duke PC, uuhat exact- 
ly can N6M oujners look foruuard to? For one thing, the designers are uuork- 
ing completely neuu architecture design into each of the 28 ^ 
levels, including esthetic enhancements to the environ- Iftf——~ 
ments-1GG% exclusive to the N6M version. The uueapons 
uuill be re-rendered, as uuell as the explosions (uuhich are 
nouu 3D). and the boss enemies uuill be fully-modeled in 3D- 
including all-neuu mid-level and end bosses. New weapons 
are in as uuell. and they’re very Turok-esQue from what l’ve 

* 5een (big. freaky alien design, powerful beams). 
Secondly, the new modes: In a single player game. play- 

ers can dump a one to four CPU-controlled Dukes into the 
fray, set on multiple skill levels, to simulate multi-player co-op play against 
the computer. OR, in Hexen 5^/fashion, multi-player split-screen modes for 
two, three, or four players is available, in either co-op. team, or competi- 4 
tive modes, flnd finally, in an all-new "Meltdown Mode", players enter a 
mad death race. armed to the teeth. to reach the end of a level. 
Surprisingly, the frame rate remains consistent during the most ardent * 
multiplayer action. 

Duke Nukem 5V will also support the Jolt Pack and Dolby Surround 
Sound, immersing players even further 

• into the Duke experience. Unfortunately it 
looks like Saturn owners will be playing 
the only uncensored Duke at home 
’cause the babes are wearing t-shirts and 
spouting lame "politically incorrect” crap jHjffip 
in the ‘6M version. Oh welt, it seems to be 

\ an exceptional version regardless (Duke - 
^ V would agree.”Damn l’m lookin’ goodl"). 

ïL*—^ (jje’ll have extensive updates in upcom- 
ing issues. 

LH, 
I. i * 1 
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And so it was, that on this day, the 19th 
of June 1997, we did all journey to the 
sweltering metropolls that Is Atlanta. 
They come f rom all over the world to look 
at, play wlth, buy, sell, and basically 
show off those elements of goodness ln 
all of our lives: video games. We have 
come to this place to see and play as 
well; but most importantly, to observe, 
so that you may benefit from our trek. 
Por seeing new games is great, but 
enduring the marathon that is any E3 is 
indeed a torturous undertaking. 

:< w 5 OUT O'r-.HE 



Sony, in just two years, has managed to consume 

Steel Reign 

Bushido Blade 

JUlttlWM- 

Intelligent Qube 

Playstation 

the Sony Playstation 

steel atoll was the hottest ticket in the joint 

“Barret. what heippénéd' 

II ^ 

Cardinal Syn 



ers say theyVe taking this all new action hero (with Phil HartmarTs witti- 
cisms in tow), it sounds mighty impressive. The levels you’ve been seeing 
are now almost completely textured (save the floor which would just muck 
things up), and new ones include free-form gameplay environments. It’s all 
about software mip-mapping and z-buffering, friends. If Sony has it their 
way, Blasto will be a near seamless, action-packed adventure with visuals to 
die for... and phenomenal gameplay. 

As expected, FF7 made a bold statement, complete with an overhead big 
screen presentation inside what could only be described as an RPG oasis. I 
wonder if anyone realized that they showed nearly the entire ending on 
video? Regardless, FF7 will undoubtedly go down in game history as the 

Parappa the Rapper 

Porsche Challenge ’^VFUL 

:4CHEll 

Rapid Racer 

Besides the giant mobile Parappa himself (itself?), one could slam to the beal 
on a Volkswagen-sized PS controller. Sony deserves props for introducin; 
Parappa and Tail of the Sun to the US this year. 

There was one mild disappointment among all this splendor however, an : 
that (surprisingly) was Spawn. The capeless, club-footed (we’re talkin* tree 
trunk) Spawn looked like a polygonal nightmare with a stick up his butt. Anc 
the 3D-adventure-meets-pseudo-VF gameplay just looked, well, extremely un 
Spawn like. I wouldn’t be surprised if this one sees a major delay. 

Overall, it was Sony’s show this year and they show no signs of letting up. 

Beastorizer 

m Y'y— 

Playstation ^ Playstation 
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_a ** Acclaim’s “It’s a brand new game” theme could 

E~ IC 1 EK I Eln be seen everYwhere. Magie: The Gathering: 
Armageddon, a two-player action game based on 

the popular series, was being shown, along with Riven (sequel to Myst), featuring a 
deeper quest and refined character interaction. The biggies included, of course, Batman 
& Robin (which looks fantastic) and the 60 fps 3D shooter Forsaken. Two Marvel titles 
are also coming soon: Fantastic 4, a four piayer 3D action game, and X-Men: Children of 
the Atom (finally!). A solid, varied line-up overall. 

Magie: The Gathering 

Test Drive 4 

Accolade scored big at the E3 with Test Drive 4. Developed by the ultra-talented Reflections (responsible for Destruction Derby) TD4 
looked and played just awesome. Accolade had refreshments and a cool meeting room with A/C!... Nice ‘chatchkies* as welf 

Activision had a monster booth at 
Rpocalypse IpI’llilBIifeii this year’s show, with a huge 

W ■ mm Eb I tb m Ss 1 SP t % rotating mech promoting Heavy 
Gear for PC propped out front. 

Quake 2 and Hexen 2 also brought huge crowds on the PC side. On the console 
side, Grand Tour Racing *98 just recently picked up a Car & Driver license, 
Apocalypse (starring Bruce Willis) was a major draw and Pitfall 3D featured some 
impressive looking new boss encounters. The recently-acquired Nightmare 

Nightmare Creatures Pitfall 3D GT Racing 

•,-ftfUrni- r-ri' 

Atlus showed Ogre Battle 
and an impressive new Ski 
and Snowboarding game. 
Tactics Ogre is coming 
soon as well. 



1 ^ MÉÉÊK i ASC surprised everyone 

I fnHiïk >•■"= / 3 H with the acc1uisit'on of 
i |PiL /f^gdÉB I BMG’s Mass Destruction. 

fev; ’^l £ L -J 1 Thpy also announced 

TNN’s Outdoor Bass Toumament, the cyber-hockey game Colliderz, and Hardcore 
4X4 2. Most impressive, though? One, which looked great; well on track to being one of the year’s best action titles. 

Hardcore 4k4 2 

.trRJiÜalLZu dujyiHm 

Scheduled for a Ist Q.‘98 release Moon is 
perhaps the most unique RPG l’ve seen this 
decade. Besides breathtaking visuals the 
surreai story and intuitive gameplay (a 
mixture of reality and fantasy RfSST 
planes of consciousness) will sure- -lp** 
ly intrigue all who play it. Felony 
just rocks and ClockTower (a 
spooky adventure that actually | 
provides some real scares) will [ 
surely find a following over here... I fÊjfejp 
Shadow Madness, a fully rendered I 
3D RPG (that’s looking excellent), WÉÉS 

further shows ASCH’s commitment apl 
to RPGs and AquaProphecy is just v|M| 
plain cool looking. u&jmsiLS 

Felony 1 1 -79 

5hadow Madness RquaProphecy 

BMG had a vast array of PS wares, including Special Ops-U.S. Army Rangers, a 3D action strategy title; Grand 
Theft Auto, an overhead driver; Tanktics, a real time 3D strategy title; The Tour, a Virtual music program fea- 
turing The Who’s Roger Daltry; and Monkey Hero, a 3D adventure game. Lookin’ good, all around. 

Grond Theft Ruto 
Monkey Hero 

r-F. 

Playstation 



Street Fighter EK 

By far the most impressive Capcom booth seen at an E3 (huge Felicia, MegaMan and Akuma stat- 
ues, a massive wall mural and rotting zombies everywhere!), Capcom featured one of the greatest 
iine-ups of the entire show. Aside from the cool “chicken” we grabbed (squishy Resident Evil eye- 
balls!) and the Street Fighter 3 tournament (where the Enquirer managed a very respectable sec- 
ond—for the third year running!), the actual games whipped up gamers into an excitable frenzy. 

Most eye-popping was Street Fighter EX for the Playstation; 
ning at exactly the same speed (60fps) and detail (phenomenal) as the arcade; 
so successful was SF EX that gamers were hard-pressed to even get a play on it! 

Unfortunately, Resident Evil 2 was shown in video form only, but what we 
saw shocked us; flame-throwers, huge bloated zombies and insane backdrops 
make Resident Evil 2 the most eagerly-awaited Playstation game in existence! 
Also present were MegaMan Neo, a 3D adventure for the Playstation which 
looked... intriguing, Marvel Super Heroes, SF Collection (arcade perfect rendi- 
tions of past Street Fighters) and their latest arcade entry, Darkstalkers 3: 
Jedah’s Damnation, featuring the most marvelous U xW,.' I 1 ' ■*»■-» J"' 

2D ever witnessed. Of course, the already-pre- 'm 

viewed Resident Evils were there (RE: Director’s Cut m \ 

on PS and the Saturn original), as was Capcom g 
Nation, a new quarterly magazine which shocked t j 
the world with a stunning announcement—Pocket Qj 
Fighter—super deformed Street Fighter and * jHB 

rtJMVMJEEiï MegaMan Neo 

SF Collection Darkstalkers 3: Jedah’s Damnation 

Pocket Fighter 

Pandemonium 2 

Show stressin’ you out? A little tense? Drop by Crystal, 
check the twins (hotty pots... burnin’ hotties) and then 
er, play GEX and try to re-focus. Crystal even had a 
masseuse for those brave enough to disrobe at an E3. 
You already know all about GEX which many consid- 
ered game of the show and Pandemonium 2, the much W 
anticipated Ist major Crystal sequel. Akuji, a free-roaming 360° action/adventure, has 
voodoo power and lots of blood... Alrighty then. We’ll have a full report very soon. 



Skull Monkeys 

Apart from Lost World, which EA is distributing, Dreamworks* very floral display showcased the side-scroller Skull Monkeys. Highly animated 
clay characters and excellent Doug TenNapel humor, combined with 20 detailed worlds and over 100 levels, makes Skull Monkeys one to watch, 

Fighting Force 

□eathtrap Dungeon 
Ahh, the joys of Lara in the 

Tomb new Scuba suit! 
Raider 2 is going to once 
again ignite the gaming 
world. The new and 

polygons adding up to a smoother 
appearance, and her animation has been made even more spectacular. 

| ^ Dramatic lighting, massive outdoor environments and a much more 
involved and interactive story may again win Lara the crown. Bravo, Core & Eidos, youVe doing one helluva job with her. Rumor has 
it we’ll be seeing a lot more of Lara in the future, perhaps in movies, and assorted merchandise. No formal announcement has been 
made but we’re quite sure one’s coming. Ninja looks hot although it’s still 6-8 months away, and you can read all about the next 
generation Street fighter Fighting Force and the all new Deathtrap Dungeon elsewhere in this issue. 

iüM. 

Although a vast majority of EA’s booth was occupied by PC and Sports titles (including a giant EA Sports Hummcr 

limo/meeting room), their selection of Playstation titles was impressive, to say the least. First off, gamers were crowd- 

ed around Nuclear Strike, the much-improved sequel to last year’s Soviet Strike, which features ten new vehicles to HE BTB 

command, along with a vast array of graphical enhancements. The eagerly anticipated JP: The Lost World, was an unex- 

pected surprise (EA’s distributing the title) drawing quite the crowds to EA’s stylish prehistorie display. ReBoot had its own meeting room 

(as did Road Rash and EA Sports) all decked out in like guise (EA scores high style points for presentation and friendly atmosphere). The 

game looks great and plays even better with cool physics and fluid 3D. This could be EA Canada’s best yet. Meanwhile, Populous fans went 

wild when they saw the ultra crisp new 3D landscapes that truly bring r ■ i — 

the legend to life. It’s PC Ist, but headed to console soon after. / T 1 ; ‘ ^ 
The big surprise though was the introduction of an all-new Road Rash 

being developed for the PS. Behind closed doors, we were able to wit- CT 

ness a pre-alpha version of Road Rash 3D, and walked away quite elat- 

ed. With motion-captured riders & bikes (all featuring a high polygon EjjBN-jSrcM 

count), incredible tracks (based on actual satellite images), an amazing 'v . 

interactive storyline too intricate to explain here, and classic gameplay, È/p\, TM 
this long-overdue Road Rash could be EA’s biggest PS hit yet. 1^1311 - w BBEK> é 

Populous 3 

| Lost World & ( Road Rash ; 
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GT Interactive had a busy booth (punctuated by a life sized LoWang from 
Shadow Warrior) with a lot of burning PC stuff, as expected. On the PS 
front, they were showing Oddworld Inhabitants’ Oddworld: Abe’s 
Oddysee, one of the coolest, best looking, and most surreal games you’ll 

have the pleasure of playing. Bug Riders looked interesting, and Critical 

Criticcil Depth 

Youngblood 

Awm a 

Our final destination at this year’s E3 was Interplay and the 
moment we arrived we wished we had scheduled this meeting 
first. Not only were our pais from Shiny and Interplay ever-so- 
cool, but they had a private cafe-like motif where you could just 

kick it, and the coolest giveaway at the show, a mini fan! So, after 3 days of heat you literally wore, we found 
relief. Oh well, it came in handy at the airport (we waited 6 hours for the weather to clear in the terminal 
from heil). As far as the games were concerned, well, let’s just say that Interplay is poised for a record year. 

Red Rsphalt 
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iifUaiMfl.'Srw 
.'ivp’l Literally every game in their 
||Lyj arsenal is a potential hit. Red 
lis Asphalt is astounding, boast- 

"nS an eng*ne that defies logic 
running at 30fps with masses 

pH|i of detailed polys flying by 
I (we’ll have a feature next 
I month) and Wild 9 is on 

pp! nearly every editor’s top 10 
^ list for game of the show. 
- This is trademark Shiny all 
r and company’s dedication to qual- 
Not only is 9’s going to shock you 

Crime Killers 

Jaleco’s obviously been shopping 
overseas and they’ve come up with 4 I 
pretty cool titles. Most prominent mt 

is Kuri Skunk, well actually it’s 
Coolie Skunk (in Japan, the letters L and R 
are pronounced identically, so I guess when 
Jaleco heard the name they just figured it 
must be right), a 2D platformer rich in 
color and parallax. Bombing Island finds 
the clown from the PS Krazy Chase in a 

Bomberman-like setting, Wing Over is a formidable flight sim and 
Project Gaiaray is a Virtual On-style 3D fighter. 

Kuri Skunk 

Project Gaiaray 
— 

Playstation PlayStatlor 



Konami was the place for 3rd party Playstation games. Aside from the beautiful Castlevania X (which we finally got to see Konami was the place for 3rd party Playstation games. Aside from the beautiful Castlevania X (which we finally got to see in English), the intense 
Salamander (Lifeforce) and PS RPG number 3 Other Life Azure Dreams, they had a tape of indescribably-awesome Metal Gear Solid playing con- 
stantly. Let’s just say the latest Metal Gear looks so amazing, it will break you. One scene has Solid Snake in a dimly lit room, firing at an impres- 
sively-cloaked enemy (total Predator); meanwhile paper is flying around, glass is shattering and...and...gah. There’s little question as to why many 
people labeled it as game of the show... Also of note, Suikoden 2 was not on display, but Konami swears we will see it in America next year. 

liRJittW» '*7- «K.V.i'intt 'VTv 

Star Wars Teras Kasi Malofilm needed only ) ; , \ m . f 5 j 

one game to make a 
bold statement... 
Jersey Devil. This inspired 3D adventure has excellent play 
and personality to burn. 

■J&JXLW ‘97- •' 

I hope it was early because it certainly had issues. Star Wa 
Teras Kasi was the lone new PS game on display for LucasArts, 

Return 

■■■■ 
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Midway, as usual, had a great showing at this years expo. On the PS side, MK 
Mythologies and the all new (and extremely cool) Rampage were the stand- mÊÊ E MFm lij 
outs. Anyone who’s been in the game long enough to remember the original HiW wKf Wm Jy 
Rampage should make it a point to take a trip down memory lane rendered 
style. Maximum Force, the sequel to Area 51, is on the way as well. When Gretzky showed up the place went 
mad! Check out the rest of Midway’s software in the SS, N64, and Sports sections. Busy, aren’t they? 

Rampage MK Mythologies 

Half a dozen Tekken 3 machines sat center stage (showing many of the hidden characters) and those 
who participated in the T3 tournament were awarded a slick aluminum cased T3 organizer. 

It was Namco’s Playstation games that drew the most attention, and on top of the list sits 
Klonoa, This phenomenal polygonal 2D-in-3D platformer features some of the best visuals ever 
seen in a polygonal game and is literally seeping with play mechanics. Arguably the best plat¬ 
former at the show, Klonoa will get the royal GF treatment in the months to come. Also pre¬ 
sent was Pacman Ghost Zone; the first Namco PS game developed solely in the U.S. Sucked 
into the Pacman coin-op, it’s up to you, as a 3D version of Pacman, to escape the Ghost Zone. 
Treasures of the Deep is just the coolest (check out the review in this issue), as is Ace Combat 
2 (ditto). Time Crisis, the Museum games, Xevious 3D and last but not least, Point Blank, a 
truly joyous conversion of the ‘carnival* arcade shooter round out the Namco PS line. The only 
major Namco title we didn’t see was Tekken 3 on the Playstation. 

Pac Man Ghost Zone Ree Combat 2 

Playmate’s lifesize - • - g 
MDK character H —MIWilrBlg 
lead the way to rHiy 
two new PS games m 
MDK and Covert Wars. VMX showed up for the 2nd year as well 

r HKgK® 

V-Rally not only has the best racing graphics we’ve ever seen 
on the Playstation (the weather 

if-Ë mm mm mm mm and lighting effects are amazing) 
mJÊ BS MS Kft but it has 42 totally separate 

| tracks. 42! Go, Infogrames! 

'oeucr 



Wrecking Crew Excalibur 

character _| n blows! Ha! Also out ’n about was Wreckin’ Crew, still early, but talk of Deathmatch modes seemed exciting. Excalibur 
2555 is still Sirtech’s best, and it’s currently being slightly “Americanized” (voices, mainly) for an early fall release. 

G-Police 

Shadow Master 

□verboord 

New to the clan of developers, 
Rabid’s Violent Seed is said to be 
violent. Top down joy is more like it. 

Colony Wars 

'ff"!1 

prauw ra* 



Tecmo’s big attraction this 
Dead or Alive. BK year was 

Only time will teil if the PS 
, —-1 version can touch the 

incredible Saturn translation. Stackers was big 
news. It’s a cool puzzler in the vein of Puyo Puyo 
that Tecmo will be promoting heavily this fall. 
Finally, there was Monster Rancher, an excellent 
Tamagotchi-like creature sim with some truly 
unique ideas. Fans of Deception listen up: Tecmo 
has confirmed a sequel and they’re VERY excited 
about the development thus far. 

Monster Rancher 

r- 

Chost In The Shell 

■■■v 'i V.fr;1.t 

Universal Interactive Studios had but one PS game on 
display, Running Wild. Call it a racing game with feet 
as you race bipedal animals around a 60 fps track. The 
game’s got potential. Read all about it on pg. 34. 

Running Wild 

Playstation 



Perhaps the most shocking revela- 
I p | tion at Nintendo was what was not 

on display in playable form; mainly 
because if they were, Nintendo 

could have easily given Sony a run for their 
money: The ever-popular Zelda 64, the stun- 
ning F-Zero 64, Enix/Treasure's Mischief 

■ Makers, Mother 64, and the mind blowing 2D 
Yoshi’s island were all on tape only. 

1 Chameleon Twist was absent as well. Banjo- 
1 Kazooie and Conker’s Quest carried things 
|1 nicely but both are focused squarely on a 
IJ young demographic and were being com- 

in every conversation. ^— --pared to Mario 
Personally, I think they both look better. Goldeneye is awesome, far 

exceeding our expectations. Coincidentally, all 3 of these are RARE games. 
Nintendo’s Disc Drive will surely be the focus in *98. 

'V7i 
Banjo-Kazooie 

UTiiiI 

Tetpispherc 
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Forsaken 

Extreme G formed the main thrust 
of Acclaim’s N64 presence (Turok2 
is still a ways off). Forsaken will 
make the 64 bit leap as well. 

BMG’s Silicon Yalley... has nothing to 
do with Silicon Yalley. It’s all about, ^ | ) j [ ! 
like, cyborg animals (nanobots) on a-) _LiJ-i 

space station. I played around with a 
little sheep for awhile and figured it would be best to just 
wait for this one before I go off on a rant... 

Silicon Volley 

Four player mode, brand-new 3D rendered bosses and weapons, all- 
new gameplay modes, and even fellow CPU Dukes add immeasurably 
to the Duke experience. Read all about it on page 72. 

CloyFighier S3V3 

PSjnUf W : ■ Hudson (who should bc doing Bonk 64) 

W'i Vl Wl had 2 N64 titles on display. Bombei Man 

t t T -T I fj h \ 1 64 was iooking cool, especially the 

• £ : J wm>*M*f* Al- ,,•< ijLl1''Sö adventure-like one player mode. As for 
Duel Heroes, their one-on-one Power 

Ranger-ish 3D fighter is, well, let's just say it’s got a ways to go. A long, long way... 

MiiilP (‘iWfinia 

EWJ 3D, after being assaulted with ^ ^ y ■ . Vv 
too-early-to-show screen shots on- -j *j- r j P f\ V / 
line was running on tape and J J -J ——> J ^ -f ——1 j 
although still way, way early, looked iMMi-'k i i 
groovy. CF 6373 is finished and what a job they’ve done. Besides being the 
wackiest parody ever (zillion hit combo anyone?) the game plays really well. 
I could have played all day. Jim is a now a selectable character! We’ll have 
a man-sized review in the September issue. 

McOYiver’s Aerofighters Assault is pow 
ered by a Paradigm 3D engine and 
looked a bit sparse, but very fluid. 
Time will 
teil if 
flight sim 
number 
2 is on 
par with 
the spec- 
tacular 
Pilot- 
wings. 

'.iiiSUttania 'tfm1 

Boss Studios’ Top Gear Rally is simply fantastic 
and a new snowboarding title (also from 

Boss) called Twisted 

fi I |MPft \ Edêe Snowboarding 
ii (video footage only) is 

«^^^^^Mrilalready in the works! 
Rerofighters Hssault 



Day one: The news went out that Mystical Ninja 64 at 128 megs may not make the U.S. scene... I mourned. Day 
2: News went out that Nintendo dropped the cart price to developers. Konami green iighted MN 64 shortly after... 
I went “Geeyah!” One of the best N64 games yet, MN iooked absolutely vast and I cannot wait to begin the quest! 
Hybrid Heaven, Konami’s Nintendo team’s answer to Metal Gear, and Drac 3D were shown on tape for ’98. 

Legend of the Mystical Ninja E4 

MMéüufè Mm 

Showing quite a 
quiver of Nintendo 64 
titles Midway was a 
zoo. Mortal Kombat 
Mythologies: Sub Zero 
kept MK fans busy, 
while a 3-week build 
of Quake 64 from the 
Doom 64 team raged 
on looking way too 
good for how early it 
was. Rampage is 

headed down the 64 weapons- 
based arcade fighter Mace: The Dark Ages was early 
but showing promise. The real star of Midway's show 
was the nearly completed version of San Francisco 
Rush. One of Midway’s best conversions ever, Rush has 
a blistering frame rate, super clean visuals and plays 
like a banshee. We’ll review Rush in September and 
update you on all _ .*m . 
the rest as info I 
makes its way [% H 
from Texas. 

MK: Mythologies 

Quake 

Mace 

NINTENDO64 



Mission: Impossible 

After starting from scratch 

after seeing Super Mario 64 

and later delaying it again 

because they were less than 

elated with the art, Ocean is 

heil bent on I) a Christmas 

release and 2) blowing us all 

away with a stunning 30fps 3D 

adventure like we’ve never 

seen before. Mission: Impossible, indeed. Props are due for their commitment. MRC is 

ready to ship and should be out by the time you read this. 

Multi-Racing Championship 

Imagineer’s been working on Quest for over 

two years and by the time T*HQ brings it to 

us early in ’98 this is going to be a memo- 

rable Action RPG. What we saw at E3 aston- 

ished us as the camera zoomed way back 

and the integrity of the playfields remained 

intact. The lead character is animated to the 

^ i——-j teeth (cape and 

£ ^ all) and the towns 

are as vast as any 

f you have ever seen 

on Quest the second T*HQ 

gives us the green light. 

vÊLmmat* 

Lamborghini G4 

. .. — .. r m.i.1 I 'II " 

Tucked away behind the Nintendo booth along with 
I Kemco and Hudson, Titus was showing their racinj 

I 0*) title Lamborghini 64 right 
next to the real thing... a ~ r* r^j | -ir* 

shiny new Countach. I dreamed of hopping into it and cranking the AC for 3 days. It lived up to its screen -j —> —J — 
shots as it was plenty smooth, but the game was in need of some tweaking in the gameplay department. 

i? Well, it became Tonic Trouble, a very Rayman-like adventure with a slightly more 
It’s a year away (at least) but should prove worth the wait. The music’s by the same 

guy, as is the 

jKMUnUJT. 



^ SEGA SATURN 

Despite the less-than-positive vibe going around the show 
about Sega and the Saturn’s diminutive position in the US, 
their E3 lineup was fairly impressive. Duke Nukem 3D was 

_-—aai on display, looking excellent, and it was linked up 
SjpgEBSBE"^ _ with other machines to showcase the awesome 

::l NetLink mode. Quake was quite amazing—polygonal 
l enem*es are in—and stunning frame rates were 

® \ achieved. Moving on to the major arcade transla- 
lp' 1 tions, Touring Car Championship was very good, and 

wKj I l_ast Bronx is simply unbelievable (the BGs and char- 

^^jj|É 1 acters look fantastid). Two imports garnered much 
l attention: Enemy Zero and Panzer Dragoon Saga 

y*1 (Azel). Enemy Zero should be a hot seller, while 
Panzer Saga, at 50%, looked beautiful and complex, 

ja .tipw The RPG-based third game in the Panzer series had excellent free- 
roaming 3D towns and gorgeous turn-based Dragoon battles. Naturally the two Sonic 
games, Sonic Jam, and Sonic R, were extremely hot items at the show. Besides offering 
some of the best gameplay of any of the games at E3, both titles showcase fantastic 

Castrol 15 

Net Link: Daytona CCE 

Last Bronx 

THE SeöA SaTUrN 
While Sega didn’t blow the roof off the joint with their new 
"Blackbelt" (god I hope that's not the name), choice developers 
did see the hardware behind closed (and bolted shut) doors and 
said, off the record of course, that it’s extremely high pow- 
ered far beyond any current consoles including Matsushita's 
M2-bad-it's-never-coming-out, A lack of imports marred things 
a bit for the good 'ol SS, but overall, with Sonic R and Panzer 

Saga leading the way, Sega still managed to glisten. 
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Sonic Jam 
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3D engines, especially Sonic R’s amazing racing environments. And while the runnii 
demo was completely pre-set (the enemies were always running the same race), it w 
a perfect chance to see the incredible water reflections, beautifui light-sourcing, ai 
unbelievable frame-rates of Travelers Tales’ new engine. Rounding out the quali 
games were Lost World and Saturn Bomberman and Daytona CCE, a couple of we 
needed NetLink titles coming this fall. 

5F Collection MegaMan X4 

Capcom deserves respect from 
all SS owners for coming 
through with some extremely 
high quality software. Games 

the likes of MegaMan X4, Resident Evil and SF Collection are some of the brightest stars in the Saturn constellation. MMX4 especial¬ 
ly excites GF’s Sega faction as for the first time Capcom has combined the rendered with the hand-drawn for a shiny new look while 
the game plays as good or better than any other MM before it. SF Collection of course is a godsend as is Resident Evil, even if it is 
missing a few polys. As for Marvel Super Heroes, it toasts the PS version. Don’t you dare miss even one Capcom SS game this year. 

By far the best looking SS 3D adventure game ever 
devised, save maybe Sonic R, Croc defies the hardware 
with sparkling visuals and near PS quality textures. It’s 
the only game from FOX but it’s a great one. 

MK Trilogy One lonely Saturn Jfc 

product comes to 'fm 

us from Midway: 

MK Trilogy. For the full report on this, the last 

Midway SS game check out the review on page 68. 

. “en“ A big, beautifui, bouncy, high- 

v * " res 60 fps translation of 

^w Tecmo’s hot Model 2 fighter 

I ^ead or Alive is coming to 

I*i 1 ^ I - „Mi good...real good! Based on , 'ÖL 

the VF2 engine, with sweet 

(like candy) parallax backdrops, great voice, and silky-smooth animation (includ 

ing ultra-bouncy boobs), Dead or Alive is a fantastic translation. 

MiHêM, 



MAJOR LEAGUE SOCCER • PS1 Football for the It’s all about 5 Jack Nicklaus signa- 
ture courses in this title. Accolade 
takes its critically acclaimed PC 
title to the Playstation, and looks to 
climb atop the leaderboard. 

-1 -I'—'■—i-lwjJJ J ^Nintendo 64 is finally 
■É here, and we have Acclaim to thank for it! The 

sneak peak of Quarterback Club '98 was exciting, and 
gives us a glimpse at just how far footbali games have 
come. The polygon players are sensational, and it’s got 
the gameplay to match. Also trom Acclaim, NHL 
Breakaway ’97 is getting a lot of hype, and from what 
we’ve seen so far, it’s deserving. The level of Al and the 
number of options available are unprecedented. 

wEKittiV V,- 

A visit to EA was like a Virtual frat party: women, drinks and Madden. 
EA took a bold stand in sticking to a sprite-based game in Madden 98. 
Adhering to the old saying “lf it ain’t broken, don’t fix it,” EA simply 
heightened defensive Al, increased speed of play, and increased 
number of animations. First glimpses of Live 98 proved intriguing as 
they addressed the problems of slow gameplay, and sub-par graph- 
ics of 97. NHL 98 and FIFA 98 look stronger than ever, and NCAA 
Football 98 as well as first-timer NASCAR 98 were impressive. 

I... Brace yourself for the return of 
~ Wé) Jimmy Johnson Football] 

mSÊÈtSslLö 4 Some have already been saying 
ipp' \% wv that this is the best looking foot- 

ball game around-you won’t 
| j||w \ | mistake it when you see its sig- 

-4 iH nature rainbow-arched passes. 
^nwFRRfmT RflniNP . D^>Hit the water and traverse the 
\ POWERBOflT RflCING ps /Amazon River to the shores of 
Japan as VR’s PowerBoat Racing puts things into full throttle. 

Bottom of the 9th's improved texture-mapped graphics, 9 
polygon body types, and real-time play-by-play brings in 
the added realism that enthusiasts desire. Choose also 
from 5 different playing modes, including Training. In the 
Zone ’98 probably won’t ever please the sim-perfection- 
ists, but for all of us fans of the previous versions, it’s only 
looking better, hey and... more dunks! Whether the bob- 
sled and luge are your favorite Winter Olympic events, or 
skating or snowboarding, you’ll have these and many oth- 

IN THE ZONE ’98 • PS ers to practice and play in Nagano Winter Olympics. 

The Great One made an appearance at E3 to ring in the new season with a new hockey title. 
Gretzky ’98 will give you all of the action you yearn for as well as 3-on-3,4-on-4 or 5-on-5 action! 

n Hurray for hoops! On the hoops 
scene, Midway provides a sim 

I companion to their heralded NBA 
Hangtime. This 5-on-5 action car- 
ries all of the traditional options 
and features, with a few new ones 
like side and back movement, 
non-ball handler modes, boxing 
out moves and more. WAYNE GRETZKY’S 30 HOCKEY ’98 • N64 NBA HARDW00D HEROES • PS 

Playstation 

Colorado AvalanchefTM] At Philadelphia Flyers(R] 
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KEN GRIFFEY BASEBALL • N64 

This exclusive N64 game may become 
the most realistic, technologically 
advanced game available. Think 
about over 35,000 frames of animation 
in this 64-bit title. You’ll want to 
explore Nintendo’s “Reality System,” 

a uniflue Al program that allows the user anjnfinite number of super, on-the-fly actions. Complete ’97 rosters, Home Run Derby, and all 30 MLB 3D stadiums, 

WORLD WIDE SOCCER '98 • SS 

POWER SOCCER 2 • PS 
Making a resurgence onto the 
sports scene, Sega hits one deep 
with their acciaimed World 
Series Baseball ’98. All of the / J 
qualities that made WSB a supe- Hr 
rior franchise are intact, but with 
better graphics and gameplay 
than ever before. NBA Actions a aTtit^T 
'98 looks like it will be the best hoops gamex RdA aüiiun as 
on the Saturn, with Create Players, Full Rosters, Signature 
Moves and Player Ratings. Don’t forget Sega’s other Fall 
releases: NHL All-Star Hockey '98 and World Wide Soccer '98. 

Although these shots 
are early, rumors are 
rumbling throughout the 
soccer world that this 
may be one to watch for. 
Psygnosis has devel- 
oped a very solid repu- 
tation with their quality 
games, and their knowl- 
_j edge of soccer is 
- j second to none. 

Ftdoro* 

hiR MftTIi!*.'V2ui 

Sony’s sports line-up was the pride of the show with GameDay '98 as the jewel of the crown. Everyone was surprised to see that Sony had not —) -J-T J 
only gone polygonal, but that the transition from last year’s sprite version was silky smooth, and that most importantly, the Al was as perky as ever. Speakmg - 
of polygons, MLB '98 made the jump as well, and the fluidity was great. Video footage on every MLB and MLBPA player was accumulated by Sony in order to 
render each player’s signature stance and pitching delivery. The players will even be scaled to size, so the Big Unit will actually stand 610! It looks like Sony 
not only has the best playing games, but some of the best looking as well: NHL Face-Off '98, CART World Series, NFL GameBreaker '98, and NBA Live 98. 

Weïlsee ifthey’ve ' / I r I I F 
built upon last -y JJ 
year’s success, with the implementation ol 
enhanced Al and more accurate gameplay: 

Wrestling fans, do not dismay. For all of you that gave WCW vs. The World a #1 title, you’ll be " r j  T | 
happy to know that the saga continues on the N64 system (WCW vs. NWO World Tour) with -I 
graphics and gameplay better than ever. For those of you that need a little Nitro action, you’ll soon have WCWNitro 
for the Playstation. This game is the real deal, complete with motion captured wrestlers; a spectacular sim. 

..— 
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After taking over a week 
to process all the data 
squeezed into the tiny 
little space in our 
brains not dedicated to 
gameplay, we’ve come up 
with this semi-intelli- 
gent appraisal based on 
games that, for the most 
part, are less than half 
done. As for Glitch, 
well, we think it may be 
that hole in his head,.. 

Best of the Show 
1. Wild 9’s 
2. Crash 2 
3. Tomb Raider 2 
4. Gen 2 
5. Klonaa 
6. Mystical Ninja 64 
7. Medievil 
8. Banjo-Kazooie 
9. GoldenEye 

Croc 

i £Ü^jjJ 
-JA iditoHn-Chief and general troublemaker 

Top 5 on Video 
1. Metal Gear Solid 
2. Yoshi’s Island 64 
3. F-Zero 64 
4. Zelda 64 
5. Mischief Mokers 

Best of the Show 
1. Sonic ‘R’ 
2. Crash 2 
3. Panzer Saga 
4. Klonoa 
5. Beostorizer 
6. Last Bronn 
7. Banjo-Kazooie 
B. Sonic Jam 
9. One 
10. Rapid Racers 

rjjl&j 
Top 5 on Video 

1. Metol Gear Solid 
2. Zelda 64 
3. F-Zero 64 
4. Oead or Rlive 
5. Hybrid Heoven 

Best of the Show 
1. Tomb Raider 2 
2. GoldenEye 
3. Street Fighter EX 
4. Quake 
5. Klonoa 
6. Rapid Racers 
7. N. Creatures 
8. Crash 2 
9. V-Rally 
IG. Beostorizer 

ü-Jij 
Knightmare’s worst nightmare. 

Top 5 on Video 
1. Metal Gear Solid 
2. Castlevania 64 
3. Yoshi’s Island 
4. Zelda 64 
5. F-Zero 

Best of the Show 
1. Final Fantasy VII 
2. Tomb Raider 2 
3. Crash 2 
4. Wild 9’s 
5. Gex 2 
6. Batman Et Robin 
7. Quake 
B. GoldenEye 
9. Beostorizer 
10. V-Rally 

rJjjJilJ'J 
Anthropomorphic vestibule-dweller J 

Top 5 on Video 
1. Metal Gear Solid 
2. Zelda 64 
3. Yoshi’s Island 
4. Hybrid 
5. F-Zero 

—Hl— 
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These are actual game environments... Scary huh? 
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This uh, lady, one of 

many characters Bob 

must enter and use, 

appears as you see 

here within the game 

When she stretches 

and contorts, so does 

her skin and clothes, 

far beyond model 3 

(or anything else 

you’ve seen for that 

matter). 

The most spectacular game being exhibited behind closed 

doors at E3 was Shiny’s latest foray into the world of PC gam- 

ing: Mess/ah. Mess/oh is currently at a very early stage of devel- 

opment, but already its apparent that, with their new 3D tech- 

nology, Shiny is going to raise the stakes in domestic graphics 

once again, while at the same time delivering a truly unique 

game.... 

Since the dawn of time it has been foretold that the end of the 

world will come with the breaking of the seven seals of the 

apocalypse. The seven seals are hidden, safeguarded until the 

Day of Reckoning when the forces of Heaven and Heil will be 

unleashed on the planet. However, the powers of Heil have 

secretly sent an emissary to Earth to begin the final battle pre- 

maturely. By starting the apocalypse ahead of time, they hope 

to sway the balance of power in their favor and win the battle 

before Heaven can react. Well, nobody said the Devil played 

fair. Fortunately, Heaven has found out about Lucifers little 

scheme and has raised all its might on Earth to create a war- 

rior of their own, a vessel for the Holy Light of God. His name 

is (dramatic pause) Bob. Bob must locate and protect the 

' seven seals of the apocalypse, then confront and destroy the 

first foot soldier of Heil., Should he fail, Armageddon may come 

a little earlier than expected. 

Regular readers may remember our interview with Dave Perry 

a few months ago where he unveiled the graphics engine Shiny 

would be using for Messioh. Michael ‘Sax’ Persson is the sole 

programmer responsible, and when you see the game in 

motion, youïl realize just how talented this guy is. Let me put 

it this way: most videogame characters are made up of 100s of 

polygons. The characters in Mess/ah are made up of anything 

> from 60,000 to 130,000 polygons!!! How is this possible? Well, 

the engine only calculates the number of polygons that are visi- 

ble to the player (camera), and doesn’t calculate the ones that 

are out of sight. Once a character is designed it is ‘boned’ to 

k add the motion capture data and then implemented into the 

game world. The results are breathtaking. You think these 

shots look good? just wait till you see them in motion! But 

5 this is a high-end PC game we’re talking about here, and there’s 

-little chance of it appearing on any contemporary console. So 

why should you be interested? Simple. Because this tessella- 

tion technology will find its way onto one of the new wave of 

next-generation consoles. DP has already seen the new Sega 

hardware and made it quite clear that it is a formidable leap in 

technology, smashing whats currently available. Shiny is looking 

to the future, and who are we to get left behind... 
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Video Games 
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JOE KIDD 

KI W$ 
CORNER 

I! 
*n a day and 
age where 

isports fig- 
ures are making 
unprecedented 
salaries (mil- 
lions upon mil- 

lions) just to go out and do 
their job, they have the audaci- 
ty to have an attitude about 
being on a “losing team.” Guys 
complain that they want to 
win, but don’t seem to realize 
that that is the very reason 
they were chosen for that 
team, and why the franchise 
invested $10 million a year in 
them to do it. Just like the 
wind, talent comes and talent 
goes, as athletes pursue bigger 
dollars and better endorse- 
ments. The vicious cycle con- 
tinues, as weak teams get 
weaker, while the strong get 
stronger. 

What I want to know is: 
Why are these athletes in the 

game anyway? 
What hap- 
pened to the 
spirit of com- 
petition, and 
don’t they 
know money 
is “the root of 
all evil?” I 

miss the days of Magie and 
Bird, where guys played for the 
love of the sport, not the love 
of the almighty dollar and 
themselves. It’s nice to see a 
team like the Bulls, a team 
that wants to stay together, 
and who play to win. How 
heroic was it to see MJ in the 
playoffs, in obvious discomfort 
from illness, brave it out, pour 
in 89 points and hit the game- 
winning basket. At that 
moment, I knew Jordan was 
worth every bit of that $30 
million salary. Who else can 
justify the salaries they earn? 
Certainly nobody is worth it 
until they have proven them¬ 
selves, and those names are far 
and few between. How can you 
give a 17-year-old out of high 
school a $18 million shoe con¬ 
tract when he hasn’t played a 
single game yet? Speaking of 
not earning their salary... 

Last night I may have wit- 
nessed the most desperate, low- 
class, disgusting excuse for a 
professional athlete ever. 
Mike “Hannibal Lecter” Tyson 
lost all ability to control his 

Now I know why they call it 
PowerPlay, it’s because there’s seem- 
ingly penalties every other second. 
The one immediate impression I 
walked away with, was that there was 
never any solitl, uninterrupted length 
of playtime. Whether it was hooking, 
tripping or icing I was constantly fac- 
ing off, and never able to get into the 
flow of the game. Aside from that, the 
Controls take some getting used to, 
but the passing is precise. 

G C P M 0 7f| 
86767 /U 

Al? Never heard of it. Playbooks? 
Don’t think so. Realism? Not a 
chance. Any fun? You bet. This is a 
full-court sprint of slammin’ and jam¬ 
min’. The Create Player mode is what 
really makes this game fun. Watch 
your guy grow in attributes along the 
season, and have fun doing it. The 
only fault with this game is that they 
could bring in a lot more “fun features" 
on the court, i.e. a 10 point shot. 
Quarters are too short too, but overrall, 
entertaining fun. 

G C P M 0 7Q 
7 8 8 7 9 

NHL PowerPlay ’98 
Virgin Interactive 

\ MitiniSE io coNFRoi v ,' yr pipptn ro riiniroi 
< ^ ' STOCKTON V RDDMAN 

NBA Hangtime 
Midway 

NHL PowerPlay 98: The first hockey game 
out this year. I'll teil you right away that it’s 
worth playing. In tact, l’m a few games into 
a season, and already looking forward to the 
play-offs. The graphics are good enough to 
keep me involved, but most importantly all 
the options are here. I can create players, 
trade, pretty mtich configure everything, AND 
I can play world tournaments with some of 
the hottest rosters around (Team Canada and 
USA, especially). The control needs to be a 
little more responsive, but great player 
moves like backwards skating and precise 
drop-passing make tip for it. 

GCPMO 
00 00 (8) (7) (7) 

Uh oh. I’ve finally reached my limit...years of 
big heads, “He’s on fire!” and those wacky 
flamin' dunks... look, NO MORE JAM GAMES 
O.K.?! Yeah sure, they look prettier each 
time. a few minor gameplay elements are 
dropped in, and secret players abound. 
We’ve been digging the Jam “formula" for 
years, but, just like the MK series (and this 
year s MK Trilogy), this could be the last time 
I bother. NBA Hangtime looks very good; 
crisp graphics, perfect scrolling courts, 
decent animation, I'll give it that. The create 
player options are cool, and hey, the control 
is spot-on. If you’re still happy with the for¬ 
mula, Jam on with Hangtime. 

G C P M O IQ 
8 8 8 6 3 

emotions, and in return lost 
all ability to gain any respect 
in a society that wanted to 
believe in him, and give him a 
second chance in life. But 
because he has a “family to 
support” (because obviously he 
doesn’t have much money), he 
resorted to biting another 
man’s ear, shaking his head 
like a dog and tearing off the 
flesh, only to spit the lobe onto 
the canvas... This ain’t the 
WWF, folks, this is real life, 
where $30 million is the 
purse, and $5,000 is what it 
costs to be present. As disgust- 
ed as I am with Mike, how can 
you blame him? Not because 
he was getting head-butted, but 
because they plucked this kid 
out of the inner-city, where he 
bit off more than just ear 
chunks on a daily basis. Give 
the guy millions of dollars, 
and have Don King as your 
mentor and you have a serious 
butt-kicking head case. Don 
King is the man I blame, the 
man who evades responsibility 
like the plague, and it has 
transcended to everyone he 
does business with. Not only 
should Tyson be banned from 
boxing, but King should too. 
Even though we deal with a 
world that is more Virtual by 
the day, we have to recognize 
the things in life that are real, 
and that have real impact. 

Now how about a little video 
game news? Here’s what to 
look forward to in the upcom- 
ing months: 

Football 
• Madden ’98 
• GameDay ’98 
• Quarterback Club ’98 
• VR’s Jimmy Johnson Football 
• Legends Football ’98 
• NCAA Football ’98 
• NCAA. GameBreaker ’98 
Hockey 
• NHL PowerPlay ’98 
• NHL Face-Off ’98 
• NHL Breakaway ’98 
• NHL ’98 
• Gretzky’s 3D Hockey 
• NHL All-Star Hockey ’98 
• VB. Hockey 
Baseball 
• MLB ’98 
• Bottom of the 9th 
• World Series Baseball ’98 
Basketball 
• In the Zone 8 
• NBA Live ’98 
• Shootout ’98 
• NBA Action ’98 
• NBA Hardwood Heroes 
• NBA Jam ’98 
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JOE KIDD f 
Go Bears! 
Stanford 
sucks! 

BEVELBPER • TIBURUN 

PUBLISHER - EA 

FORMAT - CB PREVIEW 

It’s just about time to gear up for a little college 

football folks, and EA’s NCAA Football 98 is right on 

time for the kick-off. When firing up the alpha ver¬ 
sion EA sent me, I really didn’t expect the game to be 
any different than Madden with college uniforms. But 

walking away from my initial test run, I was impressed 
to find enough differences, that I was hardly drawing 

any Madden comparisons at all. Yeah, maybe at first 

glance there are similarities, but when you really start 

to get into the game, you notice the subtle differences 
in the AI,how the CPU defense tends to make “rooide maneuvers”, over-pursuing and div- 

ing at you on a little change in direction — things that you see a lot of in college, but not so 
much at the pro level. Another example, is when you are going for it on fourth down, the 
defense isn’t always automatically set up for a play, but rather has to scramble to call an audi- 
ble from their Punt formation. A lot of these defensive “errors”, made the game a whole lot 

more offensive oriented, just like actual college ball,where 72-0 scores and 200+ yard rushing 

days are common, weekly occurrences. 
The thing that really makes college football special is the excitement and youthful exuber- 

ance. This is when the game is still pure, and they are playing because they love the game and 
want to win, not because they are trying to increase their value for next year’s free agency 
status. NCAA brings back the head butts and the dog piles in the endzone, and they aren’t 
penalized for celebrating (taunting). The clash of the symbols, and the beat of the drums go off as 
your team marches down the field and crosses that line. Banners for the home team are strewn 

around the stadium further enhancing the college football experience. 
A nice touch to the game are the players’ updated game statistics after each play. Many of the pro 

sports games don’t offer this option, so for a college one it’s pretty impressive -- you gotta make sure 

your star in the backfield is getting is 30 carries a game, and maintaining that 7 yard average, mean- 
while your inside linebacker racks up tackles. Running up the middle is an undeniable option, since the 

holes are wide open for major yardage, especially when hitting the speed burst button. The no hud- 

dle offense is prominent in this game and I found it to be extremely effective. 
All of the college rules are intact, so remember, there’s no getting up once your knee hits the ground. 

We’ve all been there when we’re scrambling in the backfield and we accidentally push the wrong but¬ 
ton, our QB dives on the ground, but is able to get back up only to complete the long ball... well that’s 
not how it works in the college ranks. Another exclusive to college football... Overtime. For those of 
you lucky enough to witness an overtime in college football last year, it proved to be one of the most 

exhilaratingz moments in sports. The rules have changed where each team gets a shot at the end¬ 

zone, much in the way of a Shootout, and basically whoever capitalizes on their opportunity is the one 

who takes the game. I don’t know how to explain it, but it is such a climactic build up that the entire 
stadium is in an uproar, and NCAA Football 98 has captured it; although no cheering whatsoever from 

the visiting fans. 
The graphics and load time may not be all that Pm looking for at this stage, but as early of a version 

as this is, I had a great time with this one,finding many new things each time I played. Loved the hur- 

dling, loved the QB Option with the lateral, loved being able to play out of conference anytime I chose, 
and loved all of the Practice, Dynasty, Great Game modes available. Looking forward to 

a great finished product. 

Playstation 
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Well l’ve had an opportunity to test drive the new NASCAR 
98 and I think EA may be on to something here. When EA 

makes a sports game, like l’ve said a thousand times, you 

know youVe gonna get some quality sim-action. They don’t have exot- 

ic scenery along their tracks, with whacky little dune-buggies slam- 

ming into each other, racing to the latest techno sound track. Instead, 

youVe going to go through whatTerry Labonte goes through, see what 

Jeff Gordon sees, and feel what Dale Earnhardt feels. All of these 

NASCAR drivers and more have actively participated in the game to 

make it what it is. 

What is NASCAR? How about tireless attention to detail where you 

can actually adjust physics and Al. Each of the settings are adjustable 

by percentages, everything from Drafting Effects to Car Balance. For 

the first time, you can now race the entire race just like they do on 

the circuit, for instance to finish the Primestar 500 in Atlanta, 

Georgia, you must complete 238 laps! You guys wanted it, and EA 

delivered. Personally, I don’t see the fascination in racing 238 laps 

around an oval track... I mean, Tm not gonna win any money, so 

where’s the incentive? Well, if I were a die-hard NASCAR fan, I would 

want the real thing - so there it is. Oddly enough, I did find inter- 

esting the way the race progressed, and how you’re forced to manip- 

ulate pitstops and implement drafting at key moments in the race. 

The interaction between you and the rest of the field is very tense. 

ten actual speedways! 
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ost of the baseball franchises have submitted this year’s entries, but one of the last big names yet 
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CF 9 Brady ftnderson 

11 11 Roterio Mooar 

RF 14 Eric Oasis 

tl 15 Rafacl Palrneiro 

38 8 Cal Moten, lr 

1F 11 l.l. Sumo» 

C 11 Chris Molles 

oh :: Peie incaviglii 

SS 14 Hite lorcict 

P 35 HiU Mussina 
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JOE KIDD 
Bring on the main 
course! 
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Oh, O.K. Kidd, I see how it is...hockey, huh? Bringthe Cannuck back for a sports article just ‘cause 
it’s a hockey game, eh? I’m familiar with the stereotype: Way up in the Great North, in our frig- 
gin’ Igloos, kickin’ back with a Moosehead, just watchin’ the game... ’cause hey, it’s snowing out- 

side, you know, it’s always snowing in Canada, eh?! Uh...thanks Joe, l’d love to. After-all, NHL Powerplay 
’98 is being developed by a team of hockey nuts from Canada, up in a high-tech igloo called Radical 

Entertainment. So, like, let’s see if Virgin’s newest hockey game is gonna take-off, eh? Doh... 
I’ll give Virgin (and Radical) props for their first NHL Powerplay game; it was solid, easy on the eyes, 

and offered the perfect collection of options, as per the NHL license. And although the original was 
clearly superior on the Saturn, it seems as though Virgin is only interested in a PS version of ’98...arrgh! 

Powerplay is a Saturn classic in my book! Anyway, this year’s installment promises to be the greatest 

ever, as Virgin has seen fit to expand the gameplay to include world tournament modes. Any hockey 

fan will teil you that NHLfranchises and players should be enough, but with the approach of the Winter 
*98 Olympics, it seems the World Tourney option might be a 

smart move. Especially if you’re cheering for Team Canada, 
heh, we’ve got some good players... a few guys by the name 

of Lindros, Lemieux, Gretzky, Roy... maybe you’ve heard of 
’em? Also tagging along for the World ride are new rink tex- 
tures, banners, and naturally, all-new rosters, logos, and 

tournament modes. So if the NHL play-off debacle wasn’t 
enough for ya (how did Colorado let themselves get so 
smashed? Pat, baby, what’s with the shut-out losses? The 

‘Lanche (my Nordiques!) are better than that! Forseberg, 
hometown buddy, what happened?!!! And Philly...Hextall 

was BEAT, Leclair and Lindros were dead, and they needed 

work out of Hawerchuk and Otto. I’ll teil you what it is: 
Detroit has the freakin’ Red Army! And Scotty’s the wonder- 

ful Wizard of Ov! Federov, Kozlov, Konstantinov, Larionov, 
Fetisov...because, because, because...well, I guess Stevie Y. 
and Vernon didn’t hurt matters either), how ’bout the new 
game season, with all the create player, trade, and roster 
fixin’ options you’ll ever need. 

Aesthetically speaking, Radical’s done a fine job updating 
the 3D engine for ’98. Everything’s polygonal, the frame 

rate is high (needs to be higher though, hint, hint), and the 
presentation is convincing, with sweet animation and well- 
implemented effects like rink reflections. The sound is 
excellent; rowdy hockey crowds should sound this 
good at every game, but l’d like to hear it even 
louder! The only rough spot so far, and this is prob- 

ably just preview stuff, is the control. There’s actu- 
ally loads to do, you know, backwards skating, 

wristers, slaps, drop shots, drop passes, but the 
thumb-to-pad-to-screen response is a little 
delayed; hockey’s gotta’ be fast! Sure, it has to feel 
like you’re on ice, but it has to play like you’re a 
professional hockey player! 

O.K., l’m all out of space, so enjoy the shots and 
be sure to check back with me for the next pre¬ 
view... I’ll be the GF Sports go-to man for hockey 
this year. G 

DEVELOPER- RADICAL # OF PLAYERS-1-8 

PORLISHER - VIRGIN DIFFICULTY - AOJUSTABLE 

FORMAT - CD AVAILABLE - FALL 

GLITCH fj 
Take-off eh! 
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■awirar attributes 
UP/OUN: MOVE CURSOR 

LFT/RGT ROJUST flTTRIB. 
buttons: save & ekit 

VIEW STATS 

UNIFORM 
HE1GHT 

nrrpjgurfs 

prwleces 

strap 
6» 11” 240 IBS. 

SAVE/EXIT 

t | | |ell me are Mid-UJay thraugh the year, and uuhat shouus up on our 
▼ II Jdoorstep? None other than the infamous Hangtimé. lts amazing hom 

^JaJmany people scoff at this game, because of the big heads, the funky 
music, and the overall lack of "sim qualities", but 

in the end, many of these same critics are uuhoop- 
ing it up in a fast paced game of 2 on 2. No it’s not like 

"real" basketball, but at the same time, it never claimed to be. Realism 
uua5 never the intention, but rather some good, solid fun uuith some of 
the NBR’s top stars. IJÜho can resist trying to predict and manipulate 
the best 2-man combo in the NBR? 

'Tm goin’ uuith Hardaujay and Mourning, uuho you goin’ uuith?" 
"I don’t knouj, either Kemp and Payton or ÜÜebber and Houuard.” 

The combination5 are endless, as you not only have your dynamic 
duo, but a 3-man bench as uuell. Every NBR team is in here, and only 
the usual suspects (Jordan, Barkley and Shaq) are absent. The basic incentive behind this game is really sim- 
ple - rauu bragging rights, that’s it! Rnd you knouu us meathead sportsfans, uue can play the same game for 
hours. even though the only thing that’s changed is a neuu M quarters, a neuu team, and a neuu opponent... other 
than that... it’s just back and forth, back and forth. ük, so l’m simple, better for me. 

But in the off chance that I might find the 8th consecutive hour of B’n’F action a little monotonous, there’s actu- 
ally a lot more to the game than meets the eye. To the fortunate gamer that can actually find and keep track 
of his/her memory card, the gates to the game uuithin are flung open. ÜÜhy is the memory card so pertinent? 
lts the Create Player mode that is so unique, and the option that truly brings this game to another level of gen- 
uine fun and uuackiness. 

UJithin the Create Player mode, you aren’t just creating a Center, Foruuard or Guard... no, no, no. Instead, you 
can create goat boys, fat ladies, old men uuith pointie hats, green martians, horned gorillas and more. (Of course 
if you still uuant to hang on to a shred of realism, you can still create "normal" looking players, modeled after 
actual players in the game.) Feel free to adjust the attributes, select a couple of special moves, piek out a neuu 
uni, and you’re play in’ hoops Hangtime style. Nouu l’m not caught up in this feature simply because I can morph 
out funny looking guys in shorts and tank tops. The aspect that really solidifies the fun factor for me is that you 
have an opportunity to improve your attributes over the season should you reach certain benchmarks. üf course 
the more games you uuin, the better your player gets; only in the areas in uuhich you designate. You can even 
obtain hidden attributes! In essence, your player seems more like a real, living and breathing player in that it 
actually seems to grouu over time! I knouu it’s just a game, but just like experience points in RPGs and reach- 
ing neuu levels. there’s that inherent sense of satisfaction achieved by reaching the next step. Just look at these 
darn Tamagotchis! There just an irritating little keychain decoration uuhen you think about it, but something U-iith- 
in us uuon’t let the thing die! 

Rnyuuay, getting back on the subject of Hangtime, the stats are detailed and fun to track. 10 blocks a game 
by John Stockton is not an outrage in Miduuay interpretation of basketball, but it’s all cool. My one beef uuith 
this game is uuith substitutions. Here you are mith a 5 man team, and 
you can only make one substitution, that one being at half-time. 
UJhere’s the logic? UÜhy have a 3-man bench if you can only make 
one sub? I'm no mathematician, but these numbers don’t pencil out. 
One last, cool little feature is the trivia op you get at the end of games. 
They don’t ask antiquated questions no one uuill ever knouu, but at the 
same time they are questions that take a bit of hoops knouuledge to 

Hangtime is fun; plain and simple. I’m not looking for NBR 

' nxrrwr ; 
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realism uuhen I play this game, and I didn’t look for loopholes uuhen I 
uuent to see The Lost UUorid, take it for uuhat it is. 



GUNDAM the BATTLG MASTGR 
Where there are Japanese gamers... there 
are Gundams. Practically a religious move- 
ment but hardly ever worth the plastic 
they’re pressed on, GBM is by a millennium 
the best Gundam fighter ever produced. 
Heil, its the finest 2D robo-fighter ever 
produced leaving Cyberbots and even the 
masterful Rise of the Robots in the dust. 
Uh, that was a joke—Rise is a turd-burglar. 
Read all about GBM in the September GF. 
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SEGA SATURN 

RABBIT Yet another H-Core import, this time from GA 
Japan, Rabbit, sort of a cross between Darkstalkers and 
Samurai, just rocks. Ahem, excuse me, uh, SOA... hello... 
anyone thereP We II review Rabbit next month. 

WILLY VtfolWBAT “ ^ UM W/'\ 

Rrring, ring... “Hello, SOA, may I help 
youP What’s thatP A polygonal/isomet- 
ric action adventure with rotation on the ^ 
fly by Westone (makers of Wonder Boy) 
and art by Famitsu lead artist Susumu 
MatsushitaP No thanks." ...bzzzzzz. 
We’ll review Willy next month as well. 
Rabbit Artwork © Electronic Arts 1997 Willy Wombat © Hudson Soft/Susumu Matsushita 
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Platform fans will need CPR af ter diving into 
Treasures latest (via Gnix in Japan and the 
big N here). The play mechanics in 
YYT are off-the-charts hotty-hot, 
and the N64 (as though born to V 
side-scroll) kicks like never bef ore, 
prodded by the worlds finest at 
Treasure. This game just ^ 
seeps innovation, ingenuity and * 
graphic power. Yuke will make y ^ 
its US debut later this year as V', \ T 
Mischief Makers, and rightly so, ^ ê ^ 
as there is much text as you Aj* ^ 
set out across this 60 plus Ie vel Ir? \ 
platform-action-puzzler. I II have a 1 > 
Storm-sized story on YYT in the 
September issue. % 

When was the last time 
you fought a real bossP 

Artwork copyright Treasure/Enix 1997 
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WAKU-WAKU 7 
...More like Wacky Wacky 7, this fluid 55 fol- 
low up to Sunsoft’s Galaxy Fight is packed 
with joyous animation and although pixelly, 
pretty hapnin’ zooming BGs. WW7 uses the 
memory cart to pack some of the most gigan- 
tic enemies on-screen ever witnessed, as well 
as explosive super attacks that 
go off like Mexican fireworks. 
Well probe the innards of 
this fine fighter in September. 

Front Mission Alternative marks Squares first 32- 
bit FM as well as their first real-time strategy game. 
The graphics in Alternative look phenomenaf but it 
remains to be seen if Square can whip up a 
hardcore realtime strategy engine. My guess? 
They can. FMA will be released this summer. 

üajöEii: 

y**: | 

As neat as Front Mission Alternative looks. every Front 
Mission fan knows its all about turn-based strategy. and thats 
just what FM2 (Nope, its not FM Two. but Front Mission 
Second) is. Featuring the same gdTTlPtngine as the original. 
UDfldlkU with gorgeous polygonal maps and 60fps battles, 
FM2 is for the hardcore fans that weren't pleased when 
Square announced a realtime FM. FM2 will be out in fall. 

Hmm. We were all looking forward to Saga Frontier 
until we actually played it. No. I take that back, were 
still lookinq forward to it, just not as much. Final 
Fantasy Vil is a tough act to follow, and Square knows 
it—maybe Frontier will be improved over the somewhat 
mediocre demo we played. Well have the import review 
next month, so stop by! Frontier will be out July llth. 

Artwork copyright SunSoft 1997, Square 1997 
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Voj3 
Voxo 
Vioo 

V040 

J/0I2 

Vioo 

'consklcred tÖbl'nothing , rBfcffiP 
rpore fhan a bit playenn t:_ 

the vast web of intrigue * 
and treachery that is the r & \^Lm 

War of the Lions. a struggle 
for monarchy between the 
brother of the widowed v wM|| 
Queen and the dead King’s cousin. You have 
to wonder... how will the game end?? It can t 
end happily with what appears to be a viliain 
being hailed as a hero, can it? We’11 just have 
to walt and see-^f Jf f ||gII|I§CI§|L fgigy 

The actual game system is virtuaïiy identi- 
cal to Quest s Tactics Ogre, their last game for 
the Super Famicom. lt s fairly straightfor- 
ward—Vandal-Hearts-type (though, you must 
be reminded. Tactics Ogre came first) map-by- 
map strategy. with the added bonus of Final 
Fantasy III and V s Job System—yptir eharac-‘< 
ter’s occupation can be changed at will. and 
build strength in certain abiüties that can be 

Jjêpt even after changing to another job. For 

instance 
; +1 You can be 

a knight and 
still wield Black Mdgic, or be 
an archer that’s abl.e to use 
items. Unfortunately; I f 

haven t had muclrtime to 
play FF Tactics-r-vfhat you see 
here is only from 
the first three /==J_ 
hours of the 
game or so. j ƒ 1 

If all goes ' 
well. you can ;H:k 
expect a pre- r.->> 
view of the 
American version 
soon... or perhaps 
even a review of the 
import. FFR 

Éreta 
'M' ^ / Dereta Heirall is the man who 

- would come to be known as the sav- 
: ' >^ ior-feing of all Yvalice. A commoner. 

and Ramza s childhood friend. he 
attended the illustriöus Galifand Officers’ 

Academy with Ramza only at the recommen- 
dation of the Beoulves. Years later. Ramza wit- 
nesses Dereta kidnap the Princess Ovelia, the 
event that touches off the War of the Lions. 

MathenatiCïa 
H : \ jfl 

m - fl 

Playstation 

llFORMAT CD 
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FBESS START 

PURE INNOVATION! TWO POLYGONAL WARRIORS IN A 3D ARENA. WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF NEXT? 

"Get enough triangles together and eventually a fighting game 
will emerge," seems to be the metaphor for Takara, who just can't 
get enough of a category, which for the most part doesn't want 
them, or need them. Toshinden had a following way back when, 
but since has become somewhat of a paradox, and the game you 
see here, D-Xhird (pronounced D-3rd oddly), while OK by current 
SS standards, is nothing to 
write home 
about. ~ & 

You've got your polygonal chicks and dudes, your pseudo-light 
source shading, your token combo system and super moves. Ifs 
all here... in a mediocre sort of way. 

At a respectable 30 fps, it seems almost slow when compared to 
60 framers like Tobal 2, EX and Last Bronx. However, Takara has 
managed to squeeze just enough pizazz into D-Xhird to perhaps 

attract the 'desperately seeking 
* anything' SS user. 

^ While most 

mml 

oi wm . 

V'! \Ui 
J * j 

o 
i 1DEVEL0PER - NEXTECH 1 

ilJTlavl 1 SEGA SATURN 

... -_ n- E. STORM fj 
Takara gets 

the characters 
right, butt 

little else... 
Cj 

1# OF PLflYERS 1-2 fik' I 
r i stv. 

PIFFICüLTV flDJÜSTABIF v 

lAVAILABLE - NOL JAPAN 1 \ 
■ -1 3 * 
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lli AU. ABOUT HI-REZ MODE, LEGGY BABES AND DEMONS FROM 

< 

these reside 

in the visuals, at least 
the/ve taken up residence. The charac- 

ter design, a vast array (trom hellish warrior to catholic school girl), is a mix only a 
mother could iove and the environments are downright OK looking with animated 
goodies like running water and waves of grain. Both enclosed and open (for 

those chilling ring-outs) they deserve mild props. 

Yet another sleepy similartty to 
others in the category is the 
Training Stage. Here (now check 
this out, ifs 100% innovation!), you 
can bring up a list of moves and 
then try them on a crash-test- 
dummy-like drone opponent. What 
will they think of next, people? 

And finally, if you can't find a 
nail to stick in your ear, check out 
the gleaming D-Xhird soundtrack, 
a testament to volume control if 
ever there was one. But look at it 
positively, no one will ever teil 
you to "turn it down!" because 
you'll never "play it loud." 

LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL 

There is an alternative route for 
SS users smart enough to 
embrace all that is import. Both 
Rabbit and Waku Waku 7 (see 
page 99) are well worth pur- 
chase and Princess Crown (com¬ 
ing in July) looks to be a blessed 
event. In the polygonal arena, 
Last Bronx shall make your cup runneth over. 

22:1:8 C 3 

D-Xhird checks in as another "me-to" fighter. If you simply can't get enough of 
this tired genre you may as well have a look, otherwise my advice would be to 
save your money for Bronx, or if you're thirsty for hand-drawn 2D, Rabbit, Waku, 

or Princess Crown. 

4 
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ilding Genesis 0:6 in my hands. Afterthe incredibly long 

shing... Iets hope the releases stay this way! In any case, 

ïh the series, is where the random comedy generally stops 

jt happening until Genesis 0:8 (Episode 16... just wait. lts... it’s... well, you’ll 

2 (“In the Stil! Darkness/The Day Tokyo-3 Stood Still” and“TheValue of a 

:hpr$|suffer fbr yöur personal hatred”’) mark a smooth transition from the 

tö the upcoming episodes: Not overly dramatic, like many episodes to come, 

Ig drained, but simply $olid,Angel-battling episodes, each with a twist, 

söhe sabotages all of Tokyo-3’s power supply, leaving the area (and NERV head- 

ate would have it the next angel chooses this very moment to attack, and 

ë to faunchthe Evangelions manually... but where are the pilots? Even if Shinji, 

>ack to headquarters With no electricity to aid them.can they defeat the Angel 

; of batteiy time in their Evas? 

Ie ls..J bêsides revealing somë shocking truths about Misato’s past,such 

e scat: ón her c^est, has the Children trying to stop a bomb-like Angel 

-3 an<J totally obliterating it The only problem: Nobody can determine 

reling pripar^^s are n 

IgandAsukaj$h make 

w||kless tbJrfive mmu 

MThe^llue of a Mïi 

ill touch down. The odds are only I in 10,000 that the Evas will 

stop thp Angel, but, as Misato says, miracles don’t just happen, 

e to make them happen. 

as üsual, $ome commentary on the dub. It’s just as bad as it ever was. 

Genesi^O^ 

W- * 
k Vj 

Mg ï H 

WMBBne 

elay betweéi i Gene|| 0:4 

Genesis 0:6$ 

anatiÉ sèa [ring drfina b 
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company set out destroy once and for all the insanity caused by the Virtual drug. Psycho’s under the drugs powerful grasp.WolfHead 
JackalHead, and DoberHead (the dogs of war) have taken over Central Control, and the fight that ensues is what episode four is all about— 
well, almost all. I had high hopes that this episode, being the last in the series, would at least match the quality exhibited in the original and 
AIC hasn’t let me down. 8urn Up 4 has some truly spectacular moments where nothing was spared to get the point across... Rios pissed. 
While all of this fighting is going on, an actual sub-plot begins to unfold, which.came as quite a surprise. I mean, this is 8urn Up W.... an episode 
..— ago Rio was selling her used underwear to pay off credit cards. Oh, how I do love anime. Anyhow, 

for a series that started out rather shallow, 8urn Up turned out to be just deep enough in certain 
V areas to be taken seriously, without sacrificing the heavy action and zany nature of it all. And if 

t \ breasts are your thing, well, Burn Up delivers once again as Rio is forced to disrobe for the 2nd time 

iPlpfik-. I' ■' in the series- The nudity in öurn üpW,bythe way» rüPI 
* has always been in fun and never tasteless. Now / / ^ 

*Sx/ÉA that l’ve seen all 4 episodes I can honestly say that IJh 
■\ if you’re looking for a series packed with action, animation* D- A 

gorgeous art, lots of special effects, hot babes, and 
just a little depth. then Burn Up W is for you. Now, 
ifA.D.Vision really wants to make us happy they’ll 
follow up with Saber Marionette J! 

dubbing 

*tory C 

music 

Peacock Kinq 1 
Based on the infamous series that spawned Spellcaster on the Master System and later Myst/c Defender on a young Sega Genesis, 
Peacock King revolves around Kujaku, a young mystic who, able to acquire the mystical Dragon Orb (anyone else who dares is dead 
meat), has the potential to reign supreme on Earth... or destroy it. Meanwhile, Siegfried von Mitgard, leader of the Neo-Nazis, needs 
to sacrifice the young and beautifulTomoko to fulfill an ancient occult ritual (unearthed by Hitler’s minions) and becomeThe Regent 
of Darkness, supreme ruler over all that is. The struggle between good (the forces of light that come to stop Siegfried) and evil (the 

W~ Neo-Nazis) with Kujaku in the middle is what makes Makoto Ogino’s Peacock King such a fantastic 
anime. From the moment you begin to watch PK the mystical aura about it will intrigue you while 
the quality of the art and animation carry the story brilliantly. Of the older series l’ve seen, PK 
retains the most freshness and is one of the better 
dubbed products l’ve run across in some time. lts a 
quality show through and through, a no-brainer insta- 
buy for anyone really, whether you’re a die hard fan or 
just looking for an alternative to the horse hockey on 
prime time. l’ll have a series 2 report as soon as the 
next volume becomes available. In the meantime, track 
down episode one. It’s 49 minutes well spent. 

¥ 
How many of you’ve played the thoroughly poor Neo*Geo game Voltage Fighter Gowcaizer* None? Good. Never go near it. Ever. lts one of the 
worst fighting games ever made. Luckily, the anime is slightly better. In the early 21 st century, a number of severe earthquakes strike Tokyo, oblit- 
erating half of it. A Professor Fudo believes these are being engineered by the head of the mysterious Belnar Institute, a school for shall we 
say—special students. One day, Isato Kaiza, a popular high school student, is given a mysterious artifact called the Caizer Stone by fellow student 
Kash—also known as the superhero Hellstinger. Utilizing the Caizer Stone, Isato can transform into the legendary warrior Gowcaizer - and now, 

someone will finally stand up to the nefarious Shizuru Ozaki, head of the Belnar Institute! Yeah! Respect 
. i  ._ \ a /. ii • ___I__«-U^V it- nnita n Kif irinro Porhanc fnn that story. Well, in synopsis it may sound generic, but there’s more to it - quite a bit more. Perhaps too 
much for a single 45-minute episode. Unfortunately, the animation doesn’t match the quality of the story- 
line, and Masami Ohbari’s (character designer for the Fata! 
Fury animes) character design is really, really annoying. But 
the man sure can draw nice teats—Gowcaizer features the 
hottest shower scene in recent memory. So far, Gowcaizer 
appears to be a decent “filler” anime, though later volumes 
could get interesting, if the story stays at this level of quality. 
Oh, the animation could use a little improvement, too. We’ll 
be back to review Episode 2 as soon we we get a copy! 

animation 

dubblng 

story 

musie 
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I’ve said it before, and l’ll say it again: Square 
are maniacs. It seems as though every week 
Square announces some shiny new nugget of 

gaming skill that takes whatever genre it repre- 
sents to the next level. However, NOTHING can 
surpass Chocobo de Battle for pure shock value. 
Even Final Fantasy VII, which took RPGs to the 
absolute max, was less of a graphical improve- 
ment over the next best RPG than Chocobo de 
Battle compared to the next best fighting game. 

Graphically, what’s the best-looking i-on-i 
fighter? Virtua Fightergl Konami’s as-yet- 
unnamed 

First Arcade Game 
1 Cobra fighting game? Square s 

per second CdB could be dis- 
playing would be eight million... still incredible. 

What hardware does this gaming madness run on, you 
may be asking? An SGI Onyx 2 Workstation. In fact, 

Chocobo de Battle (er... these 
/ „ don’t look like any chocobos 

l’ve ever seen!) makes it’s 

- Jc debut in L-A- at this sum- 
: ^ ? WÊ&Ï $ mer’s Siggraph, the 
ËS& ' industry’s premiere 

i'M&'jL jt ■ jM ■'**' computergraphics 

gW' F * ' exP° where Square 
revealed the Final 

Fantasy VICG game in '95. 
_ Square claims that there is 

a “high possibility” that Chocobo 
ij c de Battle will be released as an 

arcade game, and later (ack) 

t “vStT *:' ~~ for the Playstation. I dunno 
1 J§önabout you, but I don’t want to 
* * y see this game with (at least) 

#' 79,640,000 of its polygons 
sheared away. 

_. ' * Chocobo de Battle is currently under 
/ development at Square L.A., and it’s total- 

' ■/*£Lr ly unknown whether these CG characters 
are actual in-game models or simply image 

■ ' renders. -Nick Rox 
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Import and American * 

Nintendo 64 
Playstation 
andSatum 

Now you can buy at the lowest 
unbeatable prices.Think of it! 
Saving $10, $20 or more * 

' Universe^VideO'Games 
Light Vears fitiead Of ïhe Competition Mith Domn To Earfh Prices 

FREE game converter with purchase of selected titles. 
Play Import or American N64 games on any N64 system. Nintendo 64 

Multiracing Championship Starfox Baseball League Blade & Barrel 
Troublemakers Sonic Wings Rev Limit Clayfighter 63 73 
Mission Impossible Bomberman Dark Rift Aero Gauge 
Golden Eye 007 Wild Choppers Mystical Goemon Hexen 

Playstation 
Dragon Ball Z Legends 
Final Fantasy Tactics 
Samurai Shodown RPG 
Street Fighter EX 

Time Crisis 
Armored Core 
Mega Man X4 
Front Mission ALT 

Free universe adapter with 
purchase, play any ps game on 

almost any ps system 

Breath of Fire 3 
Ranma 1/2 
Ghost in the Shell 
Sailormoon S 

Marvel Superheroes 
Tobal 2 
Macross 
Air Combat 2 

^segaJ/ourn 
Last Bronx Langrisser 4 
Willy Wornbat Mirage 
Sonic Jam Macross 
Fighters History Silhoutte 

FREE Saturn converter with purchase of select Saturn titles. 
Play import or domestic Saturn games on any Saturn system. 

Marvel Superheroes 
Dragon Ball Legends 
Biohazard 
Samurai Shodown RPG 
Mega Man X4 

Virus 
Bomberman 
Thunderforce 5 
Waku Waku 7 
Fake Down 

* Guaranteed* 
Lowest Unbeatable Prices In The Universe 

Import Games starting at $14.99 

★ 
24 HOUR VIDEO GAME HOTLINE 

CALL FOR TITLES 919-872-2440 
MasterCard, VISA and COD accepted 

Instant cash for select Systems and games. * 

Nintendo 64, Playstation, Saturn, PC CD ROM, 
NEO*GEO CD, Jaguar, SFC, Animation, MD, Game Music, 

^ Wallscrolls, Toys, PC Engine, M2 

Overnight delivery. Call today. Play tomorrow. 

★ Monday-Sunday 1Ü:ÜD am-7:üü pm ES.T 

919-872-2440 FAX 919-872-6701 
Dealer and Wholesale Inquiries Welcome. 

All rights reserved for all parties mentioned. We reserve the right to ★ 
refuse any sale, trade or purchase. Games are subject to availability. 

iiii&fiïfeu 

[Bgss 

■jaauil -1 

Macross V-FX (PS) 
Z Gundam (SS) . . « 
Manx TT (SS) . . . . 
Gundam 3 (SS) . . . 
Bushido Blade (PS) 
Tobal 2 (PS). 
Choro Q 2 (PS) .. . 

AfJ!>ï»SHiH88W BiaSCEMWS 

!a-l/ValsiTm': mwwwiiMgsg 

Nintendo 64 

All trademarks/tradenames are properties of tfieir respective owners. CA res. add 8.5% 
sales tax. All sales final. Price and availability subject to change without notice. 



SEGA SATÜRN 

Toshinden 3 
Magie Gathering IBm 
Ogre Battle rgm | 
MDK JJT 
Bushido Blade wnm 
Jurassic Park II Altemati 
Dungeon’s & Dragon 
Namco Museum 4 
Golden Nugget 

IMPORT 
Zero Divide 2 
Alundra * 
Gamera 2000 
Front Mission 2 ^ 
Samurai Showdown RPG 
King of Fighter’s 96 
Street Fighter Collection 
Time Crisis + Gun 
Azuka 120% Burning Fest 
Final Fantasy Tactics 
Gundam Battle Master 

gundam #3 $49 Albert Odyssey 
World Series Baseball 98 
Duke Nuke 3D 

I Magie Gathering 
ImfËS&M Sonic Jam 

Magie Knight Ray Earth 
Manx T.T. 
Resident Evil 

lissi on' 

DYNASTY WARRIROR $55 ACE COMBAT 

F. PRO WRSTLHG $69 

IMPORT 
Salamander DLXPK 
Waku Waku 7 
Grandia 
Samurai Showdown RPG 
Shienryu 
Lunar Silver Star Story 
Marvel Super Heroes 
Rockman 4 
Fighter’s History Dynamite 
X-2 
Groove on Fight 
Virus 
Skull Fang 
D-Xhird 
Thunder Force V 
Langrisser IV 

SAMURAI 3 $29 BUSHIDO BLAD 

METAL SLUG $59 PRINCESS CROWN 

Now you can play any 
import Saturn game on 

U.S Saturn system 
with saturn converter 

DBZ LEGEND $69 FINAL FANTASY 

SAKURA WARS $69 

DRACULA X $75 RUNABOUT $ 

MACROSS $75 SAILOR MOON $59 

MACROSS D.M. $75 TOBAL NO.2 $75 

WONDER PROJECT J2 $29 

HYPER $79 RANMA 1/2 $39 SECRET OF MANA 3 $69 DRAGON QST 6 $69 

HUMAN GRAND PRIX $75 
FINAL FANTASY 5 $59 

FIGHTING 3 $59 SAMURAI 4 $59 NINJA MASTER $59 ART OF 

• NE0 CD $339 WITH ANY GAME OF YOUR CH0ICE. 

' GET $5 OFF WITH PURCHASE OF 2ND NEO CD GAMES. 

1 WE ALSO CARRY NEO GEO CARTRIDGE SYSTEM & GAMES KING OF BASEBALL $59 
METAL SLUG $59 REAL BOUT SPECIAL $59 SAMURAI SHOWDOWN RPG 

Dealer & Wholesalers W 
710-1 W. Las Tunas, San Gabriel, CA 91776 • Fax: 81 
We carry posters, T-Shirts, Novelties, Wall Scrolls & g 

Wsa 

Star Fox 64 
lnt’1 Superstar Soccer 
Mission Impossible 
Top Gear Rally 
Golden Eye 007 
Clay Fighter 63 1/3 
Major League Baseball 
Tetrisphere 
Multi Racing Championship 
Lamborghini 64 
Dark Rift 

Now you can play import N64 
games on U.S. N64 system with 
N64 converter $15 

SFC/SNES 
CONVERTER $15 

Gun Hazard 
Sailor Moon RPG 

Sailor Moon Super 
Bahamut Lagoon 

Bomberman 5 
Dragon Quest 3 
Arabia Knights 

Yu Yu Hakusho 2 
Tenchi Souzou 

The Lord of Elemental 
Dragon Knight 4 

V Star Ocean 

Goemon 
Sonic Wing Assault 
Rev. Limit 
Doraemon 
Bomberman 64 
St. Andrews Golf 
J-League Soccer 
Hinoruken 
Aeros Gauge 

TROUBLE MAKER WILD CHOPPER 
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SEGA SATURN 

ORDER 

Nintendo 64 Titles 
Body Harvest 

Buggie Boogie 
Dracula 3D 

Dual Heroes 
Go Go Troublemakers 

GoemonS 
Holy Magie Century 

Kirby’s Air Ride 
Mother 3 
Rev Limit 
Robotech 

Sonic Wings Assault 
Top Gear Rally 

Yoshi’s Island 64 
Zelda 64 

online au www.gexpress.com 

Cvberbots '' y 
U.S. Saturn Titles 

Cyberbots 
Duke Nukem 3D 

Enemy Zero 
Fighting Force 

Lunar 
Magie Knights Ray Earth 

ManxTT 
Marvel Super Heroes 

NINJA 
Shining the Holy Are 

Sonic Jam 
World Series Baseball ‘98 

Quake 

HOTLINE 
MBW RB BS 

Blade & Barrel 
Bomberman 64 

Fighter 63 1/3 
Dark Rift 

Golden Eye 007 
Hexen 

Ken Griffey Jr. 64 
Mission impossible 

Robotech 
Robotron X 
StarFox 64 
War Gods 

US Playstation Titles 
Bushido Blade 

Crash Bandicoot 2 
Dracula X 

Excalibur 2555 AD 
Final Fantasy VII 

Gamera 2000 
MDK 

Nuclear Strike 
1 OddWorld Abe’s Oddysee 

Ray Storm 
Runabout 

Spawn 
Syndicate Wars k 

Time Crisis 
2 Tomb Raider 2 
3 Wild Nine m 

S3B 
Saturn Titles 

Baroque 
D-XHird 

Falcom Classic 
Langrisser IV 

Last Bronx 
Layer Section II 

Macross 
Megaman X 4 

Samurai Shodown IV 
Slayers R 

Super Robot Battle F 
Thunder Force V 

Virus 
Wakuwaku 7 

Wonder 3 

Playstation Titles 
Breath of Flre 3 
Cool Borders 2 

Final Fantasy Tactics 
Front Mission Alternative 

G-O-D Pure 
Gundam the Battle Master 

Hard Blow Boxing 
Mad Stalker-Full Metal Force 

Mobile Suit Gundam: Perfect 

One Year War 

Panzer Bandit 
Robopit 2 

Sa-Ga Frontier 
Samurai Shodown RPG 

Spectral Tower II 
Tobal No.2 

Treasures Gear 

O J J Jsj O J J J d J 

<2<©BBBc2m[B[LB 
Call tor availability on r -|c-pr3'-yv\ C3 

all Collectables. U ü L54/VO£-> 

fö©^©MöD©s Many 
Figures available 
including Virtua 
Fighters (7 pc.) $19.99 
set, Tobal No.1 (6 pc.) 
$19.99 set;Tekken 2 
(Set A or B) $24.99 set; 
(NpiM: Magie K. Ray 
Earth Petite $19.99 ea. 
©acrélsg Playing: DBZ, 
Sailormoon, Ranma, 
Evangilion. 
Trading:Dragon Ball GT 
animation 

Capcom 
Trading Cards 

Capcom 
lllustration 

Book $39.99 

VII 
Figures V.1-7 

$19.99 ea. 
Trading Cards: $5.00 

F.F.VII H.G. Keychains 
$9.99 ea. 

Limited Ed. Model Kits 
$24.99 
(Cloud & Aerith) 

Offical Trading Card 
Album $34.99 

Music: Original 
Soundtrack 
4 CD set 

Soundtracks l-VI avail. 

FF VII Keychains 

CL co: 

SONY PLAYSTATION 
3D Baseball .$19.99 
BlastChamber.19.99 
Criticom .19.99 
Loaded I .19.99 
Pitball .19.99 
Tempest X .19.99 
Worms .19.99 
X-Com UFO .29.99 

GENISIS 
Beyond Oasis .$29.99 
Monopoly.19.99 
Phantasy Star IV .29.99 
Wheel of Fortune .19.99 
WWF Arcade .19.99 
X-Men II .19.99 

ö P s 
SUPER NINTENDO 

Aladdin .$19.99 
Family Feud .19.99 
Goof Troop.19.99 
Megaman X .19.99 
Jeopardy Deluxe .19.99 
Wheel of Fortune Deluxe .. .19.99 
WildGuns .19.99 

Call for complete 
selection of Jaguar CD, 

VBoy, Game Gear, 
SNES, Genesis, NES 

Anim. $12.99 ea.; Music CD $19.99 

6” 

nu> 

SEGA SATURN 
Baku Baku . 
BugToo . 
Batman Forever . 
Center Ring Boxing. 
D . 
Dark Savior . 
Doom . 
Mystaria . 
NHL AllStar . 
NFL’97 . 
Scud. 
W.S. Baseball II. 

$19.99 
. .29.99 

. 19.99 

. 19.99 

. 19.99 
. .29.99 
. 29.99 

. .29.99 
. 14.99 

. .29.99 
. 29.99 
. 29.99 

Petite Figures V.1-9 $19.99 ea. 
Mini Play Set (pictured below) $29.99 ea. 
Animation Sets Start at $12.99 ea.;Music CD $19.99 
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For Ordering: 

(212) 290-0031 

Dealer Hotline: 
(212) 290-0426 

For Fax Order: 
(212) 290-0432 

Visit Our Mega 
Showroom at: 

126-128 W. 32nd St. 
New York, NY 10001 

L.I. Showroom: 
167 Glen Cove Rd. 

Carle Place, NY 11514 

Tel. (516) 248-4911 
Fax. (516) 248-4913 



Top secret news, wild speculation and 
# blatant untruths from the world’s most 
3 respectful video-games gossip columnist - 
É The Enquirer! This month, Mr.A.C. Styles 

W rocked E3 on a mission to apply pressure 
on as many video games developers as 
possible in order to uncover some really 

rather sensitive information. Here’s the scoop, 
game fans! 

M2baditsnevercomingout... State of the art hard¬ 
ware guru turns to fridge manufacturing?! 

At the Nintendo party, I was able to uncover 
rumors from drunk developers that the M2 will 
not be launched in either Japan or the US. From 
my inebriated sources, people over at Matsushita 
have canned the ‘middleman’ responsible for the 
$100 million deal (to buy the rights to the hard¬ 
ware) between 3 DO and Matsushita. The gentle¬ 
man now works in Matsushita’s refrigerator 
department in Osaka, Japan. So what’s the reason 
for this happening? The hardware isn’t coming out, 
so the guy who signed the deal ‘falls’. Talk about 
the cut-throat business of video games! 

Nintendo 64 emerges from the fog.., 
With some actual game release dates! 
Here’s the complete scoop on all those juicy N64 
titles you weren’t allowed to play at E3. Metal 
Gear has finally been announced for the Nintendo 
64. Conker's Quest by Rare will be released by Rare 
themselves and not Nintendo. F-Zero 64 will be 
released in January 1998 and Ze/do 64 follows in 
February 1998. The US version of Zelda is already 
being translated and should be completed by 
December. Both games are 128 megs big. The 
release of the 64DD in the US will include a game 
bundle; you’ll get the disc drive add-on and the 
second Zelda 64 chapter! The Japanese Zelda 64 
gets a release on November 30th. And to com¬ 
plete this cavalcade of new info, treasure have one 
more N64 game in the works. Iguana are busy 
working on Turok 2, and although nothing was 
shown at E3, the game will not use fog, have three 
times as many weapons and levels, will run at 
speeds of between 30 and 60 fps, and maybe run 
at a screen resolution of 640x480 when complet¬ 
ed. Natsume are remaking their SNES classic, 
Harvest Moon, for both the Nintendo 64 and 
GameBoy, the N64 version not appearing until 
Summer 1998. Core are scheduled to make a 
Tomb Raider version for a Summer 1998 release. 

Killer Instinct I (the arcade game) that Nintendo 
promised, will finally be coming out for the 
Nintendo 64 next year when the DD64 ships in 
the US. The only difference is that the FMV will be 
letter-boxed. Killer Instinct 3 is also finally being 
made. The new game will feature a whole new 
cast of characters, as well as the return of some 
familiar faces. KI3 is rumored to be Rare’s first real 
3D fighting game (similar to Virtua Fighter 3 in 
terms of game playing environments). Pilotwings 2 
will be released in December in Japan. Donkey 
Kong 64 is now being made for the 64DD and not 
cartridge, but the Enquirer reckons that Rare will 
make two versions of the game (in a similar way to 
Zelda 64) but remember, this is just downright 
speculation. Nintendo is re-releasing Super Mario 
64 (the US version) and Wave Race 64 in Japan. 
The major differences is that both games will now 
use the Rumble pack and that the games will be 
around $60 compared to when they were first 
released, where they fetched $ 100. 

Capcom: Keeping the Street Fighting legend alive! 
Capcom has some really amazing stuff in develop- 

ment for the arcade and the home market. The 

first news is from Japanese sourcës'at Capcom. 

Street Fighter 4 will be 2D and will be Capcom's 
first foray into 64bit hardware. SF4 will be 
released sometime in 1998 and will feature Ryu. 
All other characters are unknown. Capcom of 
Japan will also finally announce their first N64 
game in one month. The rumors of Capcom mak- 
ing a puzzle game for the N64 are true and there 
are at least five more games in the works including 
a fighting game and Ghouls & Gliosts 64. Sources 
said all major announcements will be left for the 
Nintendo Shoshinkai in Japan this November. 

Street Fighter 3 is being made for the Saturn and 
the Playstation (as reported five months ago in 
Other Stuff) but won’t be released until Summer 
1998. The Saturn version will use the RAM cart 
and the PS version may use some forrn of RAM 
upgrade, but nothing has been confirmed. Street 
Fighter 3 Dash will be released in the arcades this 
November and features four new characters and 
faster gameplay. The new characters are... not 
going to be revealed until next month!! Sorry!! 
Capcom’s first M2 game that uses Street Fighter 2 
characters will be released in the 2nd quarter of 
1998, but the game won’t be released for the 
home market because the M2 will only be used for 
arcade game and not home games (remember, 
Matsushita has canned the M2 home system). Last 
but not least, Capcom has already begun transla- 
tion on Marvel Super Heroes vs. Street Fighter for 
the Play Station and Saturn. 

Eidos: Saturn Fighting Force fans are hopping mad! 
Fighting Force for Saturn will not be coming out to 
the US because Eidos feels it is not a viable plat¬ 
form for them to make money on. Another rea¬ 
son is that Sega charges thousands of dollars for 
Cine-Pac technology to 3rd party companies, and 
Eidos ain’t buyin’. 

Namco: Tekken’ on allcomersü 
Tekken 3 for the Playstation will now be released 

simultaneously with the Japanese version in January 
of 1998, but could possibly be pushed back until 
February or March. No upgrade will ship with the 
game, and the programmers of the game have con¬ 
firmed to me that Tekken 3 will look better than 
the arcade without an upgrade. The Playstation T3 
will run at 60 frames with the 3D backgrounds 
intact, and will also feature (as you’d expect) a 
brand new two-to-three minute intro and all new 
CG for the entire cast. Tekken 4 and a new racing 
game are in the works from the arcade division. 
Tekken 4 is rumored to use some new hardware 
which is said to be the equivalent to Sony’s 
Playstation 2. Tekken 4 will be released sometime 
in the end of 1998. Namco’s newest Ridge Racer 
sequel for the PS will be released on December 
3rd in Japan and will be released in the US in April 
next year. And finally, here’s the most up-to-date 
list of Tekken 3 characters I could find. We’re pret- 
ty sure this is the entire Tekken 3 cast, but rumors 
persist of a playable Kazuya, another unknown 
fighter named Rage and a third player color for 
Eddy Gordo where he sports an Afro! For the 
moment though, here’s a list of all the extra Rave 
War time-released competitors. 

1. Kuma and Panda (this is not the original Kuma 
as he died. The Panda is under the care of Xioyu). 

2. Julia Chang (a native following in the footsteps 
of the deceased Michelle Chang). 

3. Gun Jack (a new unit with all of P.Jack and 
Jacks moves plus some new techniques). 

4. Mokujin (a wooden doll brought to life by 
Ogre whose moves change every round!). 

5. Anna Williams (a third player costume for 
Nina Williams). 

6. Brian Fury (a robotic Muai Tai fighter in the 
style Sof Bruce, built by Dr Bosconovich’s rival!) 

7. fleihachi (the pantaloons king and Vincent 
Price look alike). 

8. Ogre I and Ogre 2 (just like the two Kazuya 
fighters in Tekken 2 - Ogre two has wings and a 
unique breath attack). 
Tecmo: Dead or Alive development team come 
bouncing back! 
Tecmo is making three Nintendo 64 games at this 

time, but hasn’t officially announced them yet. The 
first title (as reported a year ago in Other Stuff) is 
a fighting game by the same team who did the 
Model 2 game Dead or Alive. The other game is 
Tecmo SuperBowl 64. Both games should be shown 
or announced within the next three months. The 
last game is Ninja Gaiden 64 and will be released 
sometime in 1998. 

Rare: Developing for the Playstation??!!! 
Well, here’s some shocking news I overheard at 

the Nintendo party from some drunk Rare execu- 
tives. According to these guys, the reason Rare is 
now publishing their own games (Conker’s Quest) is 
that Rare wanted to make games for the Sony’s 
Playstation... and Nintendo found out. The reason 
Rare wanted to make PS games is that they feel 
they would be able to make more money publish¬ 
ing on not just one but two consoles. Nintendo’s 
response? They freaked out and offered Rare $50 
million, and the right to publish their own titles. 
By doing this Nintendo doesn’t lose Rare, Rare 
makes more money, and we the gamers get more 
Rare games on just one platform! Thanks, 
Nintendo! 

Sega: Polishing up the old Dural! 
The Dural hardware, Sega’s newest hardware sen- 

sation, was recently shown to some European 
developers, and here’s what they said. The hard¬ 
ware was running an arcade perfect port of not 
VF3, but one of Sega’s newest Model 3 arcade 
games, the graphics chip was evidently more pow- 
erful than Model 3 (especially in the polygon 
department which is said to be around 1,000,000 
to 2,000,000 polygons a second), and the new 
hardware will be released in September of 1998 in 
Japan with almost every Model 3 game released at 
launch. Core, Shiny, Sega US, Sega Japan, and Warp 
are rumored to be making games on mock-up Sys¬ 
tems already. Warp is rumored to be transferring 
D’s Diner 2 for the Dural and PC machines... 
because the M2 has been canned. 

VicTokai: In conference with professional killers?! 
The makers of the recently-released fighting game 

for N64, Dark Rifi, are working on two new games 
for the Nintendo64. The first one is Golgo 13 
which will be released in the Summer of 1998 and 
the other game is a driving game which should be 
released by the end of the year. 

And that 
about wraps 
up this shock¬ 
ing and down¬ 
right litigious 
Other Stuff. 
Come back 
next month 
when those 
Street Fighter 3 
Dash charac- 

revealed ^ anyone knows the whereabouts of 
Until then... Ken Lobb, please call the tree-house 
RESPECT!! at Nintendo of America... 
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3RE Software 
(209) 432-2684 
www. bresoftware. com 

‘REINFO @LIGHTSPEED.NET for more info 

Fantastic Friday 
SPECIALS 

Call Toll Free (800) 347-6760 every Friday to find out what is on 
special. (This phone number will only be active on Fridays). Specials 
will be good for one day only and must be ordered with a credit card 
or credit slip. You may also purchase regular priced games or make 
other inauiries at the same time. Ask about 'NEW* titles. 

Send us your old games 
Receive a check back or purchase other titles of your choice - Prices in this ad are good thru 8/31/97 

VIRTUA COP 2 W/6UN 49 95/22.00 MLB PENNANTRACE 98 39.95/20.00 TARANTUA 
ViRTUA FIGHTER 2 19.95/6.00 MONSTER FARM 39.95/20.00 TECMO STACKERS 
VIRTUA FIGHTERKIDS 29.95/1000 MORTAL KOMBATIII 1995/8 00 TECMO SUPERBOWL 

SBSA 

1TRILOGY 
STAR BASEBALL 
€ IN THE DARK 

29.95/10.06 
39.95/1800 
29.95/1000 
29.95/12.00 
34.95/1400 
34.95/14.00 
34 95/15 00 

VIRTUA HYDUDE 1995/600 MK TRILOGY 
VIRTUA RACING 24.95/8.00 MOTOR TOON G.P. 
VIRTUAL CASINO 39.95/18.00 MYST _ 
VIRTUAL POOL 34.95/14.00 NAMCO MUSEUM VOL. 1 29.95/10.00 TEKKEN2 
VMX RACING 39 95/20.00 NAMCO MUSEUM VOL. 2 29.95/10.00 TEMPEST X 
WARCRAFTII 39.95/20.00 NAMCO MUSEUM VOL. 3 34.95/14.00 TENPINALLEY 
WINGARMS 1995/8.00 NANOTEK WARRIOR 39.95/18.00 TETRISPLUS 
WIPEOUT 19.95/8.00 NASCAR RACING - -- 
WORLDCUPGOLF 29.95/10.00 NBAHANGTIME 
WORLD SERIES B'BALL II 29.95/800 NBA IN THE ZONE 
WORLD SERIES SB 39.95/20.00 NBA IN THE ZONE 2 
WORMS 39.95/1500 NBA JAM EXTREME 
WWF ARCADE GAME 29.95/10.00 NBA JAM T.E 
WWF IN YOUR HOUSE 39.95/15.00 NBA LIVE'96 

. X MEN CHILDRENATOM 29.95/10.00 NBA LIVE'97 
NBA SHOOTOUT '97 
NCAAFINAL FOUR 

39.95/18.00 VMAX 
34 95/14.00 VIRTUAL POOL 
2995/10.00 VMX RACING 

39.95/18.00 

39.65/1800 TECMO WORLD GOLF 39.95/1500 VR BASEBALL'97 
34S5/14.00 TECMO’S DECEPTION 39.95/1800 VRGOLF 
34.95/14.00 TEKKEN - - 

WLTRIGS 
:S LOADED '96 
MN FOREVER 
’LE ARENA TOSHINDEN 
AIX 

29.95/10.00 

39.95/20.00 THE FINAL ROUNO 
39.95/18.00 THEMEPARK 
1995/800 THUNDERHAWK 

34 95/14.00 THUNDERSTRIKE 2 
34.95/14.00 TIGERSHARK 

19.95/8.00 TIME COMMANDO 
19.95/800 TNN MOTORSPORTS 

34.95/14.00 HARDCORE 4X4 _ _ 
34.95/14.00 TNNOUTDOORBASS 44 95/24.00 WIPEOUTXL 
2995/10.00 TOBALNO.' --- 

39 95/20.00 
39.95/20.00 
34.95/14.00 
3995/20.00 
29.95/10.00 
34.95/14.00 
4495/2400 
39.95/18.00 

39.95/20.00 
39.95/20.00 
34.95/1400 

NCAA GAMEBREAKER 29.95/10.00 TOMB RAIDER 

rLE MONSTERS 
TLE STATIONS 
HURT BASEBALL 
;k dawn 
!T CHAMBER 
3NG DRAGONS 
ZING HEROES 
TOM OF THE 9TH 
3LEBOBBLE 
TOO! 

SADER 

Playstation, 

NEARDEATH 
NEEDFOR SPEED 
NEEDFOR SPEED 2 
NFLFULL CONTACT 
NFL GAMEDAY'97 
NFL Q-BACK CLUB '97 
NHL FACE OFF'97 
NHL 97 
NHL OPEN ICE 
NINJA _ 
NORSE BYNORSEWEST 34.95/15.00 
OFF WORLD INTER. 19.95/800 
OGREBATTLE - 

39.95/20.00 TOKYO HWY BATTLE 
34.95/1400 TOP GUN 
39.95/20 00 TRIPLEPLAY‘97 
29.95/10.00 TRIPLE PLAY '98 
29.95/10.00 TRUEPINBALL 

19.95/800 TWISTEOMETAL 
39.95/1500 TWISTEDMETAL2 
39.95/1800 

24 95/8.00 VR POOL 
34.95/14.00 VR SOCCER '96 
29.95/12.00 WAR GODS 
39.95/18.00 WARCRAFTII 
39.95/16.00 WARHAMMER 
39.95/18.00 WARHAWK 
34.95/14.00 WCW VS. WORLD 
39.95/18.00 WEREWOLFAPOC. 

19.95/8 00 WILD9S _ 
34.95/14.00 WILLIAMS ARCADE CL 29.95/10.00 
29.95/10.00 WING COMMANDERIII 34.95/14.00 

WING COMMANDERIV 39.95/20.00 
44.95/20.00 WIPEOUT 19.95/8.00 
44 95/24.00 WIPEOUTXL 2995/12.00 
34.95/14.00 WORLDCUPGOLF 34 95/14 00 
39.95/20.00 WORMS 34 95/1400 
29.95/1200 WWF ARCADE 29.95/10.00 
29.95/12.00 WWF IN YOUR HOUSE 39.95/18.00 
29.95/10.00 XCOM 19.95/800 
44.95/22.00 XEVIOUS3D 39.95/20.00 
34.95/14.00 XS 39.95/20.00 
29.95/10.00 ZERO DIVIDE 19.95/6.00 
39.95/18.00 ZORKNEMESIS - 

29.95/12.00 
29.95/10.00 
34.95/14.00 
29.95/10.00 
29.95/10.00 
29.95/12.00 2XTREME 
29.95/10.00 3D BASEBALL 
34.95/14.00 A TRAIN 4 
29.95/10.00 AARONVS.RUTH —_ 
29.95/1200 ADIDAS POWER SOCCER29.95/10.00 , 
29.95/1200 ADV. OF LOMAX 29.95/10.00 

TERRINGBOXING 29.95/10.00 AGILEWARRIORF11X 29 95/1000 tomrrdiF'Qfi 
3KWORK KNIGHT 2 19.95/6 00 AIRCOMBAT 34.95/1400 TOUR GOLF 
LEGE SLAM 29.95/10.00 ALL STAR BASEBALL 39.95/2000 ^n?OMA 
LIDERZ 34.95/14.00 ALLIEDGENERAL 39.95/18.00 p,Tn?,| 
MAND & CONQUER 39.95/20.00 ALIEN TRILOGY 29.95/10.00 
ATURE SHOCK 19.95/8.00 ALONE IN THE DARK 34.95/14.00 Svcn 

29.95/12.00 ANDRETTI RACING 29 95/14.00 LdS/<.uAm 
19.95/800 AQUANAUTS HOLIDAY 29.95/1200 pX^rn nowp 
19.95/8.00 aqpa ai 3995/18.00 ^KlING 39.95/18.00 

POWER RANGERSZEO 29.95/10.00 
POWER SLAVE 34.95/14.00 

S JÏÏ PRIMAL RAGE 24.95/8.00 
- 29.95/10.00 

We Sell Used / We Buy OLYMPIC SOCCER 29.95/10.00 
OLYMPIC SUMMERGAM 29.95/10.00 

oo o /in nn PANDEMONIUM 34.95/14.00 
PANZER GENERAL 29 95/12.00 

-QMO^nm PEAK PERFORMANCE 39.95/2000 
PERFECT WEA PON 29.95/1200 
- 34.95/HOO 

34 95/12.00 
39.95/20.00 

N64 
29.95/10.00 
39.95/20.00 

19.95/8.00 
44.95/20.00 

19.95/8.00 AREA 51 
19.95/8.00 ASSAULTRIGS 

39.95/16.00 BASES LOADED'96 
34.95/14.00 BATMAN FOREVER - hhima, 

- 29.95/8.00 BATTLE ARENA TOSH. 2 29.95/10.00 pSnpiNRAn ^ 
AMP CIRCUIT EDIT. 34.95/14.00 BATTLE ARENA TOSH. 3 39.95/20.00 pon.lFCT HORNED OWL 29* 000 
ATHLETE 29.95/10.00 BATTLE STATIONS 34.95/14.00 nvFRKILL l l o OO 

19.95/8.00 BEYOND THE BEYOND 34.95/14.00 pc^hTc dSivE 
39.95/18.00 BIG BASS WORLD CHMP 44.95/20.00 KKEB61®™* 
29.95/10.00 BIRHIIRTRASFRAII 24.95/8.00 PYRAMIDINTRUDER 

IUSGAIDEN 
KLEGEND 
KSAVIOR 
KSTALKERS 
TONAUSA 

ATHLETE 
CENT 
IARD ARCADE 
IARD TRILOGY 
IBLE SWITCH 
GON FORCE 
GONHEART 
ENUKEM 

29.95/10.00 BIG HURT BASEBALL 
29.95/10.00 BLACK DAWN 
39.95/1800 BLAST CHAMBER 
39.95/16.00 BLAZING DRAGONS 

- 39.95/18.00 BOGEY DEAD 6 
IGEONS & DRAGONS39.95l\8.00 BOTTOM OF 9TH 
THWORM JIM 2 34.95/14.00 BOTTOM OF9TH '97 
HALLENGE 34.95/12.00 BRAHMA FORCE 

> INTL SOCCER *97 39.95/15.00 BRAINDEAD13 
HTING FANTASY 39.95/1800 BREATHOFFIRE3 

39.95/18.00 BROKEN HELIX 
19.95/8.00 BUBBLEBOBBLE 
19.95/8.00 BUBSY3D 

34.95/14.00 BURNINGROAD 
19.95/8.00 BUST A MOVE 2 
19.95/8.00 BUSTER BROS COL 
19.95/8.00 CARNAGEHEART 

2995/10.00 CASPER 
29.95/10.00 CASTLEVANIA 

19.95/8.00 CHESSMASTER 3D 

29.95/10.00 
34.95/14.00 
34.95/1400 

44.95/24.00 

3995/20.00 

TTING VIPERS 
ACTICAnACK 
AXY FIGHT 
IE SHARK 
IN WAR 
DEN AXE 
DRUNNER 
iRDIAN HEROES 
IGRIFFON 
IG ONGP 

19.95/1000 pyRo 

ïïSSjjj ome 
S JSS RAGERACER 
M45 0 00 RALLYCROSS 
39 95 20 00 HAVENPROJECT 
39 9WOOO RAYMAN 
ioqISoo HAZORWING o^.o.uv, 

REAL BOUT FATAL Ft//?V39.95/20.00 

84 95/14 0Q REB00T - 
1S5 RELOADED 

99 95/1? 00 RESIDENT EVIL 
?9 95 O OO RETURN FIRE 
34 95moo heturntozork 

REVOLUTION X 19.95/8.00 
ï'm RIOGE RACER 24.95/10.00 

25'ïïJïS RIDGE RACER REV. 34.95/14.00 
S™ RISE 2 RESURRECTION 1955/8.00 

ROADRASH 39.95/15.00 
S'SïX ROBOPIT 29.95/1000 

29.95/12.00 
34 95/15 00 
29.95/12.00 

lRTOFDARKNESS 39.95/18.00 CHRONICLESOFSWORD 39.95/18.00 onBOTHONX 99 95/12 00 
10F ZENDOR _ 39.95/18.00 CLAYFIGHTER  3995/20.00 ^SX/ÏAC/NG 3^95/1400 

»95/1000 ROM.3KINGDOMS4 - 

ACT RACING 
HEHUNT 
EPENDENCEDAY 
NBLOOD 

RUINS 
. RUSH HOUR 

44 95/24.00 34.95/15.00 CODENAME TENKA 
39.95/20.00 COLLEGE SLAM 

19.95/8.00 COLLIDERZ .—_ 
29.95/1000 COMMAND & CONQUER 39 95/20.00 camuRW SHODOWN 3 34^ 4 00 
29.95/10.00 CONTRA LEG. OF WAR 34.95/14.00 S S c 39 » 800 

COOLBOARDERS__ £95/15.0) 3WU» 
?A?5/14.00 SHaoOaw - 
29.95/12.00 SHELLSHOCK 

34.95/14.00 - 39.95/18.00 CRASH BANDICOOT 
N MAN MANOWAR 39.95/16.00 CRUSADER 
N STORM 29.95/10.00 CYBERIA l9.ybff.uu cuWhóRWÓRD 
5X/RAGE 39.95/15.00 DAREDEVILDERBY3D 29.95/12.00 
IN MADDEN '97 34.95/14.00 DARKSTALKERS 24.95/8 00 IYverload 
TBOUNTY HUNTER 29.95/10.00 DESCENT MAXIMUM 39.95/20 00 chotyMOO 3995/2000 
TGLADIATOR 19.95/8.00 DESTRUCTION DERBY 29.95/10.00 clpTFTnNWARRinR 29»1000 
- 39.95/15.00 nce-rni ir.Tinw nFRRV 9 39 95/18 (Y) SKELETON WARRIOR «WUW 1ACYOFKAIN 
kDED 
IACY 
3HINE HEAO 
3ICCARPET 
3AMAN8 
SAMANX4 
INESOTAFATS 
TRILOGY 
RTAL KOMBAT II 
BONES 

39.95/15.00 DESTRUCTION DERBY2 39.95/1800 VAYFR 
34.95/15.00 DIEHARD TRILOGY 34.95/14.00 SLAMNJAM 96 
39.95/16.00 DISCWORLD 
29.95/10.00 DISCWORLD 2 
29.95/10.00 DISRUPTOR 
44.95/20.00 DOOM 
44.95/20.00 DRAGONHEART 
29.95/10.00 DUKENUKEM 
39.95/18.00 EARTHWORM JIM 2 

19.95/8.00 EPIDEMIC — 
29.95/1000 ESPN EXTREME GAMES 29.95/10.00 cpnT r,nF<; HOI IY 
29.95/10.00 EXTREMEPINBALL 29.95/10.00 IURCONTROL3 

\ JAM EXTREME 34.95/12.00 FADE TO BLACK 29.95/10.00 ctaréSutfr 
\ JAM TOURN. EDIT. 29.95/10.00 FIFA INTL SOCCER'96 19.95/8.00 c|ar R AniATOR 
U IVF'97 29 95/12 00 PICA IMTI QnrrFH 47 39 95/2000 i_LAtllEtCu.lDLV.1. 

OQ 05/1 n fYÏ 3 
SSHSS SLAM SCAPE 
34 95/^4 oo SOLARECUPSE 
34 95 4 00 SOULBLADE 
3995/ 800 SOVIET STRIKE 
4495/22 OO SPACE GRIFFON VF-9 
Sm SPACE HULK VENG. 

SS 
20 05/1000 

19/KpO 
19.95/8.00 

34 95/14.00 
39.95/2000 
34.95/15 00 

BLAST CORPS 
CLAYFIGHTER 631/3 
CRUSIN USA 
DARK DRIFT 
DOOM 64 
FIFA SOCCER'97 
FORMULA ONE 
GOLDEN EYE 007 
HEX EN 64 

We Sell Used / We Buy 

44.95/25.00 
54.95/30.00 
49.95/25.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/28.00 
59.95/32.00 
59.95/32.00 

INTERNATIONAL SUPERSTAR 
SOCCER 64 54.95/28.00 

KILLER INSTINCT GOLD 
LAMBORGHINI 64 
MARIO KART 64 
MISSIONIMPOSSIBLE 
MK TRILOGY 
NBA HANGTIME 
PILOTWINGS 64 
ROBOTRONX 
STAR FOX 64 W/RUMBLE 
STARWARS 
SHADOW OF EMPIRE 

SUPER MARIO 64 
TETRISPHERE 
TOPGEAR64 
TUROKDINO HUNTER 
WAR GODS 
WAVE RACE 64 
WAYNE GRETZKY 

HOCKEY 

44.95/22.00 
59.95/30.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/28.00 
49.95/25.00 
49.95/25.00 
44.95/22.00 
54.95/28.00 
59.95/34.00 

54.95/26.00 
44.95/20.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/30.00 
54.95/28.00 
54.95/26.00 
54.95/26.00 

49.95/25.00 

To Sell Games/Systems 
w . _  of paper, write your name, complete address, phone 

3495/ROO number and a list of alï the cartridges with the buy back prices you are selling. 
34 95/14 00 2 II you would like to purchase cartridges with the money or credit received. list 
39 95/20.00 the tittes you would like to order on the same piece ol paper 
29.95/10.00 3 Pack your cartridges. all paperwork in a box. Send the box to the address 

V LIVE'97 - 29.95/12.00 FIFA INTL SOCCER 97 39.95/2000 %TARTREKGe7eRAT fffioO ^s^ mail' 86 SUre ,0 indude #'0,1 0UtSlde 
5D FOR SPEED 39.95/15.00 FINAL DOOM 39.95/18.00 fff 39.95/20.00 of your package. 
- '97 34.95/14.00 FINAL FANTASY VII 44.95/26.00 nARK PnRrFri 
. O-BACK CLUB '97 19.95/8.00 FORMULA 1 39.95/20.00 ScbelSSt 
.ALLSTAR HOCKEY 19.95/6.00 FOXHUNT 29.95/12.00 ctarri ADE ALPHA 
i HOCKEY'97 34.95/12.00 GAME SHARK W/BOOK 39.95/15 00 llfnS^nFR 
- 19<Kmnn 3495/14.00 IxEELHARBOJGER 

STORM 

IS s™"™ 
29.95/10.00 

19.95/8.00 AL0PvT2 
0KMm STREET RACER 

L POWERPLAY '96 19 95/8.00 GOAL STORM '97 
iHTWARRIORS 19.95/8.00 GOLDENNUGGET 
iHTS 29.95/10.00 GRANDSLAM 
iHTS W/CONT. PAD 44.95/18.00 GRID RUNNER 
IJA 34.95/15.00 GUNSHIP 
F WORLD INTER. EXT 19.95/8.00 HARDBALL 5 

““■*^00 HARDBALL 6 

To Buy Games 

19.95/8.00 HEARTOFDARKNESS 39.95/20.00 c™ccVpotStoj ,i 
24.95/8.00 HEXfW 44 95/2200 fCT/ON 

39.95/15.00 IMPACT RACING 29.95/12.00 „rikp ptunt 
29.95/10.00 INTHEHUNT 19.95ff.00 c/Fkodpn 
39.95/18.00 INCREDIBLE HULK 34.95/14.00 cups?*™ BOYS? ae serie uu 

19.95/6.00 INDEPENDENCEDAY 29.95/12.00 ïj,pFRMnTnRCROSS 39»20 00 
34.95/15.00 INTL TRACK 8 FIELD 29.95/12.00 SUPER MOTORCROSS 39.95/20.00 
39.95/2000 IRONBLOOD 29.95/10.00 P11771 p pir-HTFR 
29.95/10.00 IRONMAN XO MANOWAR29.95/10.00 

1998,800 icTunrrn 39.95/20.00 
29.95/12.00 Slv/l/ 

4ZER DRAGOON 2 
3BLE BEACHGOLF 
A TOUR GOLF 97 
IMALRAGE 
AKE 
YMAN 
LOADED 
SIDENTEVIL 
TURN FIRE .. 
IE 2 RESURRECTION 19.95/6.00 JET MOTO 
ADRASH 39.95/15.00 JUMPING FLASH 2 
'M. 3 KINGOOMS 4 39.95/1500 JURASSICPARK 
UD 34.95/1500 LOST WORLD 
GA RALLY CHAMP 29.95/10 00 KI ARENA FIGHTERS 
ADOAN 34.95/15.00 KILLINGZONE 
INING INHOLYARK 39.95/20.00 KING OF FIGHTERS 
INING WISDOM 29.95/10.00 KING'S FIELD 

34.95/14.00 KING'S FIELD 2 
19.95/8.00 KRAZYIVAN 

39.95/18.00 LANDSOFLORE 
34.95/1400 LEAGUE OF PAIN 
39.95/20.00 LEGACY OF KAÏN 
39.95/2000 MACHINE HEAD 

- - 3995/20.00 MAGICCARPET 
<IKEAAA ALIEN HIVE 34.95/14.00 MAGIC GATHERING 
OT GOES HOLLY. 29.95/10.00 MAJOR DAMAGE 

MARVEL 2099 
39.95/20.00 MASS DESTRUCTION 

MAYHEM 
34.95/14.00 MOK 
39.95/15.00 MECHWARRIOR 2 

- 29.95/10.00 MEGAMAN 8 
REE DIRTYDWARVES 29.95/10.00 MEGAMANX4 
N MOTORSPORTS 39.95/20.00 MICKEY MANIA 
iMB RAIDER 39.95/18.00 MIDNIGHTRUN 

.. , ..normally receive your check wilhin 7-12 business days alter we 

341/15 00 receive y°ur Pacl^e 
2995/10l00 
29.95/10.00 
Üf'fulS'Sn 1 On a full sized piece ol paper, write your name, complete address, phone 
39.95/18.00 nummer and a lis! of all the cartridges you would like to order. To speed 

1008,8nn processing ol your order, list an altemative for each title you are ordering. 
’ Q8i?nnn 2. Calculate the total for the cartridges you wish to order, induding shipping & 
1995/6 00 f'andling charges ($8.00 for the first 1 or 2 games, $1.00 for each additional. 

29 95/ 2 00 Alaska, Hawaii. PR, APO. FPO. PO Boxes add $5.00) Califomia residents add 
’ 7.75% sales tax. 

39 95/22.00 3 Allow an additional 21 cays for personal checks to dear - send money order 
29.96/10 00 for tastest processing A'low 40 days to receive orders placed with money 
44.95/20.00 orders and 60 days to receive orders placed with personal checks. 
34.95/14.00 4. Send your order to the address below. 

39.95/18.00 
39.95/20.00 
34.95/1500 

iCITY 2000 
ELETONWARRIORS 
Y TARGET 
NIC BLAST 
>NICJAM 
mCX-TREME 
IVIET STRIKE 

REET FIGHTER II 
OLLECTION 
REET FIGHTER 
LPHA2 
TRISPLUS 
EME PARK 

39.95/20.00 
34.95/14.00 
29.95/10.00 
29.95/12.00 

19.95/8.00 
34.95/15.00 
29.95/10.00 T 
39.95/20.00 I 
34.95/15.00 
34 95/15.00 
29.95/10.00 
29 95/10.00 
44.95/20.00 

44.95/22.00 
39.95/18.00 
39.95/20.00 
39.95/20.00 

SYNDICATEWARS 34.95/14.00 

Send your Cartridges/Orders to: 

BRE Software 
Dept F8 

352 W. Bedford Ave, Suite 104 
Fresno, CA 93711 

Send us your old systems 
We Buy Buy 1 

$15 
$20 , 
$40 

We wilt buy back your old videogame systems and games. We buy all cartridges/discs, call for 
listed in this ad. Receive a check back. purchase other game titles of your choice. IThe tollowing are BUYBACK prices only. 

Genesis core system We 00 wor SELL systems. 

Super Nintendo core system 
I Saturn (w/1 control pad, AV cable, power cable) 

Sony Playstation (w/1 control pad, AV cable, power cable) 
I Serial #U5XXXXXX, U6XXXXXX, SXXXXXX $40 I 
I Serial #U7XXXXXX, U8XXXXXX $80 1 
I Nintendo 64 (w/1 control pad, AV cable, power cable) $100 I 
I Above are buyback prices only. We do not sell used systems. Systems must indude 1 Control Pad, AC Adapter | 

and RF Cable or A/V cable. Genesis systems must include CD connector cover Additional controllers also purchased 
Detective systems will be retumed at your expense ($10.00 minimum). $10.00 will be deducted for each missing or I 

39.95/20.00 
44.95/24.00 
39.95/20.00 

-.—- __39.95/20.00 
34.95/12.00 MINNESOTA FATS POOL44.95/20.00 , -,----- 
39.95/15.00 MLB PENNANT RACE 29.95/10.00 | detective controller, AC adapter, RF cable, A/V cable. Saturn/PlayStation RF units purchased separately. 

Now Buying/Selling PC CD-ROM Games-Call/FAX for Catalog 
les in ITALICS are newer and may cr may not be available. please call for availability. All games must include box, jewel case, instructions, and any hint books/maps that were induded with the game 
t will deduct $2.00 lor each SNES/N64 cartridge without a cardboard insert, $5.00 for broken CD cases, $1.00 for broken jewel cases. Games without box, Instructions, etc will be retumed at your 
pense. Cartridges/Discs not in resellable condition or with evidence of rental store stickers will be retumed at your expense ($5.00 minimum). All Used games have a 90 DAY WARRANTY and are 
bject to availability. We reserve the right to refuse any sale or purchase. Allow 40 days to receive orders placed with money orders and 60 days to receive orders place with personal checks. No retunds 
exchanges on cartridges. For shipping. add $8 00 for the first 1 or 2 games and $1.00 for each additional. Alaska/Hawaii/PR/APO/PO Boxes add $5.00. We do not ship out of the United States, 
ilifornia Residents add 7.75% tax. No COD's Prices are for mail order only. If we do not receive your package by 8/31/97 or your game titles are rot listed in this ad, you will be paid from our current 
lalog Prices are based on 1 copy per title, to buy or sell in quantity. contact our Wholesale dept. To receive prices in this ad you must include Ihe 'Dept. ff from this ad on the OUTSIDE ol your package. 
/ou are unclear about any of our polkaes, procedures or prices. please ca». FAX (209) 432-2599. Playstation and the Playstation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment, Ine. Super 
itendo,Nintendo 64 and N64 are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Ine FAXBACK Information System (209) 432-2644 E-Mail for more info; BREINFO@UGHTSPEED.NET 

We Specialize in Express Mail Order 

Call us for all 
those hard to 
find older 
titles. Call or 
visit our web 
site for the lat- 
est releases 

Complete line 
of hardware 

software and 
accessories We 

match the 
Competition’s 

Prices 

• Speak to our friendly and 
knowledgeable Game Advisors 

• We carry all import & domestic titles 
• CODs welcome 

$64.99 Coming July 7 

CALL! Coming Aug. 2 

$69.99 Coming July 30 

Clayfighter 63 1/3 
$69.99 Coming Aug. 19 

New N64 titles July/August Releases 

Hexen 
Top Gear 64 
ISS Soccer 64 

$69.99 7/30 
$64.99 call 
$69.99 8/9 

New Sony titles July/August 
Golden Nugget 
Lost World 
Disc World 2 
Red Asphalt 
Tecmo’s Stackers 

Bushido Blade 
Marvel Super Heroes 
Porsche Challenge 
Spawn: The Eternal 

New Saturn titles 
Sonic Jam 
Magie Knight Rayearth 
Tecmo’s Stackers 

Order Only Line: 

Lunar Director’s Cut 
Midnight Heroes 
Ten Pin Alley 

800-200-5422 
B # 

For information 
714-986-1050 

We have locations throughout Southern Califomia, call tor the store nearest you 
International Orders welcome check out our new website: 
WWW.gameSCape.org (liassle tree online ordering) 

hours m-sat10-8 sun 11-6 pst 



FROM A CAVE DEEP INSIDE AGOURA.. 

Dear Post-Apocalyptic, 
I think I have just spent the best $35 in my 

lite. Ya see, I just came home trom Toys ‘R Us 
with a brand spankin’ new 32-bit system. 
“Welt, he must have just got an old Jaguar or 
32X,” I hear you say. ’Fraid not, my triend. 
For this steal of a deal I got the only true 3D 
system ever created: the almighty Virtual Boy. 
I picked up the fantabulous system for $25 and 
I also bought one of the best side-scrolling 
platformers that l’ve played in years, Wario 
Land, for only $10! It makes me glad that I 
live in such a greedy, competitive, capitalist 
country. I could have written another sob 
story letter crying “Why did they stop making 

games for this system?” but I didn’t. Cuz if 
they did, this broke college student (who has- 
n’t bought a new game since Yoshi’s Island) 
wouldn’t have been able to afford a 32-bit sys¬ 
tem! 

Yours, 

Neight Partenhesmer 
Gresham, OR 

It’s a steal, isn’t it? Stores alt around the 
country are practically giving the Virtual Boy 
away. For $25 you should all rush out and buy 
one right now. It’s worth the asking price just 
for Wario Land and Red Alarm alone. 
Besides, even if you don’t play on it, it looks 
damn cool sitting on your desk. 

Dear Postymeisty, 

Yesterday I read the Sydney Morning Herald 
and guess what? “Corporate Culture Clash 
Quashes Toy Mega Merger...” Reliiieeeveed! 
The first time I heard about this Sega-Bandai 
merger I was struck. Being a Sega fan, I was 
obviously concerned about the future of Sega 
after the merger, especially when I heard that 
Bandai’s President had announced Virtua 
Fighter (to me, one of the main reasons to be 
a Sega fan) might appear on the Playstation. 
Ooooh, the pain. Not because I hate Sony (as 
a matter of fact, l’m currently playing FFVII), 
but because it would’ve just destroyed Sega’s 
PRIDE. By giving a VF game to competitors, 
Sega issymbolicallysaying, “OK! Wesurren- 
der! We need money, so can you please let 
our game be on your system?” Soon after 
receiving millions of dollars for VF, Bandai 
would have continued to take advantage of 

Sega. Just think: Sonic The Hedgehog... on 
PLAYSTATION! What pain! Oh well, what l’m 

trying to say is l’m relieved now. Sega, YOU 
HAVE GOT TO FIGHTÜ 

Alvin Pontoh 
Sydney, Australia 

Well, here’s a different take on the cancella- 
tion of the Sega-Bandai merger. Personally, I 
was a bit sad to hear the deal was off. I 
thought it would have given Sega a much 
needed shot in the arm, and you know, they 
never actually confirmed that VF would come 
to the PS. Besides, I was looking forward to 
seeing some high-quality Bandai-produced 
AM2 toys. Just think: your own Rage and 
Smarty action figures! Jeeyah! 

Hey Posty, 

l’ve got the usual videogame questions, but 
before I get to them I would like to say your 
magazine is my favorite piek and keep up the 
good work. Also, THANKS for bringing back 
the Anime section. Okay, on to the questions: 
1. I just read from another source that Tobal 2 
is not coming to the US. It seems that 
Square/Sony can’t translate the game (mainly 
due to Quest mode) in a timely fashion. Is this 
true? 

2. I own a PS Link Cable and l’ve noticed it’s 
been neglected horribly this past year. Are 
there any new games using this feature and if 
so can you name some? 

3. I recently saw an ad for Dead orAlive that 
indicated it was for both SS and PS. I thought 
it was an SS exclusive. What gives? 

4. My final question regards Spawn. I’ve 
noticed poor old Spawn is missing something 

very important. His cloak! Where is Spawn’s 
cloak! He can’t fight without the living cloak! 
This is a tragedy! Will Spawn have his cloak 
in the final game? 

Thanks for your time and keep up the good 
work! 

Brandon Richardson, 

Bridgeport, WV 

Glad you like the new Anime Fan, Brandon, 
you’re not the only one. And for those who 
asked: E. Storm & Nick Rox are responsible. 
Direct all praise to them. 
1. Sony stilt has no plans to release Tobal 2 
in the States (dohi). Yes, the translation might 
take some time, but they could do it if they 
wanted. It’s more an economical decision. 
Your only chance is if a 3rd party publisher 
(like Working Designs) decides to piek it up. 
2. Steel Reign, Armored Core am/Bushido Blade 
off the top of my head. But Ridge Racer 
Revolution, Final Doom and Doom are the still 
the best reasons to own a Link Cable in my opin- 
ion. 
3. It’strue. Dead or Alive will be bouncing its 
way to a PS near you later this year. Tecmo 

says they plan to release the voluptuous 3D 
fighter shortly after the SS version, but we’ve 
seen nothing of it yet. Breast assured as soon 
as we do we’ll teil you how it’s “shaping” up. 
4. Apparently, Spawn ’s been delayed, and the 
game will receive a major “reworking" so the 
who Ie cloak thing is flappin’ in the breeze... 

Dear Poster, 

I read lots of magazines and you guys are the 
best! Best! Best! See? 3 bests! Other guys 
only get 2! But I hold a deadly secret! All 
videogames will blow up if I say this one 
word! Are you ready? Listen: Girlfriends! 
Ha! If we all had girlfriends, who would play 
games? Now l’ll sit back, pray for girlfriends 
and watch videogames die! Yep, l’m eating 
allmyfood. Prayer works. You’ll see! 

Rocky Conners, 

Westchester, OH 

You don’t get out much do you Rocky? 

SCHLOCKENHEIMER's 
SAILOR MOON OMETER 

VEMUS LOVE AND BEAUTY 
SHOCK TO AU! 

With the news that Sailor Moon is back on the 
USA Network at 8:30 Saturday mornings, the 
SailorMoon-o-meter is way, way up. 

^fefte to SSe of l’ll ftm /of /°fet ld ent! 

fye foSt et ff 
5137 Clareton Dr. Suite 210 

Agoura Hills, CA 91301 
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P&L Video 
' 

Is Your Game 
System Dead? 

Collecting Dust? 

Too Cheap To Pass Up! 

lOnline Hassle-Free Ordering! 
Visit our Retail Store of over 4000 square Feet - 

Filled Wall-to-Wall with Import & 
Domestic Video Games (every format), 

PC Games, Computers, Accessories, 
Toys, and More. 

1655 N. Haciënda Blvd. La Puente, CA 91744 

800-992-6588 
Information Line 

818-917-5414 

FREE 
Classified 
section 
Online 

ryprm 

VIDEO GAMES 
Established in 1990 

orders only please 

Open 7 Days 
Daily Tips & Tricks [ 

nes» 
NÖ CREDIT CARD? 
NO PROBLEM. WE 
WELCOME CODS 

"Yovr best sovrce for Rare 
and Hard To End Games!" 
• We have a huge selection of all types 

of games, from the 8-bit NES to N64! 

• New & Used—We buy Games 

• Try before you buy at our retail location 

• Excellent service \WÊÊ\ 
• Low Prices [■■■1 
• We also buy & sell UëM 

CD-roms for PC & Mac 

Givovfocoll!! 
112104 Stierman Way, North Hollywood, CA 91605 
nel: (818)764-2442 • Fax (818)764-4851 
IRiisiness Noors Mon-Sun 11am-7nm PST 
nw«wfi— 

Itct.'iil and \Vholrsa|tMv«rliiwiilof 

ICornerDistributors 
Wholesale Inquiries Only 

Tke Best Satés Force 
in the bidestry! 
We carry all domestic & import games, 
accessories, peripherals. 
You name it we got it!_ 

Receive your order within 3 days, anywhere 
in the country—-GUARANTEED! 
(you pay only ground rates)_ 

Ask forïodd, Rudy, John & 
Little Gary, our gaming experts. 

Call Toll Free 
Dealers 
Only 
please 

For international orders call :71 8-88 1 -7800 

MDK 
Playmates/PlayStation 

MULTI RACING 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
0cean/N64 

DYNASTY WARRIORS 
Koei/PlayStation 

Clayfighter 63 1/3 
lnterplay/N64 

ALBERT ODYSSEY 
Working Designs/SS 

800-966-0852 
Fax u s:71 8-881 -7959 

www.gamebros.com 



Video Game Retailer, Wholesaler, Dealer, Chainstores Only 

Fax (305) 660-0142 

International 
Superstar Soccer N64 
International Superstar Soccer, Konami of 
America's debut title for the Nó4, sets the Standard 
for soccer games. ]SS features 3ó International 
teams, each comprised of 16 players, and also 
boasts incredible realism, seamless play, true 3D 
analog control, and an intuitive Artificial 
intelligence. Truly soccer at its finest. 

NINTENDO64 

1 p 

-FOSITJON 

Bm Playstation 

Lap Time 

Playstation From Namco, Rage Racer con- 
tinues where Ridge Racer 
Revolution left off, and pushes 
the Playstation to new heights. 
With the new customized fea¬ 
tures, players can now zoom 
around four brand new courses 
in a full season of driving may- 
hem on a search for the elusive 
devil car! New vehicles, 
incredible music and loads of 
custom features combine in the 
best Racer ever! 

From Atlus, Ogre 
Battle makes a final 
appearance for the 
true collector. 
Strategy based, Ogre 
Battle offers hours of 
endless RPG/Strategy 
insanity! This game 
is a must for those 
who missed the first 
limited run in its 
ló-bit form. 

Muiti Racing Championship Nó4 
From Ocean, Muiti Racing Championship 
for the Nintendo 64 takes rally racing to an 
all new ó4-bit extreme. Featuring real 
time lighting and changing weather condi- 
tions, MRC also boasts a two player mode 
and Rumble Pak compatibility for the ulti- 
mate in racing thrills. 

All rights reserved. Any and all character names are trademarks of their respective companies. 

1 - _ 
1 _ fl Totatl 

4862 Southwest 72nd Ave. Miami, FL • Fax: (305) <568-0142 • 10 minutes away from Miami International Airport 
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FINAL FANTASY VII ACTION FIGURES 
Fully positional official import Final Fantasy VII action fig- 
ures. Cloud comes with stand and multiple weapons. 
Aerith is packed with Chocobo. Tifa comes with Todo 
the Frog. Coming in September, prebook now! Vincent 

X-MEN “ROBOT FIGHTERS” 
ACTION FIGURES 

5” fully positional, featured in high comic detail. Each figure 
dressed in special Danger Room training gear. Each figure 

comes with character-specific Robot Fighter. Celebrate 
Marvel Super Heroes and X-Men vs Street Fighter by purchas- 

ing your figure today. $7.95 Each or Set of 5 for $34.95. 

Gambit 

Cyclops 

NEON GENESIS EVANGELION 
ACTION FIGURES 
Quicky becoming the most 
popular anime series in the U.S. 
Evangelion merchandise is flour- 
ishing everywhere. Call Game 
Cave now to order your Eva 
action 

SPAWN: THE MOVIE 
ACTION FIGURES 
Spawn mayhem galore. You 
have seen the major motion 
picture, now own the special edi- 
tion action figures. Game Cave now car- 
ries the ULTRA and DELUXE action figures. 

ULTRA figures $8.95 each or set of 6 for $39.95. 

ULTRA 
SPAWN BURGER SPAWN 

DELUXE figures $12.95 each or set of 3 for $34.95. 

DELUXE DELUXE SPAWN DELUXE 
VIOLATOR MALEBOLGIA 

□ p n n   Open 7 Days A Week, Monday thru Friday 8am- Iflt f| 4 Ê fil I m M ■ ■ 
l/.U.U, -«a 7pm, Saturdayand Sunday8am-5pm PST ■ È I |K 

Game Cave Welcomes All Dealer I mP" l"ll# III ^1 mU ■ M 
ILdISQ and Wholesale Accounts! LIIIC- | 

Vis in Our Web Site: http:/www.gamecave.cam Call Tall Free, Far Orders Ontij 
SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND, AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION GAMES ARE NOT COM¬ 
PATIBLE WITH NEWER SYSTEMS, CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HANDLING ARE EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE. 



We have arrived. Welcome to the Game Cave Revolution. In an industry 
full of laborious decisions and eternal anticipations, one company was creat- 
ed just for you. At the Cave you will witness the most prestigious collection 
of import and domestic merchandise at competitive pricing and with unpara- 
leled customer service. It’s simple, we are just like you — we want the best 
that our industry has to offer. Experience Game Cave today! 

iame Cave brings the expe- I 
ience to your living room. 
)ur crew was there to film 
II the explosive industry action 
amerastyle. Enjoy! $19.95 

MffanO 64 CMTROUR SPECIAL! 
Stock up now for all the newest import titles and 
upcoming releases. Buy any import N64 title and get 
your choice of any N64 controller for $14.95, or go 
the jolt route with controller and joltpack for 
$29.95, your choice, any color. Offer good through 
the month of August. 

DIMENSiON FOOTRESS SATURN! 
A must own for all Saturn owners. 2CD set of CG 
cinematics overlaid with astonishing High Res. anime, 
coupled with an all rendered shooter to die for. Pure 
Macross enthusiast’s ecstasy. Special sale price 
$57.95 (Limited to the first 100 orders) 

mtmïïiwwMmmmmms 
Join the millions of others who collect wallscrolls as a 
hobby. Game Cave recognizes the movement with the 
top 3 selling wallscrolls at the Cave. Normally sold for 
$29.95 each, get all three scrolls now for $34.95. 
(Limited to the first 100 orders) 

FINAL FANTASY VII (4 CD SET) mmi 
We at Game Cave feel that everyone should own IMobo 
Uematsu’s masterpiece score for Final Fantasy VII. 
Because of this strong desire to deliver, 
FF7 Original CD is now only $39.95. 
(Limited to the first 100 orders) - EXTRAVAGANZA 

Iw^gssssa»»- 
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Yuke Yuke Trauble Maker 

and Treasure join forces to bring 
you an animated world beyond any 
SGI wonder ever witnessed. $93.95 

friends, in what may be the 
wackiest Nintendo 64 title yet. Goemon in a 3D polygonal 
world, what the heek else could you ask for? $97.95 

Video Systems’ amazing Sonic Wings overhead shooter series 
has hit both the Neo-Geo and Saturn thus far. Nothing can pre¬ 
pare you for the arrival of this Nintendo 64 assault. $93.95 

Goeman S Sonic Wings Assault 

♦Hlintaulo Video Ca—ei 

POWERFUL PRO BASEBALL 
Remake of the ever popular 
baseball series comes to the 
Nintendo 64. Realistic game- 
play with super deformed 

' - *RQQR 

YOSHI’S ISLAND We have all 
followed Yoshi through his many 
adventures, but nothing could 
ever prepare us for what we our 
about to witness. $97.95 

ROMANCING SAGA 3 The pre¬ 
lude to Square’s up and coming 
epic RPG: Saga Frontier, still 
remains in the elite group of 
historie SFAMRPGs. $49.95 

of Enix’s mecha master work 
exists on the 16 bit wonder. 
DQ6 is a must own for all 
RPG lovers. $84.95 

FINAL FANTASY V SPECIAL 
Game Cave preserves the classics! Experience the 
twisting story of the FF that never landed on our 
shores. Game only $74.95 Game and original 
music CD doublé disc $99.95 

FRONT MISSION The (I 
haven’t slept for 3 weeks 
because of this insane game I 
just purchased) isometric strat- 
egy RPG from Square $74.95 

SECRET OF MANA 3 
One of the top selling SFAM 
RPG series of all time. 
$84.95 

STAR OCEAN The last Enix 
title produced on a 16-bit Sys¬ 
tem. 32 megs of pure equal- 
ized sound and detailed hand 
drawn graphics. $79.95 

RANMA1/2 #3 
The final Ranma title released 
on a 16 bit system was a hit. 
Buy it now at the Cave before it 
is extinct. $59.95 

TALES OF PHANTASIA 
Namco’s first and only RPG, 
with one of the most interest- 
ing battle systems ever 
devised. $79.95 

DKAUUN UUtSI 
Considered one of the most 
highly regarded RPGs in 
Japan, reprised to perfection. 
ENJOY! $84.95 

Yuke Yuke Trauble Maker 

MULTI RACING 
CHAMPIONSHIP 3D rally 
style racing brought to your 
home in 64-bit glory. Off 
road in style! $93.95 

REV LIMIT The most 
frequently asked about 
Nintendo 64 title yet!!!! 
Order yours now!!!!!!! 
CALL! 

WILD CHOPPERS The most 
realistic flight control ever to 
hit home. Military action 
and bullet carnage galore. 
CALL! 

GOLDENEYE Rare takes the 
corridor genre to the next 
level with this 3D spectacu- 
lar. Prepare to be amazed. 

CALL! 

Kirby 
vith an 

_j kaleidoscope of 3D 
multi-colored mayhem. 
Multiple courses and four 
player simultaneous. CALL! 

J - LEAGUE SOCCER Absolutely 
the best soccer game on any Sys¬ 
tem ever available. Over 17,000 
animations for 256 Japanese 
players. SC00000RE! $93.95 

Dam & Music CD Pkg. 
Final Fantasy V SFC 

DRAGON BALL Z HYPER 
DIMENSION Enter the litheralic 
dimension with Bandai’s last 
installment on a 16 bit format. 
Enhanced graphic force and 
2D blistering abound. $84.95 

SAILOR MOON SUPER S Sailor 
Moon scouts join together for 
one final female pound. Fans 
of the SFC instalment will enjoy 
this one. $79.95 

AERO GAUGE As the antici- 
pation grows daily for the 
ultra cool F Zero 64, Aero 
will ease the pain nicely. 
CALL! 

DORAEMON Based on one of 
Japan’s most lovable anime char- 
acters comes a Mario-esque 3D 
action game. Choose from 1 of 
5 different characters. $84.95 

Enix and Treasure bring you an animated 
2D world beyond any SGI wonder: $93.95 
SPECIAL Yuke Yuke Trauble Maker with 
N64 color controller of your choice $109.95 

VIRTUAL PRO WRESTLING 
ULTRA BATTLE ROYAL N64 
There have been tons of wrestling 
games for many different fomnats 
but finally the best of the bunch has 
arrived. Prepare yourself. CALL! 

POWER LEAGUE 64 Hudson 
hits hard on the realism with 
the first b-ball game to feature 
pitch indicators and split sec- 
ond swing adjusting. $89.95 

G F 0 0 8 

C.O.D. 
Open Monday thru Friday 8am-7pm, 
Saturday and Sunday 8am-5pm PST 

Game Cave Welcomes All 
Dealer & Wholesale Accounts! 

Info 
Line: 1-626/930-1300 

Vistt Our Web 5ite: http:/tvwni.gamecave.com Call Ta II Free, Far Orders only: l-BBB/BameCave 



From the creator of the 
original SF2 comes Capcom’s first ever 3D fighter featuring 
arcade perfect graphics and all new PS-exclusive features. 
Characters include Dhalsim and Sakura. $79.95 

Square’s attempt at outdoing their 
own masterpiece, Final Fantasy VII. 
Their efforts, a success! 
CALL! 

Capcom’s most sought after fighter hits home. Arcade qual- 
ity, exact with sound effects, graphic superiority and BGM 
right out of the coin-op cabinet. ENJOY! $69.95 

TIME CRISIS The game that 
killed Virtua Cop 2. With 
multiple paths and an new 
PS exclusive story mode, the 
home version of this game is 
a must-have title. $89.95 

BUSHIDO BLADE 
SquareSoft, the masters of 
innovation, do it again with the 
most unique fighting game 
evercreated. $79.95 

FF7 Why wait ’til November 
15th forthe English version. 
Live the experience now! 
Game Cave FF7 comes with 
translation and walkthrough, 
NO EXTRA CHARGE. $77.95 

Alundra In the questforthe 
ultimate Action/RPG comes 
Alundra. From the creators 
of the original LandStalker, 
this title is a miracle $79.95 

ZERO DIVIDE Fully refined 
polygons, massive playfields, 
super combos and thrash 
pumping tunes make Zero 2 
the best mech fighter next to 
Cyberbots. $79.95_ 

GAMERA 2000 110% Pure 
insanity! The most shocking 
first person shooter since we 
were last visited by our 
friend Panzer. $74.95 

AL-LICLALLL 

GUNDAM THE BATTLE MASTER 
When was the last time you played 
a fighting game with characters so 
huge they didn’t fit on screen? 
Introducing the master, the 
Gundam Battle Master. $74.95 

ARMORED CORE A world of 
metal carnage is at your dispos¬ 
al. Trample and destroy anything 
that moves, breathes, or lives. 
Enjoy the ultimate realm of 
crushing mech war. $79.95 

FRONT MISSION ALTERNATIVE 
FM on the PS? Well, it’s simple, 
the best strategy game of all 
time has a true sequel. 
SquareSoft, you rule! $79.95 

SAMURAI SHODOWN RPG 
It’s been a long time coming 
but SNK’s Samurai Shodown 
RPG has finally arrived. $79.95 

TOBAL 2 SquareSoft is completely out of control. What’s 
their secret? Tobal 2 makes ïobai No. 1 look like it was made 
10 years ago, literallyü! Tobal 2 import Playstation $104.95 
Tobal 2 with analog controller $119.95 

FINAL FANTASY TACTICS 
SquareSoft conquered iso- 
metric strategy with Front 
Mission on SFC, with Tactics 
they have reached perfection. 

DRAGON BALL Z LEGENDS 
1000’s sold since we first 
opened. One of the most 
requested import Playstation 
fighting titles that we carry. 

ABE’S ODDYSEE (U.S.) 
Use Abe’s psychic energy and 
way with words to guide you 
through the!most mesmeriz- 
ing world you have ever seen. 
Brilliant! $49.95 

TALES OF DESTINY Fashioned 
after the unbelievable Tales of 
Phantasia for SFC comes 
Destiny. Absolute RPG heav- 
en. CALL! 

Lullu llL: 
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ROCKMAN X4 With a history 
of 24 games under his belt. 
Capcom’s metallic mascot 
couldn’t possible have any 
other surprises under his 
sleeve. Think Again!!! $69.95 

BREATH OF FIRE 3 Capcom WAKU WAKU7 
This animated comical 
fighter is perfect psychotic 
brilliance. 2D madness on 
your PS. $59.95 

GHOST IN THE SHELL Sony is 
onaroll. Are the Lad, 
Popolocrois, Alundra, and now 
“Ghost.” If you loved the anime, 
you’ll love the game CALL! 

is about to astound us all 
once again. After viewing 
an early promo video onthi 
title the Cave staff is still 
wondering if things can aet 
any better than this. CALL! 

ACE COMBAT 2 16 different 
aircraft, over 30 different stages, 
pumping surround sound and 
human targets. Buckleup, 
Maverick! $79.95 

PANZER BANDIT 
Banpresto nails it again 
with this incredible side 
scroll action fighter. 
Coming soonü! $79.95 

Finally Playstation owners can see what they have been miss¬ 
ing. The best 2D out there. Special: King of Fighters ’96 PS 
with the King of Fighters ’96 Original Music CD $93.95 

Dracula returns, bringing a new 
era of 2D adventure. Take on the 
Metroid-like game design. It’s a 
given: If you’re a serious gamer you 
must own this game. $79.95 

|Analog pad compatible. 

BOao 

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND, AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 
ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 
RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION GAMES ARE NOT COMPATIBLE 
WITH NEWER SYSTEMS, CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HANDLING ARE 
EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH 
OUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE. 
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jr Capcom’s fighting masterpiece comes to the Saturn. 
All the insane combos and 2D splendor of the coin-op 
are reproduced in style. Ram Cart compatible. $64.95 

Pure fighting brutality, polygon style. 
Hi-res, 60 fps with true 3D back- 
grounds. Last Bronx is a landmark title 
for Saturn. A sure purchase. $69.95 

With a history of 24 games under his belt, Capcom’s metallic 
mascot couldn’t possible have any other surprises under his 
sleeve. THINKAGAINÜ! $64.95 

MACROSS REMEMBER LOVE 
2 CD set of dedicated Macross 
lover’s ecstasy! If you don’t 
own MRL yet, you are missing 
out hard-core. $69.95 

RABBIT Comical fighters seem to 
be gaining popularity. Nin Ku, 
Waku Waku 7, and now Rabbit. 
Rabbit combines the antics of 
Waku and classics like Kabuki Klash 
in one juicy package. $64.95 

WILLY WOMBAT This looks like 
a N64 game, whafs goin’ on? 3D 
action fans must own this title. 
Thanks to Susumu Matsushita 
for the artwork. $64.95 

D-XHIRD The Satum's got Takara's 

all new 3D fighting masterpiece. 

3D movement, a polished combo 
system and gothic theme all make 

D-XHIRD essential. $39.95 

VIRUS The disease is 
spreading, an epidemie is 
about to take place. Virus 
takes us where we have 
never gone before, with any 
other CG interactive title. 
CALL! 

SOKYUGURENTAI The first all 
SGI rendered overhead shoot- 
er of its kind on any system 
period. If you are even a slight 
shooter fan, prepare to be 
astonished. $69.95_ 

SLAYERS ROYAL RPG 
A beautiful prize is created. 
The epic amme series gets 
its own amazing all rendered 
strategy RPG. $69.95 

ENEMY ZEROAfterviewing 
the announced American ver¬ 
sion at E3, it’s obvious why 
we will all still be purchasing 
the import version. $69.95 

SONIC JAM Sonic mama 
revisited. The Saturn mas¬ 
cot returns with 3x’s the 
fun, 3 games in one with a 
mini—3D adventure includ- 
ed. Baalliingg! $59.95 

THUNDER FORCE V Polygon- 
rendered, multi-layer parallax, 
vertical planing, multi-direction- 
al shooting joy. Thunder Force 
fansrejoice. $69.95 

TIME BOKAHAN 2D over¬ 
head shooters with that 
cutesy Parodious-esque look 
are few and far between.until 
now. $64.95 

WAKU WAKU 7 SunSoft 
steals the show with this one. 
Unparalleled animation and 
gadgetry gags galore. $69.95 

KING OF FIGHTERS ’96 With 
more fighters than any other 
2D fighter and custom team 
edit, KOF ’96 is a must-own 
title. $59.95 

CYBERBOTS Capcom throws 
Zero Gouki Full Metal Madness 
right in your face with their ver¬ 

sion of Street Fighter mechaniza- 

tion. $69.95 

SENGOKU ACE 2 Atlus 
never seems to disappoint 
when it comes to shooters. 
If you missed this back in 
December, don’t miss it 
again. AMAZING STUFF ! 
$64.95_ 

DRAGON BALL Z LEGENDS In 
your idle time until the release 
of Dragon Ball Z GT, why not 
give the next best thing a shot. 
Millions have. $49.95 

SALAMANDER DELUXE 
PACK Salamander heaven 
served on a CD platter. 2 
nostalgie titles back with a 
brilliant coin-op 3rd. $69.95 

SHIENRYU The best Japanese 
coin-op overhead shooter to 
reach a home console thus 
far. Shooter freaks prepare 
tostrip. $69.95 

FATAL FURY REAL BOUT SPECIAL 
The return of the Bogard family 
and friends is absolute insanity. 
Enhanced backdrops and added 
character animation make this a 

SAMURAI SHODOWN 4 An 
absolute @*&#“?!# blood 
bafh. All followers of the 
Samurai series must own this 
4th installment. $74.95 

PULSTAR If you own a Neo 
CD and don’t have it, there’s 
something wrong with you. 
This incredible sidescroller 
has yet to be beaten on any 

BREAKERS Visco and SNK 
team up once again to give 
all fighting addicts their lat- 
estfix. CALL! 

system, PERIOD!!! $94.95 

IMPORT I 

Witness toe Samurai clan in their first 
ever RPG. Packed full of hellacious monsirosiiies 
and meianomic questing. SPECIAL: Comes with 
Samurai Shodown RPG original music CD. SI09.95 

G F 0 0 8 
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Open Monday thru Friday 8am-7pm. 
Saturday and Sunday 8am-5pm PST 
Game Cave Welcomes All 
Dealer & Wholesale Accounts! 

Info 
Line: 1-626/930-1300 

Visit Our Web Site: http:/wwiv.gamecave.com Call Tolt Free, Far Orders anly: 1-888/GameCave 
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W ANIME! 
Game Cave carries a vast collection of all the new and classic 
anime titles. Add some bulk to your collection with the pur- 
chase of any of our amazing films. Buy any 3 anime titles and 
receive any other title for just $4.95. (Imports excluded) 

mm 
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NEON GENESIS 
EVANGELION 0:7 
$19.95 

RECORD OF 
LODOSS WAR 
BOX SET 
VOL. 1-6 $84.95 

BIOHUNTER 
$19.95 

IRIA BOX SET 
VOL. 1-3 $54.95 

VAMPIRE HUNTER 
THE ANIME VOL. 2 
$69.95 

GATCHAMAN 
$19.95 

THE SLAYERS 
VOL. 4 $16.95 

NEON GENESIS 
EVANGELION 0:8 
$19.95 

V.V'g±L yicL-uLL^ 
Surround yourself with insane anime and game related 
wall scrolls. Complete your favorite series collection. 
Game Cave carries multiple scrolls from your favorite 
series. ENJOY! ALL SCROLLS $19.95 each 

FF7CLOUD STRIFE 
FF7 CLOUD ON BIKE EVANGELION 

PAINTED REI 

sa 

Music 
and receive $5.00 off your order 
Buv anv two SauareSoft music CDs 

Game Cave carries a large line of import anime and game related 

original and arranged music CDs, for the true “I must have 

everything” industry addict. CDs range from $19.95 - $64.95 

Buy any two SquareSoft music CDs and receive $5.00 off your 

order. Restrictions apply. 

FISAI FASIASÏ 
19871994 

mA. 

RNAL FANTASY1987 - PERSONA ORIGINAL DRACULA X ORIGI- 
1994CLASSICS$29.95 3 CD Set! $44.95 NAL $34.95 

=INAL FANTASY VI 
GRAND FINALE CD 
$19.95 

DRAGON BALIZ181/2 FINAL FANTASY IV 
CD $19.95 ORIGINAL CD 

CHRONO TRIGGER CHRONO TRIGGER SAMURAISHODOWN 
3 CD SET $49.95 BRINK OF TIME $19.95 RPG 2 CD SET $39.95 

nrfFfflIiSTV I 
FIMLlfSïASY 

1. 
KOWLOON’S GATE FINAL FANTASY V RNAL FANTASY 
ORIGINAL CD ORjGjNAL 2 CD SET SYMPHONICSUFTE$39.95 

njoSjimm 

FINAL FANTASY IV 
CELTIC MOON CD 
$29.95 

FINAL FANTASY VI Y’S SYMPHONY 95 
3 CD SET$5195 $19.95 

ig*imm 

FINAL FANTASY ARC THE LAD 2 
LOVE WILL GROW ORIGINAL CD 
CD $24.95 $39.95 

SECRET OF MANA 2 
ORIGINAL CD 
$19.95 

LIVE WIJ 

LIVE A LIVE ORIGI¬ 
NAL CD $24.95 

y- - 

jtreet fighter 
ANIME VOL. 2 CD 
$39.95 

WILD ARMS ORIGI¬ 
NAL CD $39.95 

SAILOR MOON 
VOCAL #1 $19.95 

Model Kits 

EVANGELION PLASTIC MODEL KITS 
Very few anime series ever reach the caliber of excellence to be 
considered a classic. Evangelion is one of them. Celebrate the fol 
lowing with the most impressive plastic model kits ever released 
High grade engineering, full color, fully poseable with weapons 
power source devices, Eva pilots and one extra character. HG Large 
Eva kits (10”) Small Eva kits (6") 

€ V* N GKLION 

EVA - 02 LM HG 
RED $29.95 

M 
GENESIS 

EVA - 03 LM HG 
Production Model 

9.95 

Gundam Plastic Model Kits 
The most popular mech series in Japan has supplied us all with a 
bouquet of amazing products, anime, music, resin kits, games, 
and model kits. Call Game Cave now to order any of our amaz¬ 
ing MG/HG Gundam kits. (All kits 10”) 

t: ; 

/ V. 
ZAKU 2 CLEAR EDI- 
TION MG $34.95 

SHENLONG GUN¬ 
DAM HG $19.95 

GUNDAM AIRMAS- 
TER HG $19.95 

GUNDAM VIRSA- 
GO HG $24.95 

for the gaming enthusiast! 

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND. AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 
ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 
RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION GAMES ARE NOT COMPATIBLE 
WITH NEWER SYSTEMS, CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HANDLING ARE 
EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH¬ 
OUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE. 



COLLECTOR 
CARD5 

DRAGON QUEST 
box set $34.95 
card packs $2.95 
FINAL FANTASY VII 
box set $54.95, card packs $4.95 
SAKURA WARS 
box set $49.95, card packs $3.95 

GAME CAVFS ANIME CD P1CKS OF THE MONTH 
Sailor Moon Orgel Fantasia $19.95 
Oh My Goddess Original Soundtrack V2 

$24.95 
Dragon Ball Z Never Ending Story 2 CD 

$44.95 
Ranma 1/2 New Collections $19.95 

GAME CAVE 421 E. HUNTINGTON DR. MONROVIA CA. 91016 
Open 7 Days A Week, Monday thru Friday 8am-7pm, Saturday and Sunday 10am-5pm 

All specials are while supplies 

PLAYING CARDS 
PLAY POKER IN STYLE WITH GAME CAVES’ 
DIVERSE COLLECTION OF ANIME RELATED 
METALLIC PLAYING CARDS. 

EVANGELION: 
$9.95 
RANMA 1/2: 
$7.95 
DRAGON 
BALL Z: $8.95 
SAILOR MOON SUPER S: $8.95 

AIRGRAVE IMPORT 
PLAYSTATION $49.95 

NAMCO MUSEUM VOL. 4 
IMPORT PLAYSTATION $19.95 

D-XHIRD 
IMPORT SATURN $39.95 

SPEED KING 
IMPORT PLAYSTATION $39.95 

PLANET JOKER 
IMPORT SATURN $39.95 

RAIDEN DX IMPORT 
PLAYSTATION $39.95 

ZAP! SNOWBOARDING TRIX 
IMPORT SATURN $24.95 

SEGA AGES VOL. 1 
IMPORT SATURN $29.95 

SKULL FANG 
IMPORT SATURN $29.95 

NEW ANIME T-SHIRTS 
MOST ANIME T-SHIRTS $12.95 
ALL SHIRTS AVAILABLE IN MEDIUM / 
LARGE / AND X-TRA LARGE 
Sailor Moon S • Dragon Ball Z • 
Tenchi Muyo • Ranma 1/2 

Ghost In The Shell & Akira $16.95 

“NEW” GHOST IN THE SHELL SPECIAL 
Get Ghost In The Shell original music CD 
with Shirow Masamune artist 

Visit Our Web Site! 

WWW.GAM 
Register to win a 

GXTV Monito 
• Order Online 

• Online Catalng 

• Internet Only Specials GanïorCon*y 
Soqq.95 

Drawing held bi-monthly, winner notified by mail. See site for details. 

GF008 
• rncc urrcn; 

! JOIIM THE GAME CAVE CLUB! ! 
! FOR A FREE MEMBERSHIP FILL OUT THIS FORM AND \ 
; SEND IT IN! YOU’LL RECEIVE... | 
! • A $10.00 OFF MAIL-IN COUPON i 
; • A GAME CAVE CATALOG, AND MORE! \ 

! NAME & AGE---! 

[ADDRESS-  | 

I CITY--! 

! STATE & ZIP_j 

jpHONE # ( )_! 

! E-MAIL ADDRESS_J 
[MAIL TO: G A M E_C » V E_ 4 21 _E^ HUNJ ING TON _DR M 0 N R 0 VIA CA.9J016 J 

G F 0 0 8 

C.O.D. Info Open 7 Days A Week. Monday thru Friday 8am- 
7pm. Saturday and Sunday 8am-5pm PST 
GameCave Welcomes All Dealer 1-626/930-1300 ____ __ and Wholesale Accounts! 

Visit Our Web Site: http:/www.gamecave.com Call Tnll Free, For Orders only: 1-888/GameCai/e 
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KON AML 
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SUPERSTAR 
S0CCER1E4 

www.konami.com 1 -900-896-HINT (4468) «S0.8S pet minulc.cluiige «SI IS pet minule support li 
•Touch tone plione required «Minors must have parental permission belote draling Hints ore uvuilublc 24 houts u day. live support Monday Friday 8:30a 
Frites and availability subject lo change. U.S. acccssibility only. International Superstar Socccr 64 is o trademark ol Konami (o., lid Nintendo, the Oflu 
and the 3 0 ‘W logo me liadcmorks ol Nintendo ol America Int.' '1996 Nintendo ol America Int. The rulings icon is u Irademurk ol the Interactive Digitri 
Konami® is a rcgislercd trademark ol Konami (o., lid. ©1997 Konami ol Ameritajnt. All Rights Rcscrvcd. Konami Sporls Series'" is o Hodcmark ol Kr 
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